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FOREWORD 
This field guidebook bas been prepared to accompany a 
fieldtrip to the northern and central toast of Per6, to be 
realized after the International Symposium on "Form.$r,,XENSO 
Phenomena in western South America: Records of El NiZo.‘events. 
Th,is meeting was held in Lima, 4 to 7 March 1992, arid was 
organized by ORSTOM (L'Institut Français de Rechqrche 
Scientifique pour le Développement en Coopération) and the 
Instituto Geofisico del Perd. 
The objt-ctive of this 4-day,scientific excurçion is to 
observe, recognize, and discuss in the field the distinct kinds 
of evidence found in coastal Peru of occurrences of possible El 
Nii?o events in the past. 
The guide was prepared by J.,Macharé, L. Ortlieb, J..Guevara 
and A. Diaz. In addition to the authors' data, several published 
documents have been used either as quote, or in their total 
length. The guide also includes textes. prepared and signed by 
special contributors as: R.Calienes y L. VAsque (IMARPE), R. 
Ferreyra (Museo de Historia Natural), R. Rodriguez and A. Mabres 
(Universidad de Piura), S. Uceda and M. Montoya (Universidad de 
Trujillo), J. Vreeland .ISICAN). The editors also benefitted from 
the cooperation of L.. Huertas (Universidad National de Educa- 
ciAn), and thank L. Wells (Univ: of Berkeley) for sendi-ng a copy 
of her PhD thesis digsertation. 
The compilers are indebted to M. sote for the technical 
s'upport in the different stages of the preparation of the field- 
trip and of the guidebook. Thanks also are expressed to K. Ro- 
sales, D. GSmez, Y. Véliz, and L. Arteta for their assïstanE'&. 
This publication.has received the financial support.of 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
EL NIMO IN THE PRES@iT AND IN THE PAST 
Brief summary on E.l Niiro/Southern Oscillation phenomenon 
The east Pacifie waters comprised between south Ecuador and north 
Peru normally warm up every year durinq the southern summertime 
(December-March 1. When this warminq-up reaches some def ined 
limits of temperature, time and extension, one refers to what is 
called the El Nigo phenome,non. The abnormal situation may disap- 
pear after March, or instead it may extend durinq several months 
up to the summer of the followinq year: As a direct consequence, .. 
marine coastal fauna underqoes important changes, well known by 
the local fishermen. 
In the atmosphere, the phenomenon is expressed by an increase in 
the normally liqht summer rainfalls ‘on the arid coastal zone. 
Thus, the moderate or stronq events may cause, dramatic dammaqe 
to the population and the .local economy. 
Since the work of Bjerknes in the 1960's, and specially after the 
intensive research accomplished durinq the last 20 years or SO, 
the El Ni?io phenomenon is considered as the reqional component of 
a major relaxation of the equatorial Pacifie in response to weak- 
ened trade winds on a much larqer '(global) scale. Thus, El Niîio 
and ‘the Southern Oscillation are closely related and constitute 
the so-called ENS0 phenomenon. 
Impw,rtance of the study of EI NiGo in the pas& record 
The çtudy of former .occurrences of El Ni60 is the only way 
to determine the recurrence of the phenomenon and the variability 
of its intensity throuqh time. Actually, there has ’ been many 
discussions and controversy reqardinq the chaotic vs. quasi- 
periodic nature of the phenomenon. On another hand, there is a 
larqe, scale.of variation in the strenqth of the El NiSo events, 
from one occurrence to the other. The possibility to predict the 
strenqth of an El NiSo event in process is evidently of major 
economic importance, and by itself justify that many research 
proqrams are dedicated to elucidate the involved mechanisms and 
impacts of former occurrences of the oceanoqraphical/climatic 
,’ anomaly. 
GEOGRAPHICAL OVERVIEW OF NORTH-CENTRAL PERUVIAN COAST 
This .f ieldt’rip, which is aimed to observe and discuss the evi- 
dences of past El Nii?o events in Peru, Will develop essentially 
alonq the toast of northern Peru (Fiq.I.1). A special attention 
Will be paid in this fieldtip to the series of beach ridqes, and 
their relationships with former occurrences of the El NiEo phe- 
nomenon “in .the Hol’cjcene. Sequences of beach ridqes wi 11 be exam- 












Fig.I.î.- General itinerary of the 9ieidtrip. 
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Fig.I.2.- Main Holocene 
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(Diaz & Ortlieb, 1991). 
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The major part of the evidencé.‘règarding.paleo-El Ni%o are gath- 
ered in the departments of P-iurai Lambayèque ,and., La Libertad. 
These departments- have been currently grouped in the new po-l.iti- 
cal regions: Graù 9 “Oriental del MaraTion” and “San Martin-La 
L ibertad", respectively. : 
In general terms, weather is warm to temperate along the toast; 
with mean annual temperature: 23-24OC. Precipitatiqn is scarce 
(O-100 mm), except 'during -"El Nii?o phenomenon”, when strong 
rainfall makes that gorges become active in the desert. However, 
there is a high relative air humidity. Soilç are saline .an.d 
clayey; the relief consists of coastal plains’ (to the West) and 
andean slopes (to the East), with isolated hills. For these L 
geomorphic characteristics, the above mentioned regions are 
included in the Dry Equatorial -Fore§t and the Pacific.,Deser-t 
Ecorregions. 
Piura Department 
It haç the largest population, after Lima. Its capital iç 
Piura City, founded in 1534 by spanish. .Conquistador Francisco 
Pirarro. The economy of the department is based mainly on agri-. 
cultural activities, oil ,production and fisheries (major harbors: 
Talara, Paita and Bayovar). 
The region comprises coastal and andean (Northern Andes 
system with main fluvial basins of Piura and Chira rivers) terri- 
tories. The coastline becomes more distant from the Andean 
cordillera ,than in any other region of Perug thus, the great 
plain in between is approximately 150 km wide. The main morpho- 
logical features of the “Çechura Desert” include; large plains 
partly covered by extensive çandçheets and barkhanes, wide Qua- 
ternary marine terraces (“Tablatos”, Fig. 1.3) and arid massifs 
that constitute segments of the Paleozoic “Coastal Cordillera” 
(Illesca5, Billa de Paita, Rmotapes). 
Lambayeque Department 
Lambayeque region is located in the north Peruvian toast 
immediately south of Piura Dep,artment, with Chiciayo city as its . 
capital. Economy is mainly based on agricultural and industrial 
activities; main harbors are Pimente1 and Etén. 
Its topographie profile is characterized by coaçtal desertic 
plains, with small hills and elevated flats called “pampas” 
(Olmos, Palo Grueso, MSrrope). Western andean siopes are located. 
to the east’$ from which La Lech@, Reque, Lambayeque and Sas-a 
rivers originate, “Great productive oases” have been formed in 
their valleys, thanksto rura.1 irrigation syçtems, some of which 
inherited from prehispanic time. 
La Libertad Department 
The capital of the’ department La Libertad, Trujillo City, 
was founded in 1535 in the Moche river valley. Hi§tory ,of early 
man (10,000 B.C.) in Perd has been reconçtructed in this tc-rrito- 
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Fig.l.3.- Marine terraces in northern Peru. 
(Ortlieb & Macharé, 1990). 
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PY- Trujillo valleys aime regarded’ as important archeological 
centers where the Mochica ,XHuacas deP Sol and La Luna) and the 
Chim6 (Chan Chdn) cultures developed. 
Topographical profiles for this region include: the coastal 
desert (approximately a quarter of 'itç territory); the Western 
Cordillera and the Western Central Andean slopes; mean tempera- 
ture reaches 24°C. Gin hydrographical basins ape Pacifie Ocean- 
oriented watersheds (Jequetepeque, Moche, Chao and Santa rivers) 
and others oriented towa.rd the east of the Cordillera (MaraFi6n). 
VEGET~TEONAL AND EfXlLCFGICAL ASPEETS 
(43 contribution by Prof. R. Ferreyra) 
BREVE DESlXIPC~ON DE LBS CCWWNIDBDES VEGETALES QUE H##BLTW EL 
TERRI-TOF%feP GDWRENDIDQ ENTRE PZUIW Y LIPlh 
PIURA 
Desde la llegada de 10s conquistadores 10s peruanoç de la costa 
norte usan el termine de "algarrobo"9 nombre impuesto por 10s 
espagoles a un Arbol nativo que se llama "guarango", muy distinto 
a la eçpecie de la Peninsula Ib&rica que denominan "algarrobo" y 
corresponde a Ceratonia siliqua. 
Todo el territorio de Piura el Bajo Alto ‘Piura es mas o menos 
plano con Pigeras ondulaciones y cervos que se cubre de un bosque 
ralo, seco .donde domina el guarango: Prosopiç. oallida 
acompaZdndolo en menor denclidad el “çapote” Capparis anoulata. 
Participa de este basque aunque espor6d icamente el "hualtaco" 
(Lomopteryqium huasanao.); @l “palo santo” IBursera qraveolenç. 1 
cuya resina despide un fuerte olor que se detecta facilmente en 
el boçqu@; ~“1 “palo verd@” (Cercidium uraecox.), que tiene el 
tallo siempre verde; “realengo” (Maytenus octooona. ) s 
Las precipitaciones de% verano generan comunidades herbkeaç que 
cubren totalmente 10s cParoç de 10s bosques aunque en forma 
efimera.. Los pastos naturales son abundantes siendo 10s m6s 
f recuentes: 
Antheshora hermaphrodita Rristida adscenciones 
Eraprostis cilianensis Rriçtida chiclavensis 
Chloris radiata Merremia aeqyptia 
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De la llnaura del despoblado de Piura (100 - 120 m.) se asciende 
al, Pprtachuelo de Olmos que cruza una cadena de cerros de 800 a 
1000~ ‘metras de altitud. ‘Aqui la formation arborea. se~.$epite,’ 
prevalenciendo..Prosonis pallida ftirma armata; son tamb.i$.n .k’o- 
munes : Encel ia canescens : Panicum fasciculatum ; Oxalis dombeii; 
una Ipomoea de flores~ rojqs, .distinta aparentemente .a Ipomoea 
carnea, 0 “borrachera.” de, Piura. ” . __ 
A medida que se desciende’ hacia, Lambayeque se observa un,a 
disminucibn de’ las fenotipos de al’garrobo a Cau&sa de la- 
depredacion que hacen 10s campesinos para leRa, el “sapotal” en 
cambio se desarrolla con vigor pese a la utilinacibn de la 
artesania regional donde se emplea como materia prima la madera 
blanca del sapote. Afortunadamente esta especie tiene una amplia 
distribution geogrdfica, se ertcuentra desde Tumbes, Piura, Lam- 
bayeque, La Libertad y Ancash. Se ha verificado el limite meridi- 
onal del sapote entre Huarmey y Barranca. La morfologia de esta 
especie depende de 10s factores bioclim6ticos y ed&ficos, en el 
sur la planta es pequeRa, tiene la forma convexa en su conjunto, 
las ramas son de cumbentes que forman un microclima para ahorrar 
la humedad requerida para su desarrollo en condiciones tan- hos- 
tiles como una sequedad extrema y alta temperatura.; en cambio el 
sapote del norte es mucho m6s desarrollado y tiene un fuste hasta 
de 5 6 6 metros. 
LA LIBERTAD 
Los cerros Campana y Combo, a1 norte de la ciudad de Trujillo son 
10s limites nortei?os de la formation de Lamas que depende de las 
neblinas invernales. En cambio m6s a1 norte en el Cerro Reque y 
Silla de Paita reciben las lluvias de verano y aparecen algunas 
especies tipieas de lomas. Estas lomas del extremo norte poseen 
indicadores endémicos que caracterizan el ambiente: Senec i 0 
truxillensis. Fourcroya occidentalis. Monnina graminea.; Pit- 
cairnia lopezii.; Verbena clavata var. iasmensis. 
Continuando a1 sur de Trujillo, siguen 10s desiertos, pequei?os 
sapotales y luego las lomas de VirQ que son de poca extension. 
ANCASH 
Las lamas de Casma se encuentran aisladas, enclavadas en una 
pequesa quebrada y en la laderas del cerro fiente a1 mar. 
Continuando a1 sur llegamos a las lamas. de Lupin que se encuen- 
tran alejadas del mac, se caracterizan por sus plantas suculentas 
y espinosas. En la parte baja a 300 metros habia una especie de 
amancay fragante: Paramonaaia weberbaueri. . adem&s varias 
bromeliaceas con espinas: Pitcairnia ferruqinea. y Puya. 
LIMA 
Son importantes en el departamento de’ Lima las lomas de DoiYa 
Maria y Lachay que ha sido declarada UNIDAD DE CONSERVACION, 
7 
situada a 100 kilometros a1 norte de Lima. Se puede afirmar que 
hasta esta latitud, las Lomas de Lachay es la de mayor biodiver- 
çidad. 
Entre las especias arb8reas: 'Ca&salpinia tara.;‘ Acacia macracan- 
m. ; Caeçalpinia paipai.; Capparis orisca.; Carica candicans.‘ 
Las hierbas m6as comunes son: 
Nolana qayanab. Heliotropium arborescens 
Nolanca humifusa, Senecio lomincola. 
L0as.a urens. Cyclathera mathewssii. 
Salvia rhombifolia. SiCvos baderoa. 
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II, Fireé Day 
GENER& PRESENTATION 
A whole day circuit Piura-Chira-Paita-Piura Will be dedicat- 
ed to records of ancient El NiiYo @vents in Holocen’e coastal 
deposits at Chira and Colan, and to the monitoring of the El NiRo 
phenomenon from an oceanographical point of view at the IMARPE 
station of Paita. 
Itinerary 
See itinerary on the sketch map (Fig. 11.1) and correspond- 
ing schedule oh Table 1I.l. 
Itirterary Distance 
-I!x day Ikml 
‘Piura 
il0 
Chita bi Fidges dops l-2 
70 
Cdiin bf ridges stops 3-6 
12 
,Paita Station stop 7 






































119.1 7.6 Tablazo Lobitos (optional stop) 





i San Pedr 
3ri 
Fig.fI.L.- %tinerary of the first day 
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The surroundings of Piura are relatively flat or show small 
reliefs; superficial deposits of Quaternary age (eolian sands, 
alluvium, caliche) generally- overlie Tertiary marine beds.. The 
area corresponds to the base of the foothills of the northern 
Peru Findes. 
Sullana is built on the banks ‘of Chira River (Fi,gi 11.21, a 
permanent river wi.th a watershed that qncompasses the southern 
Ecuador findes, The relatively regular interannual regime af this 
river contrasts with that of Piura River and other smaller rivers 
of northern Peru. Part of the Chira River water cornes from CStla.n- 
tic air from the eastern side of the”Andes. Nevertheless, dur i ng 
El NiEo years,. the strong precipitations concentrated on the 
coastal region strongly increase the river flood in the lower 
part of the watershed. These episodic heavy rains produce general 
floods in the Chira valley, and ultimately provoke a strong 
increase in the discharge of the river. 
We &hall pç, through the following villages8 Amotape, Mira- 
mar, ViehayaZl, built on the northern side of th’e Rio Chira deléa- 
ic plain. Then, we enter Portachuelo and the petroleum production 
area. 
THE CHLRA BEACH RIDSES 
STOP 1. : Pertachuelo 
Banoramic view of the southern extremity of the Holocene 
beach-ridge sequence of Chira, .and presentation of the area. 
This .is the major sequence.of Holocene beach ridgss in Peru 
(Fig.I.2). It is also the first one which was studied and radio- 
carbon dated (Chigne, 1975; Richardson, 1973, 1983) first from an 
11 
Valle dal Ctira, Estructura Agraria 
1. h’aciendas algodoneras y arroceras. campos abiertos. 2. Huertas arboricola del minifundio. 3. Gran plantaci&l de 
cocoteros y cirricos. 
Fig.II.Z.- Lower valley of rio Chira (Sullana-Portachuele) (from 
Collin Delavaud, 19834) 
Paleocene 
II SCALE SIWWl AdsW.d from mro, 01 PetroPwu .nd Occldwd~l Parmnm 
lEIll 
1’ Lobitos Tabiazo -- Inferred Faulf 
lsl Or Cretaceous m f Talara Tabiazo / Fault 




AdarpwJ kill m.pa Of PdhcQml wd Occwmi~l Pwmla 
I- - 
I ll?ia Paleozoic Mefamorphic rocks 
Fig.IJ.3.- Simplified gerslogic map of the area north af rio 
Chira, from DeVries, 1989. 
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! 
archaeological point of view, a;nd latefy with the aim to asçess 
former occurrences of El NiRo @vents (Machare & Crtlieb, 1990; 
Martin et al., 1992; Ortlieb et al,, 1992). 
‘, 
i%?szrap$EDn 
The sequence of beach-ridges is located between the mouth of 
rio Chira and Punta Balcones (Fig. 11.4). The beach-ridges are 
oriented SE-NW, sub-paraIle to.the shoreline. They measure up to 
24 km long, but may show sE?6eraE interruptions, particularly in 
th&ir southern extremity, close to the Chira river mouth. 
The beach ridges are 3-4 m high and separated’ by wide ,and 
f lat inter-ridges. They are exlusively made of sandg and were 
genera1l.y préserved from erosion by a layer of shells accumulated 
by‘ early inhabitants (shelP middens). Principal geometric charac- 
tekistics are given in Table 1X,2. 
.Two QPbUp§ of ridges cari be eeparated: an older one with 
‘better defined .ridges and a younger one with more closely ,seaced 
‘ridges. The earliest ones were, num,bered 9 to 6 by Chigne (19751 
and Richardson .(1983), and J, K, L and M, respectively, by Ort- 
lieb et.al, (1992) (Fig. 11.3). 
., 
; 
i No$th of Portachuelo thc road climbs onto a remnant of’ the 
Tablazo Talara (elevation about +W m). 
,Examination of a typical .section of tablamo deposit.’ The 
tablamo,Lobitoe is the youngest one defined in northern PO~U, and 
:thus ‘,may‘ .be considered as correlatable with the Late Pleistocene 
hi.gh. sea-stand (isotopic stage! %a?. Elevation is about +12 m. 
o;The’stop also provides a view of. the Chira beach ridges. 
The remnant of marine terrace has an uncommon morphology: it 
forms:a .wide ridge-like structure, parallel to the Hal.ocene 
beach-ridges. This structure results from erosion processes that 
occurred in the latest Quaternary and does net corres.pond to a 
beach-ridge sedimentation. This is evidenced by the sedimentolog- 
ical and faunal characteristics of the deposit. 
Ai; this optional stop, it is observed that the sediment is 
typical. of a marine terracez sandy coquinas and biocalcirudites, 
14 
Fig'.II.4,- The sequence of Ehira beach ridges (Inst,Geogrdfico 
National, fotocarta), 
:_.. '; 
Fig.II.S.- Maps and location of the 
cross-sections. Chira 
beach ridge sequence. 
(a,b: Chigne, 1975; c: 






with cobbles and gravels. The fauna consists mainly in (P.292): 
Glycymetris maculata, Semele flavescens, Ctiiane br5ggi I?), Dusin- 
ia dunkeri, Tbais chocolata and Triumphis distorka and indicates 
a nearshore environment distinct from that of beach ridgesa Other 
species found in this unit include (P-50-51): Donax obesulus, 
finadam tubercu2wsa, Dosinia ponderosa, Malea ringens, Crucibulum 
scutellatum, and Melongena patula). 
"J 
We drive on the L.obitos tablazo for about 8 km. .To the east 
of the road, cari be seen a former Holocene lagoon area close' to 
cjea level. This area is flooded during the strong.El Nii?o riin- 
falls. To the west of the road, one sees in the distance"the 
oldest beach ridge of the Chira sequence. It is covered, like the 
other ridges by midden shells. 
We shall leave $he paved road to, take a path crossing the 
whole sequence of beach ridgss. The two sldest ridges (informally 
cal1ed.J and. K) will be crossed, before we stop at the third 
older one (Fig. 11.4, 11.5). 
STOP 2: Chira beach ridge “L” 
Objecti ue 
Examination of geomorphological and sedimentological charac- 
teristics of the widest'beach ridge of the Chira sequence. Sig- 
nificance of the archaeological dating of.the ridges. 
Observa tionç 
The ridges are sxclusively made of Sand. There are practi- 
cally no fossil sheLIs intermingled in the sediment. The shells 
capping the major part of the ridges (Tivela hians and Dona> 
obesulus) have been accumulated by Paleo-Indians, and subsequent- 
ly were spread a11 over the ridges by natura~.,processes. Numerous 
hearths cari be observed by scrapping the superficial 'layer of 
shells. Radiocarbon dating was realized on charcoals and on 
associated shells. 
,It cari be'&ssumed that the real age difference petween asso- ~ . .. 
ciatea,shells and charcoals is small, although onemay argue that 
the Cood whith was burnsd was necessari'iy always older than the 
midd'en shells. _ 
II 
Table II.3 presents the radiocarbon dates obtained up to now 
in the Chira bèach-ridge sequence. From these data, one ‘may 




ChiG i Ridge i kGaxiy3um 1 
Table II.Z.- 
i YeackG3ge% 1 vzi&h i ridge i Chira beaoh ridges: geometrical 
; fRkharhsw* 1 @iq i heigh5 .j ,, parameters. (Modified from Chigne, 
I ; 1 saq f f @ Et%fs.q i 1975 and Richardson, 1983). 
Table II.3.- Available C-14 data from the Chira sequence :of 
Beach-ridgc # Snmple 
this Richard- (field) 
study son,1983 M 
P.293 
P.294 
. ” J P.264 
TP.268 
P.267 
III ILC II Last 1 P.301 
ridgc 1 P.303 
beaoh-ridges (Ortlieb et al., 1992). 
Lab. Nature of Mxsured delta 
analy& somple Cl4 iIgc ç13 
f. 1 k=W BP (PDB) 
667 
. ..~ . <... 
693 
~~~~~~~ 4210 ,& 40 40.6 
C$@g.&* 4570 f SO -26*6 
. . . \ ..,.,_ .,< .,.,.,. . . ,. .: .A . . . . . ..A.... A.2 A.. 
562 Tivela 3230&40 4.42 
SI-1421 1 charwal 13490 & 80 1 
671 1 Dons~ @ j3410.&40 I+l.15 
672 1 Tivela @ 3370 f40 +0.72 
669 
691 
670 2610f35 +0.06 
2X-1566 Tivela 
Z-1424/% charwal. 1405f75 
SI-1424B charwal 1305 f 100 
Sl-1437 charwd 005f60. 
673 ~~~~~~.~, 460&40‘ +0.48 
a7 ~~~~~~~ 330 *40 -26*6 
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R=221 (+) beach-ridgc 












] 2730 BP 
(1955 BP) 
(1405 BP) 
Charwal and shells associatcd in a single hcarth, snd thus considered as contemporanwus. This assumcd coxLtemporancity 
lcads us to calculate a factor “S” which apparcntly varicd through tlme (90 to 520 years). 
j Corre&ion for isotopic fractionation (delta C 13= -25 per mil/PDB). ’ 
+ Correction for the so-called “rescrvoir effet”, with factor R= 221 f 49 yr (according Stuivcr. 19S6). Rcsults (and signas) 
arc rounded off to thc ncarest multiple of tcn (Stuiver & Polach, 1977): 
@ in situ shells wllcctcd in ncarshore sediments (CO& in inter-ridge swalc). 
Tivcla: T. hians; Donax: D. pcruvianus (=D. obesulus). 
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- . . 
- there is a satisfactory agreement between the series of re- 
sults published by Richardson (1983) and our data; 
- there is an interna1 consistency in the sequence of dates with 
respect to the relative chronological order of the ridges; 
radiocarbon age differences between "contemporaneous" char- 
coals and shelfs vary from 90 to 520 years; 
- the most probable age of the ridge formation is given by the 
oldest radiocarbon result obtained in every ridge; as there is 
some uncertainty regarding the dating of nearshore marine carbon- 
ates, one may view the charcoal dates as more representative of 
the true age. 
Radiocarbon beach ridge "L" provides a relatively large 
spread of results (between 3500 and 2600 BP, uncorrected ages; or 
between 3620 and 3020 BP, normalized age). In this particular 
case, we tend to consider that the youngest set of dates (2600 
and 2610 BP, uncorrected ages 1 may well correspond to shell 
material that was brought atop the ridge to be eaten there, 
several centuries after the formation of the ridge. 
Table II.4 shows that the radiocarbon activity of modern 
shells cannot be used to calibrate the fossil shell data, because 
of the “post-bomb ef f ec t ” 9 and possibly other factors (upwelling 
variations ?). 
Samplc Lab. Snmpled. MWUrcd delta Normalizcd Corrcctcd agc 
Locality (ficld) anal. spccics C 14 age Ci3 C14agc (rcscrvoir eff.) Rcmarks 
# # (~CC bclow) BP /PDB C 13=-25%0(e) R=221 (@) 
P.274~11 475 Donax p. (1) 870&340 +0.43 12x0*340 1060& 390 fossil shclis 
Colan P.274-a2 535 Donax p. (2) -73o;t 120 +0.45 -310+120 -5302 170 “Domb” and 
P.274-b 460 Tivcla hians -1130 5- 120 -0.65 -730+ 120 -950-t 170 Zlp Wdiilg 
Chira P.271 561 Tivdn hians -940f30 -0.05 -530+30 -750480 cffmcts 
* Correction for isotopic fractionation (delta C 13= -25 pcr mil/PDB) 
@ Correction for SO-callcd “rcscrvoir cffcct”, with factor R= 221 & 49 yr (nccording Stuivcr, 1986). 
(1): worn, rcworkcd shclls collcctcd on thc ~XI~II in 1987 
(2): frcsh-looking shclls, collcctcd on thc bcach in 1987 
Table 11.4.- Radiocarbon activity of modern shells at Colan and 
north of the rio Chira mouth (Clrtlieb et al,, 1992). 
From ridge "L", we-continue toward the west, to observe ride 
M, then a particularly wide inter-ridge area. Westwards, the path 
crosses a Line of trees and climbs above a series of younger 
beach ridges. These ridges are not separated by well marked 
inter-ridge swales. The ridges are more easily identified on 
aereo photographs or satelite images (Fig.II.6). 
On the modern strandline, beside Tivela hians :and Donax 
obesul us, the most commonly found mollusks are: Raeta undula ta, 
Pitar lupanaria, Sanguinolaria bertini and Polinices helicoides.71 
This fauna does not indicate.any recent change in the ecological 
conditions of the Chira area. -_ 
. . 
Way back to the paved road. 
Fig-II-6.- Processed satellite image of the central part of Chira 
beach ridges (Document ORSTOM,X No~]), 
2ü 
- there is a satisfactory, agreement between the series of re- 
sults published by Richardson (19831 and OUT data; 
- there is an interna1 consistency in the sequence of dates with 
respect to the relative chronological order of the ridges; 
radiocarbon age differences between “contemporaneous” char- 
coals and shells vary from 90 to 520 years; 
- the most probable age of the ridge formation is given by the 
oldest radiocarbon result obtained in every ridge; as there is 
some uncertainty regarding the dating of nearshore marine carbon- 
ates, one may view the charcoal dates as more representative of 
the true age. 
Radiocarbon beach ridge “L” provides a relatively large 
spread of results (between 3500 and 2600 BP, uncorrected ages; or 
between 3620 and 3020 BP, normalized age). In this particular 
case, we tend to consider that t’he youngest set of dates (2600 
and 2610 BP, uncorrected ages) may well correspond to shell 
material that was brought atop the ridge to be eaten there, 
several centuries after the formation of the ridge. 
Table II.4 shows that the radiocarbon activity of modern 
shells cannot be used to calibrate the fossil shell data, because 
of the “post-bomb ef f ec t “, and possibly other factors (upwelling 




Samplc Lob. Sampicd Mc.osurcd 
(fîcld) anal. sptxics C 14 agc 
# # (~CC bclow) BP 
P.274-0 I 478 Donax p. (1) 870 + 340 
P.274-a2 535 Donax p. (2) -730 f 120 
P.274-b 460 Tivcln hians -1130f 120 








Normaiizcd Corrcctul agc 
Cl4 “8” (rcscrvoir eff.) Rcmarks 
C 13=-25%0(“) R=221 (G-2) 
1280 f 340 1060 & 390 fossil shclis 
-310 &- 120 -530 $r 170 %omh” nnd 
-730 f 120 -950 -+- 170 upwcuirg 
-530 f 30 -750 + 80 Cff&S 
* Correction for isotopic fractionation (dcltn C13= -25 pcr mil/PDB) 
@ Correction for so-callcd “rcscrvoir cffcct”, with factor R= 221 f 49 yr (accord@ Stuivcr, 1986). 
(1): worn, rcworkcd sl~clls collcctcd on the bcach in 1987 
(2): frcsh-iooking S~UA~S, coliüctçd on thc beach in 1987 
Table 11.4.- Radiocarbon activity of modem shells at Colan and 
north of the rio Chira mouth (Ortlieb et al., 19921. 
From ridge ‘IL”, we continue toward the west, to observe ride 
M, then a particularly wi,de inter-ridge area. Westwards, the path 
crosses a line of ‘trees and climbs above a series of younger 
beach ridges. These ridges are not separated by .well’ marked 
inter-ridge swales. The ridges are more easily identified on 
aereo photographs or satelite images (Fig.II.6). 
On the modern strandline, beside Tivela hians and L?onax 
obesulus, the most commonly found mollusks are: Raeta undulata, 
Pitar lupanaria, Sanguinolaria bertini and Polinices helicoides.71 
This fauna does not indicate any recent change’ in the ecological 
conditions of the Chira area. 
Way back to the paved road. 
Fig-II.+.- Processed satellite image of the.central part of ChiTa 
beach ridges (Document ORSTOt$LNoe~). ,_ 





















l-2 Puente SimOn Rodrigue2 
14.0 Leave road, toward seacliff 
3.4 ColAn seacliff (STOP 3) 
7.6 Colan (STOP 41 
9.5 Beach ridge 5 (STOP 5) 
1.6 Beach ridge 4 (southern extremityi 
0.2 Beach ridge 3 
0.2 Beach ridge 2 
0.5 Beach ridge 1 
0.7 Shell line 2 
0.2 Shel‘l line 1 
5.1 Modern coastal ridge (STOP 61 
From the entry t0 stop 2; we return to the bridge over Rio 
Chipa, and Qrena 1. When reach i ng the paved road, turn rig.ht 
towar,d Colan and Paita. Road over a wide tablaro. About 2 km 
I. 
before the crossroad toward Colan, we enter a poultry farm and 
head tqward the sea cliff (Fig. 11.7). 
THE COLAN BEACH RIDGES 
STOP 3: ColAn seacliff 
, Panoramic view of ColAn paleo-embayment and Holocene beach 
ridge sequence from a +60 m elevation (Tablazo de Colan). General 
presentation of the area and explanation of the hypothetic réla- 
tionship between former El NiEo events and the formation of beach 
ridges. 
The ColAn sequence of beach ridges is located immediately to 
the south of the rio Chira mtiuth and consists in eight ridges 
“1 L 

Fig.II.8.- Aerial vertical photograph of the ColAn beach-ridge sequence 
(airphotograph SAN). 
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(Fig.II.8, II.?). SO, it bas some sjmilarities with the Chira 
sequence. On another hand, it differs by the sime and the sedi- 
mentology of the ridges, and also by the condition of genesis of 
the ridges. Unlike the other beach-ridge sequences in Peru, which 
are located downdrift from (north of) the river mouths and are 
directly related to the river load, the ColAn beach ridges are 
made of gravels and shingles inherited from a hanging outcrop of 
cong lomerate, and result f~om rainfall-related eroding processes 
at the foot of a paleo-seacliff. 
The comparison of the two sets of ridges is interesting 
precisely because there are indications that they constitute two 
distinct responses to episodes of heavy rainfall in coastal 
northern Peru 1 a normally arid land I In the case of Chira, the 
sandy beach ridges WEYP@ formed by sudden discharges of rio Chira 
(subsequent to ewceptionally heavy Pains) while in the case of 
Colan, the coarie-Qrained sadiment was provided to the coastline 
b direct runoff of exceptional strength. 
Some years ago, the beach-ridge formation was considered as 
related to tectonic puises (Richardson, 1974; Woodman y Polia, 
1974; Grolier et al., 1974; Sandweiss et al. q 1983). But it has 
been shown that this interpretation is not supported by elevation 
dif ferences of the successive ridges (Ort 1 ieb et a1 . , 1989) w The 
anomalous nearshore hydrodynamic processeç that characterize the 
*El NiGo phenomenon and the impacts of the meteorological anomaly 
on coastal sedimentation are now viewed as important factors for 
the formation of beach ridges in northern Peru (Sandweiss, 1986; 
Wells y Noller, t9B&; Wells, 1988; Ortlieb & Machare-, 1989, in 
press; Ortlieb et al., t989a, 1989b; Macharé et al., 19891, 
The lapse of formation of each individual ridge is not 
precisely determined. Some authors coneider that, like the Chira 
ridges, they were formed in a relatively long time periods 
tcenturies ?) (Martin et ail., 1992) 4 while others hypothesize 
that the ColAn ridges may have formed in one or two years, or.at 
least during successive El NiEo events (separated by decades or 
centuries-?) (Ortlieb et al., 1989, 1992; PL~kar& & Ortlieb, in 
press). 
The sequence of beach ridges is preçerved between the foot 
of the Holocene paleoçea-cliff and the present shoreline. Com- 
part-d to the other beach-ridge sequences, the Colan ridges are 
relatively small and separated by wide inter-ridge spaces: they 
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1Km. 
Fig.II.S.- Geological map of Colan. (Ortlieb et al., 1989b). 
a) Holocene littoral plain bl Eolian sand 
c) ColAn alluvial fan dl Upper Pleistooene terrace 
e) *-Paita Tablazo (lowèr Pleistocene) 
f 1 Beach-ridges g1 Shell lines h 1 Trenches * 25. - 

usually measure 15-50 m in width, and i to ‘3.5 m in height 
(Table 11.5, Fig.II.lO). The ridges are formed by shingle accumu- 
lations upon a sandy flat. They have been numbered 8 ,to 1, from 
the oldest to the youngest one (Woodman 81 Polia, 1974). 
Ridge 8 is a composite jtructure that was formed by 4 or 5 
juxtaposed ridges of even height. The remnant of 'this composite 
ridge is relatively short, with respect to the ydunger ones. The 
ridges are partly eroded toward the north: see the remnants of 
the northern extremities ‘of ridges that reappear near the rio 
Chira,delta. Ridge 3 shows a different type of interruption: a 
typical lagoon inlet. Near the base of Ridge 3 (close to the 
paleo-seatliff), is preserved a smaller ridge, ,here named 3A. 
This ridge is making an angle with respect to the other ones, and 
seems to be linked to the former lagoon entrante. 
Ridge 2 is the one that borders the #rtemia breeding basins. 
Ridge 1 is wider and more sandy than the earliest ones. Ridge 1 
is the only one which has a southern equivalent, south of Colan 
village. 
Several archeological sites and shell middens (Fig. II. 11; 
Ravines, 1887) cari be seen in the distance. The major ones are 
located near Colan, on Ridge i (.north), on the NW side of the 
Artemia basins, and on the cliff edge. The archeological sites 
contain a relatively varied fauna. The dominant species in the 
shell middens (P.183) are the same than those collected in the 
beach ridges and on the present shore: Donax CibErsulus, Tivela 
hians, Olivella caIumell.aris. In çome cases, Anadara tuberculosa 
shells are alço preserved: these tend to indicate that mangrove- 
like environments existed in the Colin area. 
The sediment associated to the tablazo above Colan essen- 
tially consists in gravelly calcirudite and conglomerate beds. 
The fauna wtiich includes (P.2i8) Turritella broderipiana, Thais 
chocola ta, Cyclinella çubquadra ta and Mactra velata (in çitu 
articulated shells), indicate a sublittoral and quiet -environ- 
ment. In a nearby locality (P.182) are found : Ostrea sp . , 
Tagelus dombei i, Anomia peruviana, Trachycardirrm pro&rum, T. 
chocol a ta 7 T. braderipiana, Polinices &ber). 
The ,path is crossing several Middle Pleistocene beach 
ridges. <These structures are evidenced by satelite imagery proc- 




1. GRbPO CQLANI Cl- ” 
’ ’ 
.: 2: GRUPO, MOGOTEI M2 -‘:’ 
. . <.‘I, 
3. GRUPO L&‘JGOSTINE’kii’L3 - 
‘ 
4. GRUPO TABLkO: P4; . 
Fig. II.Il.‘- LscatXon of~‘archaeological she’ll middsns on 
.th&+Paita Tabla6 and the Golati e‘mbayment. 






Fig. iI.12.- Processed sat-el lite image showing the pattern of the 
Pleistocene beach ridges on the Paita Tablazo. 
(J. Noei , ORSTOM télédétection). 
2 CI 
ridges are maç.t probably related te seo-IeveI. variations; there 
are np indication thrt they may, be Pinked to former El NiEo 
@ffeCtç, 
On the grade down to ColAn, Pook at the conglomerate bedci, 
and iat the shingle material CTaime Fm., Carrino Wember), 
Examination of the source of the ehingles that are reworked 
in the ColAn beach ridges. Di&ussion of the processes involved 
between El Nigo-related rãinfalls, the @rosion of the Tertiary 
conglomerate bedcs, the concentration of shingles at the mouth of 
the “quebrada” 7 the remobilisation of these coarse elsments in 
the coastal zone under conditions that include higher than normal 
se2 Ievel p 
L7bserva $icm 
From Stop 4, examination of the 5cacliff ciection (top ta 
bottom): 
- 1. Tablazo Talara (midd%e Bleistocene ?) 
(unconformi ty) 
- 2. Càrrimo Member of Taime Fm. (liste Pliocene’) 
(angulisr unconformity 1 
- 3. Lutitae-Talera Fm. imiddle Eocene). 
The shingles corne from the Taaime Fm. 
TO the SWg observe remnants of alluvial fan deposita, partly 
covered by archaeological sites. Vo the south? an eolian sand- 
sheet part%y hidee the remnante of beach ridge 15 (i southl. 
Çol&n iz, builk on an alluvial apron. This apron bas a tore 
of debris dep.osits rebated to heavy rainfall and erosion,’ and ics 
covered by archaeological remsins (Fig.ZI.13)s 
F\fter crosçing the cPmaPb town of ColAn, we shall reach the 
backshore flat (Fig.PE.141, and drive northwards. We leave the 
villagi to the @aet, go alsng the Hogote archaeological site 
(Fig. Pf.ll), then along beach ridge 1N. Thiep ridge i% crossed 




FigJI.l3.- tow a1 titudeaérial photograph .of Co.l,+ti vil lage. 
:+‘....i; ..::.. .: See the quebrada (East) which supplied material 
_’ 
for beach ridge 1N (NNW of ColAnl. 
(aiPphotogra.ph SAN). .,. . . 
31 - , 
Fig.II.14..- Colin Holoeene flat. View towkrds the SE.“’ 
At distance, the major paleo-seac,liff.. . . 
:.. 
:.‘ 
Fig.II.l.5.- Shallow trench tr&naeeting th& beaeh-ridge lN,’ 
at Colan. (Clrtlieb et al., 1989b). 
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shingles (Fig.II.15). 
TO reach the northern part of ridge 5, we shall successively 
5ee : 
- inter-ridge 1-2, oriented NW-SE, parallel to the Artemia e 
breed i ng basins (created after the 1982-83 El Niiïo event); 
- ridge 2. 
- northern extremity of ridge 3; . . '_ 
- ridge 4; 
.' 
STOP 5: Beach ridge #5 
Ubjectiwe 
Examrnation of‘one of the trenches realized in a11 the beach 
ridges at ColAn. . <' 
Obçervatiuns 
In Fig. II.9, are indicated the sampling localities. At 
ridge 5, like in the other cases, the trench was dug perpendicu- 
larly to the ridge axis (Fig. 11.10). Underneath the relatively 
thin bed of shingleo and gravels, one observes the çame sand that 
forms the inter-ridge areas. 
"Lac> secciones e5tratigrAficas de las zanjas permitieron 
observar que 10s cordones estan constituidos por varias capas de 
cantos, con proporciones variables de matriz arenosa, y que en la 
base de estoc; existe una extensa unidad arenosa, azoic.a, y de 
espesor desconocido, que forma un subestrato homogéneo.. ." (art- 
lieb et. al., 1989b). 
From Stop 5 ta the southerri.part of the bay 
We may stop .at .the trench of ridge 4, which shows a thin bed 
of sand interstratified in the shingles. 
Ridge 3 is interrupted by a former lagoon inlet; unfortu- 
nately the area has been intens.ively removed for extraction of 
shingles and cannot be studied anymoke. The shingle accumulation . 
was thicker'.there than in other places. The molluscan fauna found 
intermingled in the .coarse-grained sediment includes : LkmaX 
obesul U§ , Pseudochama co~+ugata; Turritella broderipiana, Thais 
chocola ta. 
IR ridge 2, .the sediment ici more sandy. The fauna includes: 
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Figj.II.I.G.- Cross-section to the Colan beach-ridge 5. 
(Clrtlieb et al., 1989bI.. 
Fig.II.lT.- Shell lino 2.on the Col&n flat. View towards the NE. 
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Table II.6.- Cl4 data from the Colan sequence of beach ridges 
(Ortlieb et al., 1992). 
Beach- sample Lab. N&urc of McaSUTed delta Normahed Correctmi age Minimum 
ridge (field) anal. ’ StUIlple Cl4 tige c-i3 C 14 nge :reservok eff.) C 14 age of 
# # # (se0 below) RP /PDB (X3=-25%0(*) R=221 (+) beach-ridgc 
P. 176 316 charcoal 3170 300 f -27.8 3130*300 [>3130 BP] 
#8 P.174 331 several spp 2890 250 4 +0.51 3300 250 & 3080 f 300 
P-175 345 several spp 3020~250 +1.26 345of25o 3230 f 300 
P.393 638 charcoal 334Ort45 a6.6 3310 45 f 3310 BP 
# 7/8N P.394 690 Tivela hians 3210 & 40 a.75 363Of40 341ort90 
P-395 686 Donax + spp 3210 50 f +1.34 364OfSO 3420 f 100 
#7 P.187 380 Donax + spp 2760*210 il.62 3190 210 f 2970 + 260 (2970 BP) 
P.189 324 charcoal 255Of490 -27.05 2520 490 f 252U BP 
$5 P-190 350 Tiveia hians 2510f250 +0.47 2920 f 250 27OOf3OO ’ 
Locality P.237 410 1 Donax p. 243oi:240 1 +1.16 2860 f 240 2640 f 290 
Y P-238 402 Tivcla hians 2280 f 200 +0.89 2700 k 200 2480 f 250 (2480 BP) 
#4 P.194 382 Donax + spp 2150& 170 +0.49 2560 f 170 2340 f 220 (2340 BP) 
P. 199 323 charcoal 2080 f 540 -26.70 2050 f 540 
# 3 1 P.200 1 322 1 charcoal 1 2040& 380 1 -27.01 1 2010 f 380 1 I 2010 BP 
P.197 1 349 Olivella+spp 2170f300 1 +1.56. 2600&300 2380 f 350 
# 3a P-209 381 Donax p. 1660 180 f +1.29 2090 f 180 1870 f 230 (D?O BP) 
#2 P-202 379 Donax + spp 1450 180 f +1.24 1880 f 180 1660 230 ’ f -&%bP) 
# 1N P.207 351 Donax + spp 9601230 .+1.34 1390 ri: 230 . 1170 f 280 (1170 BP) 
# 1s P.2i4 383 Donax + spp 790 210 + +O.O§ 1200 210 * 980 f 260 (980 BP) 
flat (@l P.235 441 Donax p. 730 f 190 +OS3 1150 f 190 930 f 240 
shell-line P. t81 424 Tivela hians 180 f 160 +0.15 59OOf 160 370 f 210 
8.5 site C P-170 320 charcoal 620 & 290 -26.6 590 f 290 
* Correction for isotopic fractionation (delta C 13= -25 per mil/PDB) 
+ Correction for so-called “reservoir cffect”, with factor R= 221 f 49 yr (accorclmg Stuiver, 1986); 
results (and sigmas) are rounded off to the nearest multiple of ton (Stuiver & Polach, 1977). 
@ In situ shells collected in nearshore kdiments (corcd between beach-ridgo 1 and modern coastline 
Donax p.: Donax peruvianus (=D. obesulus); spp: several genus and species of molluscs. 
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Donax q3. ) Pseudochama (beachworn) ‘I /%zza,f;Iani~~~ and Olivella, 
coeval with the ridge formation. Pie1ampus is reslatively abundant 
and may be considered as in situ. 
The presence of some specias in ridge SA confirm the exist- 
ence of lagoonal conditions (Arqupecten circularis, Leptopecten 
tumberensis, Protathaca columbiençis, Ficus ventricwsa). 
Ridge 1: 
a) Beach ridge 1N: relative abundznce of the species Donax, 
Pitar, Tivela, Ulivella ie mainly related with sandy meso-litto- 
ral environments. 
b) Beach ridge l§: the grecstest abundance of fragmented and 
beachworn specimens of rlnomm’a 9 Pseudochama y Trachycardium, Turri- 
tella aqd Triumphis might reflect sandy to rocky sublittoral 
environments. This rni9h.t be relsted with the southern proximity 
to the seacliff of this ancient shoreline (there is a greater 
proportion of cobblee to the south). 
Shell-lines: 
Two parallel lines may be clearly distinguished from air- 
photographs: “sheP1 lines 1 and 2” (numbered f rom W to E) . These 
are located to the NW of beach ridge IN and are essentially 
constituted by ?. hians; they would probably mark ancient shore- 
line positions (Fig. II.17). 
Shell line 2 consists of a surficial accumulation of poorly 
reworked and wind-eroded shells 199% T. hians dated in 180 BP, 
Tabla 11’.8) D 
Modem coastline: 
La EsmeraPda or ColAn resort was built around 1925; since then, 
there ha-, net been a significant shoreline displacement. This 
sandy beach ,is characterimed by a wide and shallow intertidal 
zone; samples of modern shells drifted on the. supratidal zone 
included abundant specimens of Pitdr lupanaria, Trachycardium, 
Tikla y P'lulinia, being excepcionally numerous the two former 
species during the very strong 82-83 El NiRo and the weak 86-87 
EL NiEo. 
STOP CI: Modern coastal ridge 
Objective 
Examination of the sandy coastal ridge which waç destroy 
during the 1982-83 El Nigo. View of EN $2-83 dammages on local 
houses. The morphological conditions are not suitable for shingle 
accumulation anymore 5 even during the strongest El Niiïos. 
The paleogeographic evolution of the bay of ColAn explains 
that since the shoreline left the foot of the former sea cliff, 
no shingle beach ridges could be formed. 
I Return to Colan. 
CHRONOLOI OF THE FORPlftTION OF THE COLAN BEtXH RIDGE SEPUEOJCE 
The age -of th.e beach ridges has been assessed using radio- 
carbon dating of mollusk shells and of charcoals. Table II.6 
summarizes these results, and shows that the ColAn sequence was 
built between 3,000 and 950 BP. For more discussion about their 
interpretation see Ortlieb et al'. (1992). 
208.6 Modern coastal ridge 
211.7 3.1 Col6n 
214.3 2.6 return to road 
225.6 11.3 Paita (tablato) 
230.1 4.5 IMARPE station (Paita) 
STOP 7: IMARPE oceanographical station 
Ubjective 




El Instituto del Mar del Peru para‘ cumplir 10,s objetivos de 10s 
programas de investigation cuenta. con el apoyo de laboratorios 
costeros a 10 largo de todo el litoral. En el easo de Paita, 
inicialmente se conta con un laboratorio para el estudio de 
ballenas en Tierra Colorada. 'En, el a5o de 1963 se obtuvo el 
permiso para instalar un laboratorio de Biologia y Pesta en el 
Complejo Pesquero, actualmente estaci9n Naval de Paita lugar'en 
cual funciona hasta la fecha. 
Dicho laboratorio cuenta con dos areas principales: 
Biologia y Pema . Implemetada desde la creacion. del 
laboratorio, su‘ funcion principal es el seguimiento de la. 
pesqueria para 10 cual se participa en las faenas d,epesca 
de diversas embarcaciones de la zona dende se realizan 
estudios biométricos, complementandose con 10s estudios 
biol0gicos mas completos en .el laboratorio. .Por ,otro 
lado, se lleva un registro diario de 10s desembarques de . 
10s recursos hidrobiologicos en 10s muelles existente del 
area. . 
Oeszuno~afLa, Su accïon estuvo limitada hasta el a5o 1989 
en que se inicio la implémemtacion . a través del proyecto 
"Fencimeno El N.i%o" (PEEIWN), la actividad, de esta akea es 
el estudio de las condiciones fisioas y quimioas del mar 
como factores preponderantes del ambiente en que' se- 
desarrolla la vida de 10s organismos marinos- En este; 
sentido el conocimiento de las mayores alteraciones 
(fenomenos anomal-os) de las condichones bel mar tiene una' 
importancia capital. Para lograr este objetivo se .cuenta 
con: 
‘1. Una estacion costera fija para la obtenoion de serie" 
de tiempo de temperatura superficial del mar. ' 
2’. Ejecucion periodica de las operacitines- MCIPAS 
.(Monitoreo Oceanogr&fico Pesquero en Areas, 
Selec'cio'nada) que ctimpren.den estudi.os 
multidistiiplinarios en coordinaciOn con el Centro de 
Entrenamiento Fesquero y emprekas pesqueras de la 
zona. 
c) 3. Participation en faenas de pesca durante las cuales se 
obtiene informacion.oceanografica. . . 
4. Recopilacion de informacion meteorologica- de la 
Estacion Paita (.Direccion de Hidrografia y Navegkion 
.de la Marina). 
Ambas areas han reeibido la donacibn de algunos-equipos par la' 
Comunidad Economica Europea en 1991 y se espera seguir contando, 
oon esta ayuda para mejor logro de 10s objetivos. 
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Log: 
230.1 IMARPE station 
234-b 4.5 Paita (tablamo) 
284.1 54.0 Piura. 
This atretch, that will probably made without daylight, 
should display the special landscape of the Tablazo of Paita. 
This extended marine terrace which is flat, in first approxima- 
tion, iri fact shows a; series of regressive beakh ridges. Along 
the road, they are felt as slight ondulations transversal to the 
highway. Indeed, the-se cobble-constituted ridges form large and 
well structured systemc, (c;ee fig. II.12) which have not Yet 
been studied. This tablazo is followed up to km 23 (middle of the 
Fptretch Paita-Piura). Continuing toward the east, the desert lies 
on a continental erosional surface where some late Tertiary 
sedimentary rocks trop out. 
- Overnight at Hotel de TuristaCp de Piura 
III, Second day 
GENERRL PRESENTATION 
Review of recent dendrochronological research on Zapote 
trees of the Sechura desert; El NiGo-induced floodinq in topo- 
graphical lows tRamOn, Mamuc and Plorropel. Optional guided 
visits ta Brüning Museum and SipAn Archaeoloqical site. 
Itinerary 
See itinerarv on the sketch map (Fiq 111.1) .gnd correspond- 
ing schedule on Tible III.1 
., i 
Sapotes stop i 
Pan de AzufPe stop 2 
Namuo stop 3 
Muderacks stqp 4 
Mitrrope stop 5 
M. Bruning Optional Stop 
. ‘... 
Sip& Optional Sttip 
Chiilayo (Hotel Gar~a) 


















































31.1 .31.1 Sinchao Chico village 
31.5 0.4 Nuevo Tayéin village. Rebuilt old TayAn town 
af-ter El Niîio floods of 1983. From this region on, vegetation is 
almost unexistent and dunes cari be observed. 
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Fig.III.L.- 1 t inerary 04 tha 2nd. day. . c - . I 
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34.8 3.7 From hece on, a zone of dispersed dunes with 
some dried vegetation may be observed as signs of development 
durinq floods related to the 1983 El Nigo (Dried forests). 
.ScIPOTE DENDROCHROtiOLCîGY 
43.6 8.8 -STCJP 1: Sapote Dendmchronology 
Sapote trees (Capparis angulata) develop in 
i 
Sechura dessert in strong aridity conditions. During normally dry 
conditions these trees survive thanks to their geotropical roots 
simultaneously with a low growth increment rate; but in rainy 
years, the Qrowth increment rate is increased. fn addition with 
the species' longevity (s-orne individuals have reached several 
centuries) complemented by ac*ua 1 Qrowth rate dendrometricaf 
measurements, these characteristics apply for current research 
work on growth rings. The goal is to identify growth anomalies 
related to former El NiPio events. ihis study has been accom- 
plished and Will be guided;presented by R. Rodriguez. For loca- 
tion see Fig. 111.2. 
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ESTUDIO DENDROCRONOLOGICO EN LA COSTA NORTE DEL PERU 
REGION GRAU 
Rodolfo Rodriguez 
Universidad de Piura 
lksde 1986, la Iiacultnd de Ineenieria de ia 
1!niversida4 de Piura vjetrr participando en a1 proyecto de 
"Estudio de la relncion cftre la dcndrocronologla con 
Qrboles de La costa norte de Pcrfi y Eventos pasados de El 
Ni fio" conjllntamente con la Univerkidad de Colorado. Las 
ohservaciones se inici.aron en Marzo de 1986 con el 
Sapote, especie tipica de desierto, a partir de marzo de 
1988 se empezaron, en la zona de Poechos, a controlar 
otras especies ubicadas en de.spoblados y piedemontes. 
Durnntc estos cinco aiios de .observaciones se ha 
venido controlando e.1' crecim,iento radial de troncos por 
el m&todo dendrom&trico, crecimiento de longitud y ntimero 
de hojas de las ramas, la fenologfla de 10s arboles y la 
influencia de las precipitaciones pluviales en el 
crecimiento global. 
Tarnbien se han realizado observaciones a1 microscopio 
de la estructura de secciones de tronco de'estos Gboles 
para analizar el tamatio de las c&lulas, longitud de 
anicllos, etc se han comparado estas caracteristicas con 
las precipitaciones caidas en la zona antes de la fecha 
del corte del tronco las cuales posiblemente influyeron 
en 4sl.a~ 
Desde hace poco se cuenéa con la colaboracion del ,Dr. 
Richard Fhipps especialista en Dendrocronologia del US 
GEOLOGICAL Sl!WEY, Water-Resources Investigations qui& 
visita la liniversidad de Piur,a en setiembre de 3991. 
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La Regi6n Gras (PilIra y T&nbes 1 en sus .40,562 Km” 
de eutensi&, donde estan las espacies bajo control* 
prescrtt.a un enkorno fkol o;S.ico . diverso en densidad . 
vc.getn 1) cortt.rast,e y-al.tura. 
Entre I.as a.soc i ac iones vegetales 
interga para nuestro propz5sito est.$n: 
existentes y de 
Zz)na s : Ilesirrto de SFJC~IIT~ y sec%or a.l NW del JIn,jo 
Chi rr? 
St1el0: Aranoso l Grandes y pequefitis dunas. 
Hnngo de. A 1 turn: Ent l-f? 0 - 1 00 msnm 0 
Jkn%icinri rie vegcfrnci.o~~: Eltiy escasn 
JJver j I)i t.ac! i 6n mcd j n : < 100 mm/niïo (afios no NiNo) 
Veqet.aci on: Al garrohos , Sapotes, Vi chayos, Fai.que 
C0ni;rast.e : AIto (l/fiO - 1/30) 
Zonas: Part-es bajas de val.Les y qrwbradas, a1 norte y 
este de el desierto. ( 600 Hiis. ) 
.S11C?.lC3: Ondn lad0 y arenoso, con cobetura vegetai. 
Rango de Alttïra: 100 - 200 msnm, 
Dcns i dwi de vcgetac f.611: med i a. 
Pr-e-ci pi t,ac:irjn mezI ia: 3.00-I 50 mm/afia 
Veget;nc.i6n: Algarrobo, S~pot.e, Vichapo, Faique, 
ove rn 1 
: Clonsi,raste: (1/30 - 1/20) 
Zonas : Arens de esJTot,aci& agricola, cerca a las rios 
(270,000 Il&s.) 
Srlel.0 : Greda y arenas * 
Rang0 de a1 ttrra: 0 -.2000 msnm. * 
J1,ensi dad de veTr;etac i On :: Al t.a : ,. 
.Vcge t.nc i 6n : ruJ.t..ivos t.ipicos de la reqi0n 
Contraste: Ynriah1.e 
Zonas : JCrtt.re ~1 desiert.o y ias cuetwas de 10s rios 
Piitl*a, C%ira y Quiroz, 
St1el0: Reqosoles y Pedrcaoso . 
Ritngo de Al .tur.a: 200 - 300 msnm. 
Iknsirlnd de vegetncizjn: media a1t.s. 
Vea;e t.nc i 6n : Ilru\ \ LACO + Snpote, Palo SttnLo , Char&), 
Gunync~nn, J3nrbasco, et;c, 
~:oIlt#T*~tst.e: ( 3 /20 - l/lO 1 
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J’Y la tabla I, se muestra la relation de cada uno 
l . de lr>s’,J.ug~,~es donde se vienen controlan~lo cirholes en 
creqimie’nto; el’” hAbi tat’ de l.os..&‘rboles corresponde a 
1 os descri tos ant.er i0rment.e. 
çrncla 111gnr, i--I\iIl s i entlo de.1 mismo en torno 
“CO I cig i CO, presentn carat t cris t icas pr0pin.s : tipo de 
t~ei~rcrlo * pend ientes , a1 tttra, erosion y dr-n,a.je ; 
bac i ornin int*eresan tze 1 a observac: ion de una mi. sma 
ospecric bR.jo rond isiones di ferentas. En el mapa se 
ti~i6sLrn l a tlbi &tcj on de cndn uno de 1 os 1 :’ I ugares . , 
1,053 princ*ipaLes arbpl e.s hSt.jO cont*ro 1 son:. El 
srrpr; t-e , hIin t..clco , PnJo Snn l.0 , @wtrnrY, GuayRc-iin y 
ïbt rlm SC’0 . 
1~s observac iones hechas. en cada Grbol son: 
- Grec i mi ente radi a1 d-e troncos 
- (Irecimiento longi tudinal y numero de ho.jns de 
tnllos. : 
- Fenologin del' &bol (nuevas yemas, floracion, 
et-c. ) 
- An&lisis microscopico de secciones de tronco 
1) CRECIMIENTO RADIAL DE TRONCOS 
Para medir el c-recimiento radial se usa e.1 método 
J~ENDROMETRICO consistent@ en definir ttn' pïano de 
refercncia en el tronc0 fijando tres tornillos en 
di.sposicion triangular radialmente a1 tronco. Un 
punto mzhil es definido par una placa cla+ada a 
c:ort.eza fa cttal se va desplazando respecto‘ nl"pl.ano 
de referancia. A medidn que . hay crecimiento radial 
en el tronco las medidas se realizan periodicaménte 
con e 1 DENDROMETRO. 
2 ) CRFC:I MT ENTO DE TAILOS 
Es t.e contra\ cons.! ate en medi r el creci mi enta 
i.onqi tufi in.31 y contar P.I nrimero de hojns de .los 
ta1 10s. 
Observnc i On de la evo1uciOn de las principales 
carart aristi cas de 1 a vicia vegetal del. itrbol; es 
decir, aparicion de n 1.1 e va s yemas, floracihn, 
frutos, caidn de hojas, etc. 
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. 4) ANAI,ISIS MICROSCOPICO * . >. 
Se analiza a1 microscopio secciones de troncos de 
.‘+rboles para' observar las caracteristicas de sus 
anillados; es dccér, anche de anillos, tamai de 
c6lulns y. porosidad.. Se compara 'el anche de 10s 
anillos con las iluvias caidas en la zona. 
La. npnn dos&?rtica 'es de particular importancia 
parque tiene el m&s alto contraste de la regitk. POT 
eflo han escogido 
acceaibttw de eata 
dos lugares fbcilmente 
zona. EstAn ubicados en el 
.drsierto de Sechurn y llKly carca a la Carretera 
Panamericana entre Piura y Chiclayo. 
Raf'ewncia: Piurn - Chiclayo Km 982 
(1) SAPOTES Z9 P 210 
. 
Ubicacion: Km. 946 Carretera Panamericana 
Inicio de Observaci&: 13-Dit-86 
Son dos Sapotes asociados con dunas separados 
aproximadamente 5 metros, generalmente se les 
encuentran frondosos. c 
(21 SAPOTE _ 232 
Ubicaci6n: Km. 910 Carretera Paqamericana 
'Inicio de Observaci&: 05-Abril-87 
Sapote erguido asociado a um Vichayo, por 10 
general no se le encuentra frondosidacl. 
' En 10s grdficon se muestra .el crecimiento de 




Nt)MllRE CC)MUN NOMBRE Cl ENTI FI’CO 
- ALGARROBO J’ROSt~l’l S .Jl!l, 1 PI,ORA 
- ShI’WE t:APPAR.l.$ ANWLATA 
- VICIIAYO, CAPPARIS OVALj.FOLIA 
- PAIQlJE ACACIA TORTUOSA (6 MRCRACANTA) 
- OVERAL CO‘RDIA ROT?MD T FOL IA 
- i’AI,O VKR.DE I CERCIDUM W+COX IlUAMAN 0 CAESALI 1 NJ A 
. YRECOX -R . y P . 
- IIUALTACO LOXOPTERIGIUM IIUASANGO. 
- GIJAYACAN TECOMA- SP,. ,, 
- FRE.JOl,L 111,O‘ COPi>ARJ S PlOLLI S Il . B . K . 
- unrir\Asco LONCHO CARPUS NICOV. 
- PAS%YO BONBAX BI‘SCOLOR. 
- Cl< 1 III) I-E 1 IjA PRNl’Ii’AN I)RA 0 EH 1 ODENl,RON 
ANFRAC’I’UOSIJM 
- PALO SAN’I’C) HUllSEJtA GRAVEOLENS 
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Fig. A : Viewa of Sapote trees ZS and ZlO (stop 1). 
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45.1 1.5 Westward, Ramon Depression area. 
56.2 1l.i Crossing to an extreme side of RamSn Depres- 
’ Sion.- 









Important morphological;aspects, in Sechura desert include 
“Tab lazos” or marine terracé.s (Figg; 1,.3, III.3) and topographi- 
cal depressions of several 'origi.:ns .and morph'ologies. Among the 
last 'ones, it cari be distinguishëd coastal depréssions, related 
to’ the sea during the Ho,locene (or during Holocene sea level 
rise), and continental depressions which are endorreic (Machare 
et al., 1990; Guevara et a.l., 1991).. 
The first ones constitute a syste&‘of elongated N-S depres- 
sions (Ramon, Zapallal, Mamuc); these are connected with litoral 
pl.ains, south bof Sechura Desert (behi,nd the actual beach ridge), 
and Virrila estuary (Fig. III.4à,b). 
The second ones (endorreic3 are represented in Sechura by 
the~ Salina Grande depression (“Great Depression" or “Phosphate 
depression") which is i5km in diameter and some 40m deep; it 
includes an approximately 15m-thick, sedimentary filling (Fige;. 
I-I 1 .5 ) II1.4~1. ,I. " 
On rainy-related-to-ENS0 periods both types o,f, depressions 
‘become flooded regarding their morphologies: the Yirst one by 
ciea level rise, rains Idirectly or by local superfic.ial 'runoff) 
and over flows of Piura river C(Fig.I’II.6)1. The second. ones 
’ (endorreic) become flooded only by rains. 
Ram6n depreçsion is located in the low Piura river course 
and -it might well register flooding Sta;ges for this river; thus, 
its sedimentary filling would be.a good El NiFto indicator. 
Observations 
From this location we have a general vi.ew of the regional 
landscape. At our feet, one may distinguish the irregular eastern 
border of the depression. Looking to the west, the depression 
floor is salty and shows residual ponds. Above it, a relict hi11 
of Tertiary basement rises. Also observe westward, the huge 
Julidn Grande dune (Fig.III.7). 
The next is a contribution of R. Woodman. 
6”30’ 
0 30 . 48 vom 
ADAPTED FROPI CALDAS ET 
Fig.III.3.- Distripution of tablazos and pre-Tertiary 
bedrock near Bayovar. (After DeVries, 1988). 
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jCYCNOA (After Guevara.et al., 19911. KY 
4 + + 















* *CA*’ .- 
0 . . . . . 
.U*8. *::. 
. . . . . 
H.E. ., \ Iu : * .e?‘.P* * . . . . . 
Fig.III.4.- ,Geological setting of Salina Grande Uepression. 
A: Main geomorphological units. 1: Lobitos Tablazo; 2: Talara 
Tablazo; 3: Tertiary; 4: Sedimentary ,infill of the depression; 
5: Litoral and lacustrine pIains; 6: Major dunes; 7: Paleozoic; 
8: Main depression slope. El: Schematical eut X-X'. C: Schemati- 
cal sections of the Salina Grande sedimentary. 
Fig.If'I.5.- Main kor,phostratigraphic units of Sali& Grande 
Deprkssion. Ckfter J. Guevara.,&t al., 19911. 
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DESERT, DE SECHURA. 
Fig.'III.Ei.- Matin depression.k of the SeChura D.eseit. 
(f.yom'Col,lin Delavaud,.. 196s) . . 
. 
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EL DESIERTB DE SECHURA -Y LA$ LLWVEAS DE. 1983: SU PBTENCIAL 
PALEBCLTMATfCO 
Tonal d Woodman : : 
Instituto .Geofisico del Perti -’ 
A fines del verano de 1983, tuve la oportunidad e viajar por auto de Chiclayo a Piura y ser 
testigo de 10 que ya habian echo las lluvias a1 desierto a esa fecha. La fecha exacta la puedo 
averiguar. Fuimos, C&camo(?), operador de 10s instrumentos sismologicos del Instituto Geoffsico 
del Perti y yo, uno de 10s Ultimos en poder usar la nueva carretera. A 10s pocos d.fas’ esta fue 
interrumpida en varias tramos. Carcamo me dejo en Piura y se regreso a1 dia (o dos) siguientes, 
y se quedo atascado en medio del desierto siu seguir ni regresar. Felizmente con el se quedo un 
camion que llevaba pescado y otro que llevaba limon y pudo salvar el ‘hambre a punta de 
ceviches hasta que pudo vadear las quebradas que habian destruido la carretera. 
Desde el inicio de mi travesia, muy temprano en la manana, me di cuenta que era testigo 
de eventos historicos y que tenia que registrar. Si bien llevaba mi carnara, con unas cuantas fotos 
par exponer, no estaba preparado para tomar apuntes. Con suerte encontre un pape1 sucio y un 
poco roto en la guantera que me sirvi6 para tomar algunas anotaciones, principalmente del lugar 
donde tomaba las fotos, pero desafortunadamente de poco me sirvio. Un afio mas tarde se lis 
presté, junto con las fotos que habfa tomado, a un colega que planeaba hacer el mismo recorrido, 
con el requerimiento que tomara fotos similares desde el mismo angulo y lugar descrito en 10s 
apuntes. Cuando regreso no se acordaba ni de mis apuntes ni de mi solicitud. Fue mi culpa al 
fin y a1 cabo, deberfa haberlos pasado a limpio, y*. con mas detalles, que’en ese tiempo recordaba 
y que ahora no. 
Si bien mi mente y memoria me .da’ les mismos problemas que ai mi. colega, fui testigo 
de algunos eventos tan dramaticos que si se’quedaron grabados en mi. Mi primera parada fue en 
el puente sobre%1 rfo La Leche (canalizado). El canal estaba repleto y comenzaba  desbordar. 
Era claro que era el primer desborde pues las tierras que comenzaba inundar no mostraban sefia 
que 10 habian sido ya. Mi segunda impresion fue el paisaje tan diferente que,mostraba eldesierto. 
Serfan las 6 de la mafiana y habia una- Vi§ibilidad muy inusual para el lugar. Se podia divisar 
desde la carretera las montafias andinas que bordean el desierto y sobre ellas las nubes causantes 
de la crecida que acababa de presenciar. El desierto en si estaba despejado. 
Llegando a Morrope, cerca donde ahora existe una garita de peaje, la carretera cruza unos 
potreros y terrenos de cultivas que se acababan de inundar. Un hombre estaba con el agua a la 
cintura, a esas horas tan tempranas tratando de salvar algunas pertenencias. Su casa, en terrenos 
mas altos, estaba odeada por las aguas como una pequerïa isla. 
Una deceria o dos de minutas después pudimos apreciar como las aguas que bajaban de 
las quebradas y que no podian escurrir por el alcantarillado casi inexistente de la carretera, habian 
sido represadas por esta casi hasta el nivel del asfaltado. Las aguas represadas con-fan a 10 largo 
de la carretera como un rfo, con un anche de por 10 menos unos cincuenta metros y a una 
velocidad de unos cuantos metros.por segundo. Este rfo nos acompafio, fluyendo de sur a norte 
por unos 10 a 20 kilometros (las cif& exactas estan en mis apuntes). La carretera era erosionada 
en ambos lados. Habfan lugares que el pavimento, aun el del lado oeste, habia sido arrastrado por 
las aguas. Al lads oeste, en la salida de las alcantaiillas el flujo era tan fuerte que arremolinaba 
las aguas de sus costados, y estas erosionaban el sue10 del talud por debajo del asfaltado hasta 
que este caia a las aguas por falta de sustentacion. 
A mitad de camino, entre Chiclayo y Piura, hay una choza que le llaman El Oasis. Parece 
haber sido un lugar de campamento de cuando se construy6 la carretera. Esta a1 lado de un 
monticule de greda y tierra de unos 6 a 8 metros de altura, y de unos cien metros de extension, 
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de donde aparentemente s habfa sacado material para la carretera. En @do caso, se veia los restos 
de movimiente de tieiras. En este lugar el Instituto Geofisico tenia instalade; en 1% par$ $3 del 
monticule, un sismcjmetro y una terre para soportar una amena de telemetrIa Los equipos habian 
sido retirados: ya. Algo que me lIam6 la atencion, en el lugar fue la erosion ,que habian Ctiusado 
las lluvias. En pleno desierto de Sechura las aguas de la lluvia habian cavado al escurrir grietas 
de unos 60 a 80 cm de profundidad a Simplemente unos metros.de la cima del monticule, en las 
cercanias de la amena. Fue mi impresiOn que el monticule era natu&. Su existencia era testigo :. 
de que pocas veces en el pasado a soportado lluvias de igual intensidad, de Io contrario no plia . . 
haber subsistido. 
El viaje por carretera era una nueva experiencia para mi. Si bien de, joven habfa hecho 
el viaje de Lima a Piura con mucha frecuencia,-la nueva carretera era efectivamente nueva para 
mi. Mis viajes a Piura durante su corta existencia 10s habia hecho antes en avion. Solo ahora 
puedo apreciar que el paisaje que presenciaba era muy diferente al normal, no solo por la 
vegetacion y rezagos de las lluvias recientes ino por la carencia de dunas. He vuelto .a transitar 
por esa carretera en tiempos recientes, y recién he podido apreciar que las miles de dunas, con 
su tipica forma de luna creciente, que se ven hoy en dia, habian sido completamente arrasadas 
por la erosion de la lluvia. Solo quedaban en pie las dunas gigantes de Los Perritos, Napique y 
otras que tienen nombre propio y que estan bien demarcadas en las cartas de la region.. 
Lo mas impresionante de esta zona durante tios, lluviosos .es la formacion de grandes 
lagunas en la zona. Tal vez “lagos” sea una palabra mas adecuada. Hay pilotos de avion que 
volaron la zona durante o poco después de las lluvias del 83, que aseguran que uno p+a haber 
navegado, en esa oportunidad, desde’ Sechura a Pimente1 por 10s lagos del desierto. Creo que 
esto es una exageracion, pero no muy lejos de la realidad, pues efectivamente, salvo un puente 
de tierras altas alrededor de la gran depresion, que separa las tierras bajas;de Napique y Namuc, 
las aguas cubrieron medio desierto entre estas dos ciudades. Si bien no oxisten fotos. aéreas”o de 
satélite (se solicitaron tomas sin éxito) que pongan esto en evidencia, es facil colorear las grandes 
extensiones del desierto que tienen cotas de menos de unos pocos metros, o aun negativas, para 
tener una idea de su extension. Todas ellas estaban bajo’ agua. Gran parte de està extension 
colinda cou ei mat-. Ha no ser por cordones de dunas que Ia separa del mar, ambas aguas se 
hubieran confundido como partes del mismo océano.. 
l 
En este primer viaje, no noté 15 gran extension de estos laios, pues a 10 largo de &a la 
carretera se vefanlagunas que uno atribuia’a inundacion de quebradas o acumulaciones de lluvia 
locales. No habia razon para pensar que algunos de ellas, como por ejemplo las tierras bajas 
!cercanas a1 desvio de la carretera Bayovar, se extendian por varias decenas de kilometros hacia 
i el mar o hacia Sechura.. 
I 
1 En. un segundo viaje, meses después de terminadas las lluvias,‘hice nuevamente l viaje 
por tierra, y cual seria mi sorpresa al notar que a la izquierda de la carretera, en medio del 
desierto a 10 menos 40 kilometros del mar (poco antes-de llegar a1 desvio a Bayovar) habia toda 
una actividad de pesta. Un. grupo grande de. personas e valfan de un bote y balsillas para la 
pesta de lisa. La lisa habita normalmente n el mar pero se reproduce y vive sin dificultad en 
albuceras y esteros salobres. 
En ese segundo viaje o en uno posterior tomé e,l desvio a .Bayovar? y no muy lejos de 
este se podfa apreciar un lago extenso a izquierda y derecha de la carretem. Al lado sur de la 
carretera habia una pequesa rompiente de las .olas- levantadas por el viento. Esta habia roto el 
talud de la carretera y empezaba destruir el asfalto. Era claro, por las huellas de erosion, que 
este habia bajado. de. nivel unos 50 o 60 cm y que en su nivel mas alto podfa haber cubierto el 
7.3 
pavimento’ en ,los puntos bajos de’ la carreterK A %Y .largo--de sta, Clos+pescadores ‘de,Sechura 
habian construido cliositao provisionales y’se, dedicaban a. la peka de’ lisa. Par 5. soles de ese 
: entonces me’ compré dos docenas de lisa graude. . ‘r 
.El mejor lugar para apreciar la extension de estas aguas esta’ antes de una bajada recta,de 
; unos Xl-30 metros de desnive1i.a l ’altura de 10s salitrales de sapique: Etrestepunto la carietera 
-abandona tierras altas, esto es’el tablazo ‘que rodea Rapique y las tierras bajas’colindatites. Todas - 
esttis ialtimas- fueron inundadaf durante 19S3. Si se estaciona el auto antes de la bajada; basta con 
‘*.. caminar unos cuantos metros hacia el oeste para llegar al bordë del acantilado que délimita el 
tablazo. Poco despues de las lluvias, se podia apreciar desde este lugar la inmensidad el’ lago. 
Este comenzaba no muy lejos del tablazo y se perdfa,hacia el oeste en el horizonte brumoso del 
lugar, Las dos grandes dunas’de fiapique, con; cerca dos kil6metrod de extension entre sus 
cuernos, se les distinguia Como dos grandes islas en el centra del paisaje. 
‘* No se necesitan lluvias tan intensas como las del tio 1983 para inutidar estas lagunas 
normalmente secas. Estas son inundadascada vez que ocurre un afïo de El N%o fuerte, sobre 
todo, la de .fiapique. Una imagen bastante conocida del desierto de Sechura, es una tomada por 
el satélite ERTS después de’E1 N%o de 1972, la que muestra esta laguna inundada y conectada 
a un ‘drenaje de la.Laguna de RamCk, esta tiltima siempre existente y rellenada con las .aguas 
sobratites del rfo Piura. El rfo Piura Paramente llega a desembocar al mar, sus aguas. primero 
Znundan a la Laguna de Ram6n y recién cuando este~alcanz~ un cierto nivel, esto es solo ante la 
_ ocurrencia de- un El Nifio, se desborda por un desaguadero .a inundar 10s terrenos bajos y 
salitrosos de Napique. Eventualmente rompe las arenas eolicas que 10 separan del mar y desagua 
1. por el estero de Virrila y la albucera de San .Pedro. 
Si las ‘lluvias son lo.suficientemente fuertes’ en la zona’de Olmos, quebradas que bajan 
de .eStas aguas (e.g El Cascajal) llegan ,a’ saturar las iirenas del desierto y llegan directamente a 
10s Salitralés de. Rapique, o ‘mas al sur; a la cuenca de 10s salitrales de Ramuc. Entre estas dos 
cuencas, esta el pie de monte oriental de 10s. cerros de Illescas y el tablazo relativamente alto al 
que me he referido anteriortuente. ., b 
En el medio- de este tablazo, colindando con el pie de monte oriental de 10s cerks de 
Illescas se*encuentra l Gran Depreskn. Esta es una zona mas baja que èl nivel del mat, con 
cotas cercanas a 10s -30 metros, delineada claramente par acantilados de 30-50 metros de 
desnivel. La Gran Depresion tiene su propia cuenca, recibe aguas de 10s terrenos cercanos 
circundantes’y de-las quebradas a1 lado oriental de Illescas. Esta desconectado de las aguas de 
la vertiente occidental de 10s andes por terrenbs uficientemente altos que divierten estas aguas 
‘hacia fiapique , a1 norte, y Narnuc hacia el sur. Si bien su cuenca es relativamente pequefia, en 
ella llueve 10 suficiente en afios de El Nifio (unos 2500 mm durante 1983) y se inurida la 
depresi6n. Después de las lluvias de 1983, la inundaci&n fue casi completa, reformando 
posteriormente un salitral inmenso, casi plano, formado en eventos imilares anteriores al secarse 
-las aguas-pot evaporac%n. El salitral es su apariencia normal durante aCos normales y secos. En 
el centra de la depresion hay también una ‘dunx gigantesco. Hoy se pueden apreciar también 
pequefias dunas, las que fueron arrasadas por las lluvias dë El Nieo de 1983. ‘. .’ 
Los salitrales de fiapique, kunucty de la Gran Depresion deben guardar en-su sedimento 
miles de tios de historia sobre la ocurrencia de grandes El Nuio. Un escenario simplista podria 
ser el siguiente: durante 10s afiosnormales y secos arenas eolicas son Muisportadas a’ lugares 
discretos del salitral; la castra dura de la sal, formada por la evaporaci6n de’ las Ultimas aguas 
L. recibidas, protege a 10s sedimentos que cubre; las lluvias locales-euando estas ocurren; -y.6i son 
lo sufïcientemente fuertes- arrasan y nivelan las dunas cubriendo de : arena s el salitral; 
.,‘. : ‘..” ” .’ ,.. 
: ‘: : ‘, 
. : 





alternativar&nte 0. adkionalmente, 6s aguas de las correnteras y quebradas ,a&~stiân’ sedimento 
grueso y lo depositan sobre el salitral; pasado, un cierto tiempo se sedimenta tai!nbi& el limo y 
otros sedimentos finos, algunos de origen organicoj eventualmente, sesecan las aguas y se vuelve 
a cubrir todo lo anterior con capas estables de sal. IA sal proviene delas nuevaS aguas y dè 10 
que a lo@$o disolvér. del sedimento salobre anterior. En esta forma, ës de, ‘esIjera.r capas de 
sedimënto grueso cubriendo capas de sal. Estos a su, vez son cubiertoS por sedimento fino, 
incluyendo @&on organko ( tal vez ,los restos de una lisa, si se tiene ‘suerte), @ra luego ser 
cubiertos pot una ‘nueva capa de sal, y asi sucesivamente. 
0,’ 
Después de,las Jluvias hicimos varias éxcavaciones y extraccic@s de testigos tratando de 
verificar la hipOt&is dei p&rrafo anterior, o uncomportamiento similar, pero, desafortunadamente 
la naturaleza nq se comporta siempre como uno desea. Si bien .los estratos superioxes 
conformaban con el esce,nario descrito, su interior era muy complejo.’ ,&audo cavabamos en 
lugares cubiertos por una castra de sal, encontrabamos siempre un hmo .mal oliente sobre un 
sedimento. grueso, pcro en raras ocasiones encontrabamos castras de sal o de sedimento fino en 
su interior. En la mayotia de 10s casos nos encontrAbamos con sedimentos gruesos de cristales 
de yeso de Con§istencia gruesa y arenosa de gran profundidad. Si bien estos podfan haber sido 
transportados en igual forma que las arenas y otros sedimentos gruesos, su profundidad confunde 
su interpretacion. For otro lado, debemos mencionar que nuestras muestras han sido tomadas muy 
en superficie con instrumentos muy rudimentarios y en extensiones pequefias. En resumen, la 
conclusion ‘de nuestras observaciones prelirkinares, es que el problema de descifrado no es 
sencillo, pero seguimos convencidos que la historia de eventos de El Ni& pasados e encuekan 
alli, y que requieren de estudios mas sistematicos y de mayor envergadura. 
Espero con mi relato ayudar a1 estudioso, ‘que visite la zona en un aGo normal o seco, 
a imaginarse una apariencia de el desierto de sechura muy diferente a la que de 10 otro modo se 
podrfa formar y a la vez convencerlo del potencial de la zona para estudios paleoclimaticos 
relacionados con la ocurrencia del fenomeno de El N%o en’ periodos mucho mas antiguos que 
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Figure. R. Woodman contribution, 
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74.6 17.4 Km 910 of the road. Dendrometric station 
Zapote # 32 (Fig. 111.7). 
87.4 12.8 Puebrada Vega Alto del Zorro. 
98.4 11.0 Crossroad from road Piura-Chiclayo to Dayovar 
(NW). 
105.9. 7.5 STOP 3: li;lamuc Ikpression 
To discuss pafeoenvironmental settings possibly related not 
only to former EN events but to major climatic changes in i-tolo- 
cene fossiliferous depositç from this area. 
Introduction 
During El Niiïo events, exorrheic depressions like this one, 
. may bec-orne f looded and form temporal lagoons for several mqnths 
(Fig. 111.8). 
, Observations 
Figure III.9 show-i the location of N-S oriented depression 
of Mam& and relative position of this Stop related to its axis. 
The depression still contains some residual water and is current- 
ly exploited for salt .extraction. Its floor possibly reaches sea 
level. 




._ Tagelus cjp- cf.T. affinis 
Ostrea columbiensis 
Chione compta (-+l 




Cerithium stercusmuscarum (+) 
t-ç) : abundant species. 
(sec CSppendiX L*) -.‘, ‘, 
where the.most well-preserved shells were taken as samples for 
radiocarbon dating techniques (paired Chione compta, Chione 




Holocene.beach ridge sequences 
Alluvial valleys 
Coastal plairk and inlarid dépressions 




Fïg.III.8.- Flooded .topographic lows, Sechura DeSert. " 
(Macharé & Ortlieb, in press). 

ical settings, this warm-water faunal assemblage, has been associ- 
ated to a shallow, protected lagoonal environment which is quite 
different from the one .observed today (relatively exposed-sandy 
environments with Transitional/Peruvian Zone mollusk. species). at 
the sa-me latitude. Another 'assemblage of similar characteristics 
is located. several hundreds of km to the south’. ‘(Santa tpaleo- 
lagoon"). This preliminary observations would account ‘-for. the 
hypothesis that these assemblages wuold have been ‘brouqht .to,,;the 
area by El NiEo-like E-vents,. thus developinq i'nside "‘a' laqoon 
where relafively warm conditions prevailed. 
113.4 7.5 Back to the road to M&rrope (Fiq.III.lO),. 
133.7 4.9 Crossinq Quebrada Vega Grande axis. Changes 
in qeomorphologies and veqetation may be distinquished (flood 
plains without plants; eolic dunes with/wi thout halophytic 
plants; Alqarrobo and Zapote associations, etc. (Fig.III.lld. 
138.7 5.0 Flood plain (“very humid"). 
140.9 .2.2 
nia craçsipes 
Dunes in contact with scarce sea qrass Eichor- 
153.4 6.5 Flood plain with duneSon its. surface, 
covered with sea qrass. 
156.3 2.9 Dune (km 842). 
160 ;o 3.7 Typical. floodinq area. with mudcracks (ap- 
proximately lkm lenqth) (Photo-stop). 
175.0 4.7 Sand and grave flat with some halophytes. . 
181.2 6.2 Dunes with Zapote trees. 
187.4 6.2 Paleo-bosque de “EN-83”. 
193.6 7.6 Tell. 














Fig.III.Il.- Vegetqtional.sketch map, adàpted from 
ONERN, 1975. 
i Fig.III.12.- Stop 4: Morrope village. 
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199.6 4.0 STOP 4 : MORIWPE 
VIsITfl @JIASt3 Ah PUEJ3iO DE MORROPE, LAI’WAY~QUE, PERlJ 
(CI contribution by James’M. Vreeland, Jr.) 
.. SICAN - Universidad de Texas 
Ubicacich 
D.istrito de Morrope, provincia de Lambayeque, carretera 
panamericana norte, kms 820-780 
Objetivo 
Observar las evidencias del impacto de 10s desbordes e 
inundaciones ocasionadas a1 pueblo y a la agricultura tradicional 
morropana en el ai70 1983, a rai.2 ‘del fenomeno del NiFo. 
Circuita 
Viniendo por el desierto de Sechura (Piura.), se hari un 
desvio hacia el noreste a la altura del km 800 de la Panamericana 
norte. para entrar brevemente a1 pueblo de MBrrope (ver mapa). 
Visitaremos .primero la Plaza principal, donde se ofrecera un 
breve resumen de la historia e importancia de esta comunidad de 
agro-artesanos, descendientes- de la etnia Muchik, cuya cul tura 
floreci en la’costa norte hace unos b,SOO,a6os. Se observara el 
nivelé donde las aguas en 1983 llegaron hasta 10s primeros 
peldagos de la escalera del atrio de ,la iglesia, inaugurada en 
1751. Luego se evaluara 10s dafios ocasionados a las viviendas de 
construcci6n rGstica, de adobe y material “noble”, en algunas de 
las calles principales. Al llegar a1 rio, se apreeiara el cauce y 
su ubicacihn relativa a1 c’en’tco poblado, resultado del programa 
de ” reducc iones” efectuado por la administration colonial espaGo 
en el siglo ‘XVI. Si el tiempo permite, se efectuara una breve 
visita a1 taller de un “ollero” tradicional cuya tecnologia de 
prod.ucir.,cer&.mica manif,ïesta una continuidad documentada de aprox 
!2 milenios. Retornando a la Panamericana norte rumbo a Chiclayo, 
se ,pasar& por 10s campos de cultiva conocido como temoorales, 
donde el campesino morropano logro importantes cosechas de pan 
llevar ,después de las lluvias de 1983. Luego se aperciara el 
impacto de 10s desbordes del ai?o 1983 a1 sistema de riego, dre- 
naje y cultiva convencional (agro-industr.ial). CI1 pasar por el 
cruce de Mocce situada aprox 1 km a1 norte de Lambayeqùe, .se 
observara un molino de arroz totalmente destruido por l’os des- 
bordes del rfo’ La Lech@, cuyo cauce actual dista unos 20 km de la 
ciudad de Lambayeque. En el traba jo adjunto, se presenta algunas 
observaciones sobre el rol de la agricultura tradicional en el 
desierto nortefio durante un aEo aluvionico, y algunos -datas 
referentes a1 comportamiento hldrico, edafico,’ clï’m&t.ico, 
,agrol&gico y demogr6fico a nivel del Departamento de Lambayeque 
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212.2 12.6 Flrenal con algarrobo y Vichayo; 
222.1 9.9 lambayeque city I Visit to the Brüning Muçeum 
(Guided by Dr. Walter filva). 
234.3 12.2 Ciudad de Chiclayo , capital del 
departamento de Lambayeque. 
Strech Chiclayo-Sipan 
242.3 8.00 Pomalca Cooperative. 
7.8 Risco Bridge. 
259.4. 9.3 Optional Stop: Viçit to SipAn archaeologi- 
cal site (guided by Dr. Walter Alva). 
SipAn ïs located in the middle of Lambayeque valley (Fig. 
111.131, 35 km east of Chiclaya City. Its archaeological monu- 
ments include two colossal adove pyramids preceded by a low 
platform that in antiquity would have been used aç royal mausole- 
um or funerary base by the elite Mochica culture which developed 
on the Peruvian toast between the lrçt and 6th centuries FI.D. 
These monumental testimonies served in their time as an important . 
religious sanctuary; in 1987, as a result of a barbarous plun- 
der, a group of,Peruvian archaeologists led by Dr. Walter Alva, 
Director of the Brüning Museum, interfered to investigate and 
rescue the archaeological testimonies and undertook scientific 
tasks that led them months later to the discovery in American 
archaeology: the intact tumb of a Mochica ruler. 
The Mochicas were one of the most important preInca‘cultures 
that based its development on artificial irrigation of the coast- 
a1 desert. They managed to 1 ive in rural communities and urban 
centers of considerable extension and intensely exp loited the 
coast's maritime resources. 
Stretch Sipdn-ChicPayo 
284.5 25.1 Chiclayo City; registration at Garzas 
Hotel. Video-tapes at SICAN tenter (presented by Dr. J. 
Vreeland). Cvernight at Garzas Hotol. 
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: During thi.s ‘day, we shall' $i'sï.t sit& th.a$ d,is'play evidence 
,of pa’st ENSO’ events in three @i.fferefit, t,i.me.sca.i>&, from histori- : 
cal, archaeologLca1 and geological data. . . :. ':, I.' ., 
T tinerary .< 
: , 
. . : . . 
: .A riearly 42O...krnFlong traject, Will be accomplished, most ,of 
which along the. Panamericana high&y’. The.‘ 'foi.lowing time table .is . . . 




.. 3er. dia 
Chiilayo 
Sa@ stop 1 
Temple La Luna stop 2 
Santa b/ridg& stop 3-6 




















Natura2 environment around Chiclayo 
., ..:.y 
Thé city of Chiclayo is located in thè alluvial ,fan of the Lam- 
bayeque-Reque valley. This region has been reclaimed for agricul- 
tural activities by using irrigation techniques since pre- 
-.hispanic times. 
The Lambayeque-Reque valley constitutes the limit between two 
distinct coastal segments. North of this valley, the coastal 
,desert is large (“Sechura desert”, up to 150 km' width), often 
with .a silty surface, and with a vegetation (sec ‘Ferreyra, this 
v'olume patit 1) .mai:n%ained by summer rains associated to "normal" 
short-term (7-10 ye&rs) El Nigo events of weak intensity. In the 
stiutbern half of the Sechura desert, the obliquity between the 
ioas.t!i-ne and the Andes makes the width of the toast to decrease 
:soLi.thward, so at the latitude of Chiclayo (near 7OS), the dis- 
ta'nce. betweeti- the coastline-and the Andean foo.thills is less than 
. 10. k: (.l’ook’:,a.t the coastline bend in f.igure' 1.11-X). . This narrow 
.: ,d’a,sert i s 3c'h$.racteristic of the central Peruvian toast up to 14" ,l.aet,, s :- _' ...,+ .' .= . ', " ,-. : ,' ', 
‘ Road ‘.from;C..~;icl’ayo to SaEa (fig. IV-2) , 
..,., ._ I. .: : ;. . . _'. .:.., ..' ,I 
:;. ; 0 O::.,; ,Departure from Chiclayo southward along the Panameri- 
cari highway. 
"_, ', . ,:.....a .' ,. ., <: .' 
12 12 Village of Reque 
;8Q 
Fig.fV.1.: Itinerary of the third day: Chiclayo-Casma. 

. . 
_ . ‘.._ 
‘_ 
, 
17. 5 We leave the irrigat,ed valley, and run on alluvial deser-’ 
tic. plain (glacis). ._ 
22 : 5 
field. 
Looking. to-the southwest (right), an active barch.an : e.' 
3s 17‘ L@iving the Panamerican Hwy,’ 
..(NE) to take the Rao ZaîGa valley. 
one .tu.rris to ‘the re.p.t 
: 
47 12 ?TOP 1 - SBMB About 45 min.. ‘: ’ ‘- .:’ .” 
.- tWi th the col labora t ion of L. Huertas :and V.. Pi~en&el,J~~ 
Dbjec ti ve‘ 
Thisstop is aimed to observe the effects of several'.rainy 




Miraflores de Sata (as its original orthograp-h) ‘was founded 
in 1563 by Baftazar Rodriguez. During the first Century of the-. 
colonial-period, this "villa". Csmall city with Spanish and indian 
population) had a great ec.onomical importance. This was due ta 
the high production level -of the nearby haciendas, that allowed.-a 
big’ accumulation of capital. In 1578, 
maged, for the first time. Afterwards, 
Safia was seriously dam- 
the villa was repeate.dly 
flooded, specially in 1.516, may be in 1702, and fin.ally in i720. 
The latter 'was caused by an‘ overflow of the SaF,a river which . 
resulted 'in the destruction of most of the buildings. The a.t+' 
tempts of reconstructing the City were apparently bent by the 
strong El Ni.Ro @vent of 1728. The inhabitants took the decision 
to migrate upwards to the foot o‘f the nearby hi11 “Cerro Corba- 
cho”, 'abandon,ing the old City. (fig. IV-31 s It. is noteworthy that-. 
the protected present-day location of SaGa coincides,with that,of. 





The old city of Sa6a is now covered by farmd. A few ant;l&ti: 
streets may be seen among the cultivated fields. Only. parts of 1 
the colonial churcheç, which were the most important and best 
built edifications, arise as ruins above the floodplain. : : .' ..' 
We will observe the conventual churches of La Merced, San 
Francisco y San Agustin (sec locations. in fig. IV-3). The first 
one, displays on its frontal wall traces of the lé&1 reached by 
the water during the 1720 flood (fig. IV-4). The 'Matrim Church, 
that is now almost completely destroyed, was active up to 1774. 
Departure from Sa% towards the southwest, in direction. to 
thé Panamerican highway. 
: 
60 12 Take 'the Panamerican Hw-y, turn to the left ?SE).- 
. 
85 20 Guadalupe. 
cha&ological site. 
























,) eQ@llr . PLAN0 DE RELhCidN 
11 .f; 11 II DE LA ANTIGUA WLLA DE SARA; 
CON LA POSlClbN DE LAS RUINAS 
Y EL ACTUAlPUEBLO DESPUitS DE 
SU IRASLADO EN 1720 
ii ’ PLAZA : *i 





0 100 200 300 m-4 
-L-W--d .._ 
Fig.: '1 V.4.- Spatial relationship between th.2 ancient Sa%a village 
(with locations of ruins) and the present-day town 
after it moved in:!720 (Huertas, 1987). I 
Fig.IV.S.- Front wa'll of La Merced ch'rch. See the traces of the 
level reached by the water- during 1720 flood (Huertas, 
1987 1 e 
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..: .,( ._ ,,.,. 
Location o-f? lunch stop (Hua&h’i&b) ‘and stop 2 (Temple 
. . 
Fig. IV.8.- 
de l’a ’ L’una) ; 
‘. . 
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Fig.IV.9.- Aerial view of Huanchaco after 1925 El 
event- 
NOte the place occupied by the debris 
flow, (lightl- 
. . (airphotograph SAN). 
Fig.IV.10 - Same place of fig. 
IV.9 showing the growth of 
Huanchaco in 1986 (airphotograph SAN). 
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\Sol y ia LuGa fi 
N 
i 
Fig.iV.ll.- Locations of Trujillo, Huanchaco and the 
archaeological sites cited in the texte 
(adapted from Angulo, 1987). 
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108 18 Pacasmayo. 
116 8 San Pedro de Lloc. 
176 61 Bridge on the Chicama river. 
221 45 Cross-road. Leave the Panamerican Hwy, and turn ta the 
right to take the "Via de Evitamiento" de Trujillo. 
236 15 Huanchaco. Lunch on the beach. 
251 15 Cross-road. 
drive 4 km, 
Take the Panamerican Hwy towards the south, 
and turn to the left CE). 
255 5 STOP 2 - TEaiPLla !OE IA LUNA About 45 min 











GUI& VISITA TEMPE0 BE LA LWNA, VALLE DE MOCm 
Saratiago Uceda C. 
Maria Montopa V. 
El sitio: Breve deseripci6n 
El Temple de la Luna, forma parte del complejo arqueologico 
Mochica ~4s imponente de la costa Morte, perteneniente a la Cul- 
tura Moche, que se desarrolla entre el siglo II antes de Cristo 
a1 siglo VII de nuestra era. Este complejo est6 constituido de 
una piramide escalonada de grandes dimensiones denominada Templo 
del Sol; a unos 500 0 600 metros a1 Este de este templo y sobre 
la falda del cerro Blanco se erige el templo esta constituido de 
tues plataformas y cuatro patios que 10s interconectan. Ambos 
edificios se erigieron a base,de adobes paralelepipedos con gabe- 
ras de caiïa o de tablillas 
Entre estos dos templos y sobre la planicie que 10s separa 
un vasto pueblo compuesto de viviendas de artesanos, administra- 
dores y otros servidores, fueron el compfemento de estas fastuo-- 
sas construcciones. Este poblado en la actualidad se encuentra 
bajo una capa de sedimientos aluviales de aproximadamente dos 
metros de altura. 
El complejo se asienta em la margen izquierda del valle de 
Moche a unos 150 m. a1 este del r9o Moche y a unos 5 km a1 este 
del centra de la ciudad de Trujillo. Geograficamente se localiza 
a 78"59' 35" de longitud Oeste y a 8' 07' 35" de latitud sur. 
Por dos vias se accede a este complejo. Tomando la Panameri- 
cana sur, a la altura del km. se toma el desvao de la campifia 
de moche, una carretera afirmada que recorre campos de cultiva 
y casas de campo una distancia de 4 km. Esta via llega a las 
bases del templo del Sol por su lado sur. La segunda vka es to- 
mando la carretera de penetracion a la sierra, que es una conti- 
nuaci6n a la vfa de -evitamiento de Trujillo en su lado sur, a la 
altura de la CAP Santa Posa se toma un trocha carroza hacia el 
este y a unos dos kilbmetros se cruaa el rio moche y se llega a1 
Templo del Sol por su lads oeste. 
Perfiles arquiteetbnieos 
En la plataforma principal del Templo, aprovechando un gran 
forado de excavaciones de btisqueda de tesoros realizadas durante < la epoca de la conquista espafiola, se han registrado tres perfi- 
les. Uno de elles (perfil lC), por su altura y longitud, es uno 
de 10s masimportantes como complicados en information de eventos 
arquitect6nicos se refieren. 
PERFIL 1 C (Fig.Z&?.43) 
Se ubica en el lado osste del forado y tiens una orientaci& 
de sur a norte, aproximadamente. Para su description se usarbn 
10s elementos arquitectonicos mayores como pisos muros, sellos, 





sa y s2 Sellos arquitect6nicos que constituyen la base de una 
plataforma. Sus paramentos norte y sur respectivamente 
forman un pasadixo de 1.98 m. de ancho. Estos sellos 
han sido eonstruidos a base de adobes paralelepipedos, 
eomo sucede con todos 10s sePPos que se describiran en 
este corte. 
s3. Sel10 arquitect6nico que cubre el pasadixo que forman 
10s sellos sl y s2. En su lado norte este sel.10 fue 
enlucido y junto con el sel10 s6 forman un nuevo pasa- 
dizo de 1.93 m. de anche donde se construiran tres 
rampas sucesivas. 
rl. Esta rampa se encuentra a 1.80 m. por debajo del da- 
tum. En las esquinas se acumulan sedimentos por llu- 
vias que han Pavado la pintura de 10s paramentos de s3 
y s4, respectivamente, La esquina sur tiene mayor se- 
dimentacion que coincide con el desnivel en relation 
a1 otro lado. 
s4 Este sella, debido aP limite de la excavaci6n no ha 
b 
sido posible correlacionarlo con SI, si es posterior 
o contempor&neo. Su paramento norte enlucido y pintado 
se asocia con 10s pisos ( PO y pl) y podria tratarse 
de un aterrazamiento. 
S5 
s6 
Sel10 que cubre el pasadizo de la rampa rl. 
Se trata de un muro y un reîleno que cubren la rampa 
auxiliar rl.', asociada inicialmente a rl. 
PI Y P2 Piso que se asienta sobre.los sellos sl, s3 y s6. Con 
esta denominacion simplifieada de pisos se involucra 
dos eventos arquitect6nicos; en primer lugar constitu- 
y6 un piso de nivelatribn de la plataforma de 15 cm 
(POL %uegao, se construye 10s pisos arquitect6nicos 
que se asocian con muros formando ambientes arquitec- 
t6nicos. En el lado sur se asocia por una media casa 
a un muro de contention de un sel10 arquitect6nico 
(~4). Es en este sector donde se.puede observar que el 
muro fue enlueido y pintado dos veces y que en estas 
dos oportunidades lluvias fuertes destruyeron respec- 
tivamente estos enlucidos Y pintados dejando sobre el 
piso 10s restos de dichos sedimentos. 
r2 Segunda rampa a 0.48 m. por debajo del datum, esta 
compuesta de una capa de arcilla fina asociada a 10s 
paramentos de Pos sellos s7 y s9. Sobre el piso de la 
rampa en 10s extremos se observan lentes de sedimentos 
productos de lluvias, pues ban lavado el enlucido y 
pintura blanca de 10s paramentos del pasadizo. Su po- 
tencia mayckalcanza apenas unos 3 cas. 
s7 Sel10 que sirve para elevar Pa plataforma de casi 2 
m y constituye eP paramento sur del pasadizo de la 
rampa r2. 
s9 Sel10 que forma el paramento norte del pasadizo de la 
rampa r2. AE igual que s7 ePeva la plataforma de unos 
2 metros de altura. 
s8 Sel10 que cubre la rampa r2 y sirve de base a una nue- 
va rampa 1.30 m. mas arriba. 
r3 Tercera rampa a 0.79 m. sobre SP datum. Esta compuesta 
de arcilla y arena fina. Tarnbien aqu9 es visible una 
serie de capas de sedimentacion producto de lluvias 
que han lavado eP enluçido y pintura de 10s paramentos 
del pasadizo. En las esquinas alcanza estos sedimentos 
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PERFIL 1 B (fig.73&.#) 
Se ubica en la parte nor-este del forado y tiene una orien- 
tacion de este a oeste. A pesar que ~610 tiene una altura de 1.40 








Sella arquitect6nico,hecho .a base de adobes que sirve.para 
elevar la plataforma y-es base de la construcci6n de un 
piso de nivelacion, luego, un piso arquitect6nico. 
Con esta denominaci6n de piso existen dos eventos arquitec- 
t6nicos diferentes. Un falso piso que se comporta como un 
piso de nivelacion de la plataforma sobre la qua1 se levan- 
tan 10s muros y pisos. El- piso propiamente di'cho.,que se 
asocia a una banqueta> y un muro con pintura mural. Se en- 
cuentra a 0.41 m por debajo del datum. En la foto 1, se. 
puede observar el detalle de 10s sedimentos producto de las 
lluvias que lavaron el enlucido de 10s muros, 
Banqueta de 1.25 m, de a.ncho y 0.40 m. de altura, asociada 
a pl y ml. Esta constituido por dos hiladas de adobes y' 
asociado por una media cana almuro ml. La superficie de la 
banqueta esta a 0.01 m. del datum. 
Muro que se asocia a. bl y pl. esta construido con adobes 
paralelepipedos bastante destruidos, por mediadas de con- 
servaci6n del enlucido y el mural que soporta se reintegr6 
una hilada de adobes para evitar su colapso. 
sella a base de adobes que cubren pl, bl y ml, y sirve para 
elevar la plataforma de 0,95 m. Sobre el sel10 se construye 
el piso p2. .Este piso esta.a 0.81 m. sobre el datum. 
Piso constituido de arcilla y.arena fina de unos 2 cm. So- 
bre este piso se observa una capa de sedimentacion de uno 
3 a 4 cm con restos de pintura blanca formando lentes. 
PERFIL 2 A (fig. z.rs> 
Se ubica en el lado este del farado hacia el sur del corte 
anterior y se orienta.de sur a morte. En este.psrfil se observa 
un muro y dos pisos asociados'a ambos paramentos. El paramento 
norte de este muro porta 10s murales que -fueron estud.iados por 
Mackey y Hasting. El inter& tambi6n radica en que 81 piso ha 
sido remodelado en una oportunidad tras un evento de lluvia fuer- 
te, que afectb el mural. La remodelaci6n incluy6' el mural y un 
nuevo enlucido cubre el antiguo,mural y se asocia a un nuevo piso 
(primera refaccion). Otro evento de lluvias acumula una serie de 
sedimentos que se componen de enlucidos y pintura del muro. 
p0 Se trata de un piso de nivelacion de una, etapa de construc- 
ci6n que elevb la plataforma, se compone,de cascotes y una 
torta de arcilla gruesa.. 
Pl Piso que se asocia al.paramento sur del muro ml. Esta com- 
puesto de arcilla y arena fina sobre el que se acumul una 
serie de sedimentos finos con restos de pintura blanca for- 
mando lentes. Su altura sobre el datum es de 0.78 m. 
P2 Piso a 0.83 sobre 81 datum y que se asocia a1 paramento 
morte de ml. Una ampliaci6n' de esta estratigrafia se mues- 
tra en la fig.ZjQp,y se compone de: 
1. Falso piso. Compuesto--de tierra. semi compacta, textura 
granulosa, de color gris semi-oseuro, espesor promedio 
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sl y s2 
de 3 CH\. Este falso piso mantiene una horizontalidad 
notoria, uniéndose a1 muro con un ~610 r8boqU8. 
Relleno de piso. Compuesto de tierra suelta y granulosa, 
semi-compacta, color gris semi-oscuro. Presenta un espe- 
sor ,promedio de 3.5 cm.. 
Piso 1. Consistencia semi-compacta, espesor no definido, 
pero es a partir de aqui donde se une a1 reboque del 
muro mediante una capa fina de pintura blanca (1 mm.) 
Lentes de sedimentaci6n. Material sedimentado producto 
del lavado de la pintura ,y enlucido del muro hasta .en 
tres momentos distintos.'Las capas de sedimentaci6n al- 
canzan unos 5 a 7 mm. Las laminillas de color blanco su 
espesor es de 1 mm. 
Tierra semicompacta de ,textura granulosa, color gris 
oscuro, espesor promedio de 0.02 m., contiene algUnOS 
fragmentos vegetales (raicillas). 
Se aprecia una capa de color gris claro, de textura sua- 
ve y consistencia semicompacta compuesta de tierra fina, 
con un espesor promedio de 2 cm., disminuyendo a'1 ale- 
jarse del muro. 
Probable piso luego de 10s primeros eventos de lluvias. 
Sedimento compuesto de laminillas desordenadas producto 
del lavado del de la pintura policrama (blanco, rojo y 
amarillo), Su espesor promedio es de 5 cm. 
Piso asociado a un segundo enlucido de 2.5 cm de espe- 
sor, con una pintura mural policroma, sobre 81 cual se 
observan pequefias laminillas de sedimentaci6n producto 
del lavado del enlucido del muro. 
Muro de adobes paralelepfpedos de 0.94 m. de anche y 
asociado a los‘pisos (pl y ~2). 
SellOS arquitectbnicos r8cubi8rtos recientemente por 
escombros de las excavaciones de la mision harvard, a1 
momento de destapar 10s murales para su estudio. 
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Departure from Huaca’ de l’a 
. 
260 5 Turn to the left (S). and 
highway towards the south(%;a=E*&). 
. ’ f 1 
Luna 
: . 
drive along the. P’anamer ica‘n 
THE SfW4-r~~ -BEACHZRIDGE 
Objective 
TO illustrate some EN’evi-dences in the Santa beach ridge.se- 
SEQUENCE . : 
. . 
quence. Special attention has be.en paid emphasizing on the 
geochemical and paleontological data. 
Intrûduction 
General characteristics 
The Santa area is mainly characterized by a 5-iOm high sea 
cliff found 5km east of the present shor,eline, a paleobeach 
(“Ostra Beach”) that marked the màrine Holocene limit reache.d .ca. 
6500 BP (Perr'ier et al., 19921, a beach ridge complex and a 
paleolagoon formed between 6500 and 4000 BP behind the major one. 
This :complex is composed of nine beach ridges:which originate at 
the mouth of the Santa river. 'Consisting mainly’of marine- sand 
and river cobbles, thesë lateral accretions could be related,to 
major El NiZo eve.nts (Rollins et al., 1986) (Fig. IV'19); For 
main. ,c,haraEteristics .and morphology of the beach ridges refer to 
Table IV-2. 
Previous‘. studies 
This sequence has been studied with geological,, archaeologl- 
cal,: paleontological and geochemical approaches. The presence of 
mid-Holocene molluscan assemblages in th'is area indicate that a 
shallow lagoon o'f about 29 km2 had formed. Rollins et al., 1986, 
interpreted this as iong-term ecolog,ical stability which led 
them to the assumption that a major climatic and oceanic reorgan-, 
ization in the Eastern Pacifk Ocean occurred,,at about 5000 BP. 
I't was. shown later (Wells, 1988; DeVries & Wells, 1990) that 
contemporaneous, in situ, cold-water faunas existed at the mouth 
o’f the lagoon and in washover depodits landward of the barrier 
beach rid'ge. Free tidal exchange with the Pacifie Ocean was 
i,mpeded ‘by ‘partially-drowned beach ridges within the lagoon and 
by a barrier-forming beach ridge.that joined the mainland with an 
of&fsho-re island (Fig.IV-191.. __. I 
360 106 STOP3 .e Oatra beach 
: 
Ostra beach marks the..marine..:.'l imit reached ca. 6500 BP. It is 
composed of in situ sea shells (mainly warm-water species) over-: 
Iying.Pleistocene alluvial-deposits. The most conspicuous species 
is Ostrea palmul.a, ‘.(PELECYPODA:’ ,Ostreidae) as indicated by the 
-deposit name,' :' 
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STOP 4 : Pi&2olagoorl 
<’ 
*: 
t+arm-‘Water fauna is observed in the p&l&‘oi’agooti.’ I:i ‘.is a mud and 
salty fPat environment. In situ shells of Tagelus xfombeii cari be 
seen in life position at the .top of tpe lagoonal depo&Jts. Table 
IV-3.,%hows a list 'of Holoceh6 molluks frbm the Santa Lagoon and 
-adjacent deposits (DeVries.,& Wells+ -1990). Marked bi;pecies are 
present in the lagoon. 
STOP 5 .: &ajor beach r!dge 
,Az.,roadt :cut thr.ough the major beach ridge provides a vieti, of the 
%t?at$gràphical sequence of its formation (Fig.IV-20). This beach 
ridi$e has the larges% amplitude and height, of .a11 the others in 
the complex. A coarsehing upward marine sequence cari be observed. 2 
Only a féw mollusk specimens were f.ou.nd among .the cobbles compar- 
atively to other beach .ridges (Chira, Col.An). They are associated 
ta the P@rtivian ~Oog~oQraphical Province i.e."cold-water" speci- 
mens (Dlaz y Otitlie$l 1991): Aulacomya ater, Thais chocolata, 
Prisogast&r bige.r, Te’gula atra, Thais haemastoma. 
370 10 STOP~6i: P&-toramic vies of the beach ridge complex 
GWeneral .biew of the beach ridge complex and the paleolagoon 











MORPHOLOGIC CHARACTERISTïCS OF THE 
SANTA BEJCH RIDGE COMF'LEX 
Group Wavelenqth 
Trough to Crest 
1 314 -+- 171 m 
II 439 7 5 m 
'III 122 + 48 m 
IV 37 +-32 m ,. 
Group Wavelength 
Crest to Ciest 
1 710 m 
II 878 m 
III 245 + 21m 
IV . 73 L-45 m 
Trough.'to Trough 
'y>'I..',' 688 + 298 m 
',.II .. ,584,Ïii 
,. . . ',II 1 228 + 60 m 
+ IV 73 -t-47 m 
_.. . . 
M4;,, ..A. . . . . ,,: 
Heiqht. Amplitude E 
0.5 + 0.4 m 1.0 m 
2.4 ?c 2-9 m 5.8 m 
2.1 T 1.8 m 3.5 + 
2.1- O-5 m 1.0 t- 
OHeiqht 
1.0 m .. 
5.3 m 
3.9 i-.0.5 m 




0.4 + 0.4 m 
1.7 T 0-J. m :. 
3 
2 
0.6m. 13 . ,,_ 




Topographie profile af the Santa beach ridge complex. 
(After Wells, 1988). 
J 
Table IV.3.- Species list of Holocene mollusks from the Santa 
Lagoon and ad.jacent deposits (After DeVriGs & Wells, 1990). 
Pefecypoda ‘b 
a Anomia~d’Orbigny, 1846 
s Breaaeckn cvcu&(Sowerby, 1835) 
Abkawxu (Sowetby, 1835) 
*Eeud~&&& p\~ro~rnk~s (Lamarck, 1819) 
0 . m Pilsbty and Olsson, 1943 
e Wmcalifornic~ (Cqnrnd, 1837) 
JZ&j-ix O- R~cY~, 1854 
Q w (Philippi, 18,;4) 
sericata (Ra?ve; i850) 
a lac0 mQTJg&$ (HanIey; 1844) 
o mti soua&(Sowerby, 1835) 
donac&m (Lamarck, 1818) 
Mlfik&ljjifj (ICWe, 1831) 
en na hm.h Capenter, 1857 
. Petli Sowerby, 1834 .(?) 
D J?m.tU (Sowerby, 1835) 
iiimkejhti~ edù, 1550) 
ifc2Qndd 
l mw (Lamarck, 1818) 
l * > rum-GSowerby, 1833) 
&n;-bis varicosa (Caskoin, 1852) 
0 BulIa uunctalntz A. Adams in Sowerby, 1850 
1 Çetithidea vniida (C. E. Adams, 1552) 
ÿ Ccrithium stercusmuscr~r~~~ Valenciennes, 1833 
sa Chiton 




&lamous su. J‘ 
Melnmpt:s s~2 
bfitra orientalirzGrifith and Pîdgeon, 1834 
~as,mrius envi (Kiencr, 1835) 
** N:<ssntius utes- (Btodstip 
and Sowetby, 1829) 
SnJaia 
Zxula atra_ (Lesson, 1830) 
tiis chocolata (Duclos, 1832) 
ta’s a as tim-(Lin&, 1767) 




Departure from the Santa beach-ridge sequence 
460 90 Arriva1 to Casma. Qvernight at Ho§tal El Farol. 
V. FOUWTH DRY . . . .’ 
, 
During this last day of. fieldtrip, a 400 km-iong’ ,trajeCt 
Will be done along the Panamericana .highway. Mainly geological 
and geomorphological features Will ‘be observed ‘&rid 'analized in 
order to discuss if they may constitute possible ,baleoclimatic 
indicators, specially of ancient El NiGo events. 
Along this desert segment, aridity condi.tio,ns are extreme. 
This is expressed in the la-ndkape by the complete absence of 
vegetation. In addition, th.e runoff 
removing surficial debris, 
is poorly efective. in 
giving to the regi~on a chaotic’aspect. 
There are four stops ‘and a few short optional ones (Fig. 
V.1). -In Qood conditions we Will follow the 
below. 
i 
Rkt Sechin flood sttop 1 
Rh Secct florsd steop 2 
Punta Mui% stop 3 
Rio Pativka 5top 4 





































1 As-- I 
100km 
Fi.g.V.l,- Itinerary of the 4th. day. 
3.18 
Road between Casma and Rio Pativilca 
0 0 DepaFtUF.e f rom Casma. :Drive upvalley in direction to 
Cantina. 
10 10 STOP 1: Rio Cacama flood,,depasits 
Divjec ti ve 
The aim of this stop is ‘to Observe the ChaFaCteFiStiCS of 
the alluvial sedimentary unit deposited dUFinQ the 1982-83 El 
Nigo .event, in the floodplain near the Rio Sechin-Rio Casma- 
confluence. 
During the 1382-83 El NiGo event, several coastal valleys 
were flooded. This phenomena were associated with the increase of 
rainfall in the Pacifie slope of the Andes in northern and 
central Pe~u. There are still great discussion about the position 
of the southern limit of the stronq Fainfall dUFinQ thiç .kind of 
@vents. 
In the RIO C-asma and Rio Sechin valleys (Fig. V-21, the 
floods of 1982-83 event strongly affected a11 the economic 
activities of the region; For instance, agriculture underwent 
land remotion, and the destruction of the penetration road to the 
Cordillera NeQFa ‘caused the fail -of thq El Extra60 mine. 
The Quaternary geology of this region, with special emphasis 
of El Nifio-related flOOdinQ, has been extensively studied by L. 
Wells and her results were pu.blished in two articles (1987, 
1990). In the following pà9esr both articles are reproduced in 
extenso in ocder to save the integrity of their conceptual 
development. 
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Fig.V.2.- Stops S. (rio Sechin) and 2 (rio Seco). 
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AN ALLUVIAL RECORCI- OF iL NIMO EVENTS 
FROM NORTHERN COQSTAL PERU 
1 
Lisa E. Wells .. 
Department of Geography, Stan-ford University,’ California 
Journal of Geophysical Research, v.62, n”CX3, p-14463-14470, December 1985 
Abstract. Overbank flood deposits of northern 
coastal Peru provide the potential for the 
development of a late Quaternary chronology of El 
Niiio events.,Alluvial deposits from the 1982-1983 
El Nifio event are the basis for establishing a 
type El Niiio deposit. Çedimentary structures 
suggesting depositional processes range from 
sheet flows to debris flowz, with .sheet flood 
deposits being the most common. The 1982-1983 
deposits are characterized by a SO-' to lOO- - 
thick basa1 gravel, overlain by a lO- to 100 z. - - 1 
thick sànd bed, grading into a l- to lO-cm-t&& 
silty sand bed and capped by a very thin layer of 
silt or‘clay. The surface.of the. deposit.corrmonly 
displays the original shear flow lines crosscut; 
by postdepositional mud 'cracks and footprints 
(human and animal). Stacked sequences of flood 
deposits are present in Pleistocene and Holocene 
alluvial fill, suggesting' that El Niiio type 
evènts likely occurrea throughout the late 
9uaternarc.A r,elative chronology'of the deposits _ 
is developed " based on terrace and soi1 p. 
stratigraphy and on the degree of.preservat%on of . . 
surficial features. A minimum of 15 Ei NiEo' 
events occurred during the Holocene; a minimum of 
21 events occurred during the late Pleistocene. 
Timfng 'of the Holocene events is bracketed by 
isochrons derived from the archaeologic 
stratigraphy;. .Corrected radiocarbon ages from 
included detrital wood provide the following'. 
ubsolute dates for El Nigo evonts: 1720 t 60.. 
A.D., .1460 2 20 A.D., 1380 + 14il A.D. (error 
overlaps with the' A.D. 1460 event; these may 
represent a single event), and '1230 2 60 B.C. 
InttOduction 
Episodic El Nigo events bring torrential 
flooding and elevated ses levels to the northern 
toast of Peru. The flood-induced sedimentation. 
and erosion, which .cause sevcre and‘ rapid 
landscape changes, provide a stratigraphie record 
of El Ni80 events extending throughout the 
Holocene &d possfbly into the late Pleistocene. 
The, desert climate of the Peruvian toast‘ 
allows for a direct correspondence of flood 
events with El NiEo: events. Annual precipitation' 
in the study area (Figure 1, latitudes 9's to 
10's) has averaged 4.2 2.2.0 ms'for the past 20 
years .(data from El Servicio de Meteorologia e 
Hidrologia Peruano). During 1983 an annual 
lNow àt National Center for Atmospheric 
', Research, Advanced Studies Program, Boulder, , 
Colorado. '. 
!. I 
Copyright 1987 by the American Geophysical Union. 
Paper number 7CO631. . . 
0148-0227/87/007C-0631$05.00' a-' . 
precipitation of 42.4 mm was recorded at Buena 
Vista, the highest annual precipitation in the 
lest 20 Yeats; during the years of 1974 to 1980, 
annual precipitation was zero. In this hyperarid 
environment, alluvial overbank flooding.occurs 
only during El Nigo episodes because only then fs 
there significant precipitation. 
As the sedimentary record of flood events is 
extended further into the past, the reliability 
of ‘correlating these events with 
oceanographically defined El Nifia events 
necessarily decreases. For most of the later ' 
Ho.locene, after. about 5000 B.P. archaeologic 
midden remains suggest that the coastal 
environment. has remained relatively constant, 
supporting the same biota that it supports today 
[Pozorski, 1976; Feldman, 19801. Rollins et aI. 
[1986] have argued that warm-water marine fauna 
ptesent in now-stranded embayments of the 
Holocene maximum transgression (around, S-7000 
'B.P..) .record- a major coastal current 
reorganization at- sround SOOO.B.P., and a. climate 
chknge, from-Savannah ta hyperarid, at this time 
,as well. L. Wells and T. DeVries (unpublished 
:data, ;1986); -however, bave. found, that these 
molluscan fauna are species. common. to. ,quiet 
restricted. marine environmentz (lagoons and 
estuaries) and 'that ,- they occur in association 
with cold:water open-marine.fauna (rocky,headland 
OS. beach environment) in early lithic 
archaeologic sites near Casma (most likely pre- 
5000 B.P., based on stratigraphie order of the 
sites):. It seems likely then, that during the 
time of ,the lMXilllUlIl Holocene marine 
transgression, the toast ,was characterized by 
,warm protected embayments between stretches of 
rocky coastline and sandy beaches. The change in 
fauna- along the toast is facies rather than 
current controlled; warm-water mollusks disappear 
coincidentally with coastal progradation and 
infilling of the marine embayments. Little is 
known of. the Pleistocene climate or environment 
in this region. Quinn [1971] argues that during 
glacial stages the Southern Oscillation would 
have been locked into a high index,phase, as a 
lower sea level would preclude circulation 
between the-western Pacifie and the Indiari Oc,ean. 
These conditions would result in a hyperarid 
Coastal zone lacking even. episodic El Nifio 
precipitation (the low index phase of' the 
Southern Oscillation). Although fhe. long-term 
climate history of the region is not well 
understood, the sedimentologic evidence presented 
here suggests.that, for the Holocene and.possibly 
for parts of the Pleistocene, a hyperarid climate 
.with episodic heavy precipitation .,. has 
predominated; As .the latitude of the area 
precludes the formation of hurricanes and their 
reiated rainfall (low Coriolis forces and cold 
surface waters) and as the zone is isolated fonz 
Amazonian rainfall ..by three Andean mountain 
ranges . (elevations. range from 4000 ta 6700 m), 
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Fig. 1. Study area location, northern coastal Peru; The weather stations in the Rio 
Sechin valley are marked by the symbols BV, the Buena Vista station, and CS, the 
location of the Cerro Sechin weather station and the Cerro Sechin archaeologic site. 
The mar, shows the areas and outcrons referred to in other figures: F2, Figure 2; F4, 
Figure'4; F5, Figure 5; and F7, Figure 7. 
then El Niiïo like events seem the most likely 
cause of the episodic flooding. 
The frequency of flood-producing El Niiio 
events is dependent on the latitude of the arèa 
in question. The oceanographic dynamics of an El 
NiÏio are such that the magnitude of the event 
defines the southerly extent of the incursion of 
the warm coastal waters and the concurrent 
rainfall [Cane, 19831. In the northern areas of 
the Peruvian toast (e.g., the Lambayeque region 
at 7'S), smaller-scale events, with a frequency 
of 7 to'10 years, cari cause flooding; the same 
events mw not show any effects farther south 
(e.g., the Supe region at IloS>. Events'of the 
magnitude of the 1982-1983 El N&o cause 
significant overbank flooding and deposition in 
a11 drainages north of about 11"s. In the study 
area (9.5"s) some overbank flooding occurs at 
least once every 50 years, based on the estimate 
that the 1982-1983 El Niïïo was a 50-year event 
(from data of ' Quinn et al. [1986]); however, 
flooding of a significant magnitude to probuce 
enough sediment to leave a long-term depositional 
record appears to occur only about once every 500 
pars, based on the stratigraphy developed below. 
The floods of 1983e caused a reworking of 20% 
to 302 of the surface of the Holocene floodplain 
(Figure 2). The major overbank floodplain (sec 
Figures 2 and 3). is 2 to 10 m above the active 
river thalweg; during flood years the streams 
overflow onto the overbank terraces due to both 
increased discharge as well as temporarily 
elevated sea (base) level. The incision of this 
surface is primarily the result of differences in 
the stream potential between flood and nonflood 
years. Although often cited as a cause of stream 
disequilibrium in Peru [e.g., Nials et al., 
1979a, b], 1 have found no geomorphic evidence 
for Quaternary uplift along the central toast, 
between Lambayeque and Pisco (7" to 13.5"s). In 
this region of shallow subduction, the absence of 
Quatemary marine terraces, along with the 
presence of actively subsiding basins (e.g., the 
Salaverry basin at 9's) just offshore [Hussong et 
al. 1984; Ocean Drilling Program, 19871, suggests 
that the coastal zone in this region has been 
either subsiding or stable throughout the later 
Quaternary. This is confirmed by a middle- 
Holocene maximum transgression ahoreline which, 
although stranded 4 km from the present shoreline 
1986 Thalweg q Pre-Columbian Flood Pla~n 
1983 Deposits q Eolian/Alluvial Deposits 1 
0 Pre-1983 Fiood Plain q Bedrock 500 m y . . . , , 
Fig. 2. Holocene alluvial deposits at the 
confluence,area of Rio Sechin and Rio Casma (see 
Figure l,..for location). The map shows the 
surficial distribution of (1) the deposits of 
the 1982-1983 El NiSo event, (2) the pre-1982 
but recently active floodplain (based on the 
relatively poor agricultural development on this 
surface), and (3) the pre-Columbian floodplain 
(sediments include pre-Columbian artifacts). 
Area was first mapped at a scale of l:lO,OOO 
from areal photographs taken early in 1982 
(about 9 months prior to any flooding); 
subsequently, the 1982-1983 deposits were added 
to the map in the field., 
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# Early Hokxzene la Badrook 
Fig. 3. A schematic alluvial fil1 mode1 for Rio 
Casma and Rio Sechin.. The diagram represents a 
cross section perpendicular to the main.'axis of 
the valley. The alluvial fil1 forms inset cut- 
and-fil1 terraces which cari be correlated 
throughout the region. 
due to rapid coastal progradation, is within a 
meter of present mean sea level (D. Sandweiss, 
unpublished topographie data, 1986). As the major 
floodplain terrace has been active within the 
last 1000 years (based on included husnan 
artifacts), and since there is no evidence for 
base level change (tectonic or eustatic) during 
this time, then these floodplain deposits must 
have resulted from flood discharges much lar,ger 
than the 1982-1983 floods. -._ 
Deposits of the high floodplain (Figure 3, 
pre-Columbian floodplain) have a relatively high 
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preservation potential. During large floods, with 
overbank deposition onto this high floodplain, 
most of the material near the active thalweg is 
reworked, and therefore long-term preservation of 
the deposits of smaller flood events (i..e., 
depolits on or below the 1982-1983 floodplain of 
Figure 3) is unlikely. As would be expected given 
the- :greater ,opportunity for reworking in the 
oldest sediments, the resolution of the record 
decreases with age. Deposits of the largest 
events (very strong or greater using the scale of 
Quinn et al. [1986]) make up the majority of the 
stratigraphy presented here; it should, however, 
be noted that, because of the resolution 
problems, the younger record likely includes 
'events of lesser magnitude. 
El NiÏio induced overbank flooding leaves a 
sheet of sand and some grave1 on the floodplain. 
In the dry years, between major El Nifio events, 
fluvial incision exposes these overbank deposits. 
The 1982-1983 El Nifio sediments of the Rio Casma, 
Rio Sechin, and Quebrada Rio Seco valleys are 
described below and compared with the deposits of 
older floods. These data are then used to develop 
a chronology of major flood-producing El Nifio 
events. '. 
El Niiio Flood Deposits 
The 1982-1983 Deposits 
Flood sediments of the 1982-1983 El NiÏio avent 
were studied to characterize.an El BiBo deposit. 







Sheet flow deposit 
l see text for details 
Fig. 4. A typical El NiBo deposit. (Left) An idealized synthesis, from numerous 
outcrops of the 1982-1983 El Niiïo flood deposits.(Right) A photograph of one of the 
outcrops (for location see Figure 2). In the synthesis, unit A is a basal-cobble 
grave1 with a 'clean sand matrix, unit B is composed of one or more. sand sheets,.unit 
C is a silty sand'bed; unit D (net shown in the figure) is a very fine layer of silt 
or clay that generally caps the deposits. In.the photograph, a pre-1983 flood sheet 
(O-28 cm> burïed by an eolian sand on which an agricultural soi1 is present (28-38 
cm), in turn buried by the deposits of the 1982-1983 El Niiio (the base of the 1982- 
1983 deposits was determined. by lateral correlation with a buried tree). The 1982' 
1983 deposit is made up of two separate flood sheets, a basa1 sheet flow deposit 
overlain by a debris ..flow deposit. Mud cracks on the surface of the sheet f:low- 
suggest that sufficient time passed between the two flood events to dry the surface. 
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Fig. 5. Holocene stratigraphy of the.Rio Casma and Rio Sechin valleys. From right to 
left are shown a sketch of a single outcrop, a composite stratigraphie column, the 
archaeologic stratigraphy as based on included artifacts and superimposed 
archaeologic sites, the minimum number of Bï Nifi0 events for any given time period, 
and the absolute chronology as based on radiocarbon dates from detrital wood. The 
composite stratigraphie column was deveïoped from numerous outcrops of the Holocene 
sediments. Note the scale change between the sedimentary columns. Ap horizons are 
agricultural soils. A horizons are nonagricultural soils. The minimum number of 
events is developed from the alluvial stratigraphy and archaeology. In the 
radiocarbon stratigraphy there is an overlap in the error margin of t’he two tenter 
dates; they may represent the same event. 
processes ranged from sheet flow to debris flow.. 
Sheet flow deposits occur throughout the valleys, 
whereas debris flow deposits tend to be 
çoncentrated near the confluences of small 
tributaries which were active.during this event. 
Not a11 tributaries were active; the distribution 
of active tributaries suggests that flash 
flooding was local and sporadic. 
An idealized El Niiïo deposit (composed from a 
synthesis of many descriptions of individual 
outcrops of the 1982-1983 deposits) is shown in 
Figure 4 and described below from base to top. A 
typical deposit of the 1983 floods is also shown 
in Figure 4. 
Unit A. A 50- to lOO-cm-thick basal-cobble 
grave1 with a matrix of clean Sand. These basa1 
deposits are most common near the main active 
channel and are absent on the overbank 
floodplain. The gravels are thickest and coarsest 
upstream and become progressively thinner or are 
absent in the lower reaches of the stream. 
Unit B. One or more lO- to 150-cm-thick sand 
sheets. Unstructured sands, planar-, wavy-, and 
cross-laminated sands are a11 present, but the 
structures are indistinct, defined only by very 
thin planes of heavy minerals (cross laminations) 
or silt (wavy laminations). In areas near active 
tributaries, debris flows have added a coarse 
component to these sands; this results in reverse 
to normally graded sand sheets with a 
concentration of pebbles in the tenter of the 
bed. 
Unit C. A 1- to lO-cm-thick planar- and wavy- 
laminated or unstructured silty Sand or silt bed. 
. 
Unit D. A very thin .layer of silt or clay 
capping the deposit. 
The base of the 1982-1983 deposits is marked 
by the root zone of live-buried trees, or by the 
burial of agricultural .soils and very recent 
human artifacts. Multiple sand sheets of ,unit B 
likely record different flood surges during the 
El Niïio event..Units C and D are deposited from 
suspended materials as the waters recede. The 
Upper surface of the deposit commonly displays 
the original shear flbw lines ‘CKOSSCUt by 
postdepositional mud cracks, and with human and 
an imïl footprints. By 1986, farmers were 
beginning to reclaim the 1982-1983 flood sands, 
and agricultural soils are beginning.to form. 
I ,_,. -
Earlier Holocene El NiÎio Events 
The Holocenë floodplain is easily Kecognizable 
in the study area owing to a lack of significant 
soi1 development and. the ïnclusion of human 
artifacts within the sediments (see Figure 2). 
Holocene sediments fil1 entire valley widths and 
generally are deposited against the bedrock walls 
of the valley (except where the valley is very 
wide and the Holocene fil1 is deposited against 
Pleistocene alluvial deposits). Earlier Holocene 
flood deposits are exposed in many river cuts and 
locally in small Wells. The base of the Holocene 
section is here placed at about 7500 B.P., as 
that is about .the time of the local maximum 
shoreline transgression (unpublished radiocarbon 
dates on marine shell in coastal middens; T. 
pozorski and S. Pozorski, persona1 communication, 
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Fig. 6. Late Pleistocene fluvial deposits exposed in Rio Sechin just downstream of 
Buena Vista. A large gravel-filled channel is present in tbe Upper portion. of the 
river bank exposure. Overbank flood deposits are present in the lower portion of the 
exposure. The color banding, in the silts, is due to the development of Bw soi1 
horizons (cambic horizons irith incipient color change due to iron oxidation) within 
the deposits. The exposure is about 15 m'high. 
F 
1986), and it is likely that the Holocene 
alluvial filling.of the river valleys began near 
this time as well. The stratigraphy (Figure 5) is 
composed of stacked beds of Sand, silt. and 
gravel. A maximum of* eight distinct flood 
deposits are present in a single outcrop.. 
Sedimentary structures exposed in Holocene 
deposits are like those. in the type deposit 
described above. Not every deposit includes a11 
of the individual units described, but most 
include units B and C (Sand. sheets fining upward 
to a silty Sand). Basa1 gravels are common but 
net ,hpys present; they are probably most common 
in area near the thalweg just prior to 
flooding. The w= surfaces of many late 
Holocene sand sheets are reworked by agricultural 
plowing, and buried agricultural soils (AP 
horizons) are present. Thé human reworking of the 
floodplain has provided much of the potential for 
absolute dates on these deposits owing to the 
addition of an organic component to the soils. 
Pleistocene Deposits 
Late Pleistocene floodplain deposits are 
exposed in river cuts where the main valley is 
very wide, at confluences with major tributaries. 
These sediments are .distinguished from the 
Holocene sediments by the degree of soi1 
development on terrace surfaces. (Earlier and 
late Pleistocene are used here to.. refer to the 
relative ages of the deposits, ‘as no absolute 
chronology is available for these deposits.) The 
late Pleistocene deposits (Figure 6) are composed 
of flood sands and silts sedimentologically 
identical to those seen in the Holocene deposits. 
Buried So%ls (A and Bw horizons) . . . -.:. in these fJ.ood 
'I _ 
deposits are similar to buried and relict soils 
in the early Holocene deposits (pre- 
agricultural), suggesting that soi1 formation 
processes, in the overbank environment, have..r?qt 
changed significantly during this tirne? This 
similarity of soils and sediments suggests that a , 
similar 'climate was present during the late 
Pleistocene. A minimum of 21 flood events are 
recorded in the late Pleistocene section. 
Twenty meters of earlier Pleistocene playa 
sediments are exposed in the Quebrada Rio Seco 
valley. These sands and silts are comprised of 
two facies: (1) planar- and ripple-laminated 
sands overlain by‘silt beds with common contorted 
bedding and mud curls .,and (2) planar and‘eolian 
cross-bedded sands (Figure 7). These facies may 
be interpreted as playa deposits, resulting from 
sporadic rainfall and flooding, in a ponded basin 
(facies 1). with subsequent drying of the surface 
(mud curls) and burial by eolian deposits (facies . 
2). There is no longer ady evidence for the 
mechanism of ponding of this drainage, and it' is 
suggested that a large sand dune may have at one 
tirne,-blocked the louer end of the valley. This 
mechanism of damming valleys is conunon in this 
hyperarid desert today, and the rapid erosion 
that would take place once the stream breached 
the dune would destroy any long-term evidence of 
the dam, besides the ponded sediments themselves. 
Over 100 mud-cracked silt layers are preserved at 
Quebrada Rio Seco, recording sporadic Pleistocene 
rainfall in a hyperarid environment. A small 
fragment of detrital wood was found near the top 
of the playa sediments. This wood yielded an age 
beyond radiocarbon-dating potential (SMU-1687), 
implying thàt El Nifio like events may have 
occurred more than 40,000 years ago. 
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Eolian Sand 
Fig. 7. Pleistocene playa sediments now exposed in the lower Quebrada Rio Seco 
Valley. The deposits are comprised of interbedded eolian sand (planar and cross 
laminated) and fluvial sands and silt. The deposits record Pleistocene flood events 
in an arid environment. 
Development of a Holocene Chronology 
of El.-Niïïo Events 
The deve1opment.of.a Holocene chronology of El 
Nirio events from the floodplain stratigraphy 
depends on relative and absolute dating methods. 
Geomorphology and surficial gedlogy provide the 
relative chronology, while archaeology and 
radiocarbon dating provide absolute dates within 
the relative chronology. 
- 
Geomorphology and Surficial Geoiogy 
The Holocene valley fill'forms inset cut-and- 
fil1 terraces (sec Figure 3). Relationships among 
terraces and associated deposits establish a 
chronology among near-surface flood sediments. 
Unfortunately, the complex stratigraphie 
relationships preclude simple correlations 
between exposures of the subsurface deposits. 
Individual beds do not necessarily correlate 
between 
events 
outcrop;h,be;;-;;e (;Lo;;:;i;= ;;;;s;z 
affect 
smaller events Will cause erosion and deposition 
on seemingly random parts of the floodplain, and 
(2) the largest events cause flooding to occur 
over the top of a11 earlier deposits and leave a 
drape of sediments over the entire floodplain. 
Some isochrons cari,, however, be established 
within the deposits based on the archaeology 
discussed below. 
At Quebrada Rio Seco, discharge presently 
occurs only during major El Niiio events. The 
valley therefore lacks the incision which occurs 
between flood events in the larger valleys. The 
surface of a number of different-aged deposits, 
however, has been preserved on .small interfluves. 
Degradation of mud cracks and mud drapes over 
boulders, and a discoloration of the surfaces 
through time, allows for a relative chronology of 
Eolian Sand 
. 




these deposits to be established. Three'distinct 
events were recognized solely on this basis, and 
the chronology was confirmed by .radiocarbon 
dating of'detrital wood fragments included within 
the deposits (see Figure 5). The presence of a 
3200-year-old interfluve (see below, SMU-1692) 
within just 50 cm of the surface of the 1982-1983 
deposits suggests relative stability of this 
drainage for at least the latest Holocene, 
Archaeology : 
The rich history of human occupation in the 
Casma valley [Tello, 1956; Fung and Williams, 
19771 provides much potential for dating the 
fluvial stratigraphie column: (1) the initiation 
of agriculture and the preservation of early 
prehistoric agricultural soils provide an 
isochron within the deposits, (2) the initiation 
of the use of ceramics provides a second isochron 
within the deposits, (3) detrital ceramic shards 
and stone tools, of known age. must predate the 
sediments in which they are included, and (4) 
superimposed archaeologic sites must postdate the 
deposits on which they are built. 
Flood deposits ponded within archaeologic 
sites cari provide very precise dates for El NiÏîo 
.events if the stratigraphy of the site is well 
known. The deposits are trapped in rooms or other 
artificially closed basins. One such date has 
been derived from sediments ponded within the 
Cerro Sechin archaeologic site in the Rio Sechin 
valley. The well-developed stratigraphy at Cerro 
Sechin [Samaniego et al., 1985, pp. 179-1821 
includes many distinct flood deposits. The 
alluvial fil1 of the south passage contains a 
distinct flood sheet (a bed fining upward from 
sand to silty sand to silt) with human footprints 
preserved in the Upper surface, and which is 
dated at 1200 B.C. by correlation of archaeologic 
1.26 
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artifacts (site curators, persona1 communication, 
1986) ; this date corresponds with .one of the 
radiocarbon-dated events (see below). The ponded 
areas present within archaeologic sites provide 
the potential for recording events., of a much 
smaller scale than would generally be.preserved 
within the floodplain. .. .',. 
A combination 'Of .'the fluvial terrace 
stratigraphy with the archaeology provides a more 
detailed chronology. A minimum number of El Nifio 
events within time spans defined by the 
archaeologically based isochrons is now known for 
the Casma regïon. There bave been a minimum of 15 
Holocene El N%o events large enough to leave 
significant flood deposits (see Figure 5). Five 
of these events occurred between 5000 and 7500 
B.P., prior to av human agricultural 
development. Two.events occurred between 3500 and 
5000 B.P., between the development ‘of agriculture 
and the beginning usage of pottery. One event 
occurred around, B.P. (see the description of 
the Cerro Sechin site above). One event occurred 
between 2500 and 3000 B.P.; distinctive ceramic 
shards at many localities define this 'date. Two 
events occurred between 1100 and 2000 B.P., 
between isochrons defined on the basis of ceramic 
styles. Four events occurred between 500 and 900 
B.P., postdating the isochron defined by the 
introduction of Chimur style ceramics to the 
valleys. 
Absolute Datinq 
The flood sediments cosunonly contain detrital 
carbon. In 1986, 24 detrital charcoal samples, 
four detrital . wood samples, three peat samples, 
and two shell samples were collected; these 
samples have been! submitted for radiocarbon 
dating. Detrital charcoal from /sediments 
deposited during agricultural times bas a high 
potential for providing accurate dates dn El Niiïo 
events. The detrital charcoal cornes Iprimarily 
from reworking the ~Surface of burned fields. In 
general, the charcoal must have been delatively 
fresh when reworked, as older 
earlier burns, is ~ rapidly 
charioal, from 
broken down by 
subsequent plowing, ~irrigation, and plant growth. 
In rare cases, charcoal and plant debris from a 
burnt surface were actually buried in place by an 
overbank flood Sand, thus providing a very 
precise.potential date for the overlying deposit. 
A few of the charcoal samples appear to corne from 
sediments which predate agricultural development 
of the valley, but this is not definite, as they 
may corne from areas of the floodplain which were 
not agriculturally ~ developed at the time of 
flooding. It is expected that the dates Will 
cluster and that ,discrete flood events may 
thereby be recognized. 
From work completed during 1985, a minimum of 
three, and possibly four, El Niiio events are 
absolutely dated (see Figure 5). Dates are from 
detrital wood samples from flood sands in 
Quebrada Rio'- Seco and Rio Casma and are 
calibrated to the Irish Oak chronology of Pearson 
[1986]. The known dates are (1) 1720 2 60 A.D. 
(average of two dates: 1730 + 80 A.D. (SMU-1694) 
and 1700 + 100 A.D. (SMU-1696)), (2) 1460 + 20 
A.D. (SMU-1693), (3) 1380 2 140 A.D. (SMU-1669) 
(may be the same flood event as date 2 above), 






l'he unique climate on the north&n.'&ast of 
Peru.allows for, a direct correlatioa of Holocene 
flood events wit.h.21 NiRo clirnatic events,, ,and a 
very,likely correlation of late,,Pleistocene fiood 
events witli El:Niiïo events. Thesé 'deposits bave. 
been 'used to develop a chrqnology of l$.,',NiEo 
events' based. on numerous differenf ,ll,nes Y of 
evidence.. 
chrqnology 
Figure .5 summarizes: .th,e El "N%o. 
established here.' With the i abovel' 
mentioried absolute dates and,'the one kn&%.'date 
from an archaeologic site, a'total of four'late 
Holocene El Niiio .èvents. bave.. been ab&siutely 
dated, and a minimum. of 15 Holocene eventsare 
relatively dated. The. stratigraphy .expqsed,in the 
late .Plei'&ocene fluvial. deposits suggests that 
there werè‘ a minimum of 21. El,Nifïo. type avents 
during the late Pleistocene, and possibly 'over a 
hundred El Niiio type events occurred over 40,000 
years ago. 
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I. 
Holocene history of the El Nifio phenomenon as recorded 
ABST!ACT 
!$@icant brecipitàtion along the northcentrai toast of Peru (lar 
SO-10’3) OWIWS exclusively during EI Nifio incurJiom~ of warm water 
i&o the Pen@tn littoral. Flood deposits from thés region therefore 
provide a proxy record of extreme El Niio ev+s. 1 present a 35fNJ yr 
chronology of the extreme events based on r&in &&g 
of overbaqk fk& sqliments ‘from the Rio, Casma (lat 9.2°S). 
.‘f’he fbd-plain stratigqphy Suggests that the El Niio phenomenon 
bas, occurred throughout the Holocene and that fIo& even& mu& 
larger than that which occurred dming 198219&Q occur here at 1~ 
unce every 1000 yr. 
INTRODUCT ItiN 
El Nifio is an episodic ?Vent hat pertnrbs the ocean-climae system of 
the Pacifie basin and is rel&d to anomajous weaaer patterns worldwide 
(Rasmussqn and..Wdlqce, J983; Nicholls, 1987). The desert climate of the 
Peruvian toast resnlts in a direct correspondene between terrestria flood- 
ing-Fr@ th” El PiiJo. phenomenon. The normaliy hyperarid conditions are 
controII&by the locatioh of the Sotith Pacifie anticyclone, the Andean 
rainshadow, and the Rld Peru-Chile Cnrrent. The Iow. latitude of the 
region preclndes the formati&of tropical hurri&nes (Barry and Choriey, 
1868). Only dnring, El Niiio cuents, whcn the Sontb Pa&fïc anticyclone 
weakens and. the northem bohndary.of the Peru-Chile, cnrr&gt migfa&s 
south, cari significant precipitation reach the coastal zone. In the stndy area 
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Figure 1. Location of stridy ,a&. Small box ‘indicates reglon whers 
stratigraphy was beveloped:artd-mort samples werecollectad. Flainfall 
data for Casma were recorded in town of Busna Vfsta, 00 inland&ge of 
rtudy area in Rio Sechin-Valley .(9O26 S, 78’3 2’W). Town of Casma is 
Iocated at confluence of. Rio. Casma and, Rio Sechin (in small~.bax). 
Callejon de Huaylas ii long, rhq!e-fjarallel, northwest-ributheait vallejr 
that separatas Castia and Sechin basins front ma/q range of Aiid& &d 
helps block any Amazonian irifiuence to these br&ins: ,.. 
,. ._, 
over the past 20 yr, dnring the 1983:.El Niiiti, anniai .pre&p&tion in- 
creased an order of magnitude, to. 42.4 mm. The orOgi@hic &f& 8n 
precipitation decreases dnring El Niiio events (Waylen qnd @viedes, 
1986); however, most of the flooding at Casma’ dnring 1982-1983’ was 
indu& by precipitation pstream of the’stndy area (abo@iiOO m). There 
is also a latitudinal gradient of precipitation and floc&ng; &re riorthèm 
areas receive more freqnent and greater’ precipitation. th& a&as 16 the 
sonth (Figs. 2 and 3). Between lat 10” and 1205, Ihe tirrela&m‘betweeo 
El NiAo and precipitation maxima breaks down. At Cas& significant 
precipitation and flooding occnr dnring very strong to strong El Ni$a 
events (Quinn et al., 1987). 
The Scient& Committee on Oceanic Research (198$ de&d,El 
Nifio as “The appearance ofanomalonsly warm w?ter afong thé toast of 
Ecuador and Peru as far sonth as Lima (12’s). This @ati q ,~ornGjize$ 
sea surface temperature anomaly exceeding one standard e$atiqn for at 
le& four consecntive months . . . at Itiree of five Co&tai stations.” ,Jl& 
criteria identify El Nifios dnring the y+rs 1957-1958,1965, 1972-1973, 
1976, and 1983’(Qninn et al., 1987). Al1 bui the i’976 event qn;esp@ IO 
bath rainfall and fiood peaks (Wàyl& and Cavied&, ‘1986) in no.#&,. 
coastal Peru (Fig: 2), and thé prec‘ipitation da&‘ind&ate ihat El,&io 
acconnts for.all recent anomalous rai6fall in c&s& Peru north of 10”s.” 
The long-tenn history of El Nifi0 is?ess &a< Roilins &“al. (iS)86j.&lieYed 
tbat the El Nifio phenomenon began at ca. 5 ka, ti&t molhtskan fatniai 
., 
Figure 2. Time series 
plot of ennual precipita- 
tien and its variation with 
latitude showing correla- 
tion betwepn precipita- 
tion max@? and very 
strqng (VS) to strong (S) 
El NiRo eventa north of 
10’s; moderate (M) 
events et thase latitudes 
are as likely to be wet as 
dry. South of ll”S, pre- 
cipitation 1s as likely to 
be above normal as be- 
low normal during El 
NfRo years of any magni- 
tude. Large solid dots 
mark two years with high- 
est precipltation in time 
ssrias; smaller solld dots 
mark years in which pre- 
cipitation wa8 in top 25 
percantfle; open dots 
represent .years for’ 
which rainfall was in’ 75 
to 30 percentile or great- 
er than zero; dashes 





1965- 0 - 0 l O’OM 
1966--00 - - 0. 
1967- 0 8 l 980 0 e 
1966 -, 0 I 0’ m. - m . _ 
1969 - - -@@o-o- 
1970 - - 0 a, 0 0 0 0 0 
1976 - l l - - . - -’ 0 M 
1977-O 0 - - 0 - 00 
1976-0 0 - - 0e-- 0 
1979 - - O”O - . - - - 
1960-O - 0 - 0 - - @ 
1961-- 00 o- l o 
1962-.OO-,- - 0- 0 
1963 0 oe.@eevs, 
cipftagon.wes. In botfom’*- 1964 1 ._.” o _ o * .- 
30 perc@ife or.equal’tb : .’ 1-965 ,. ‘“‘. _ o .* :’ 
zero.. El plifia intensity ia .i. 1966. ‘.. ‘. 0 ‘.. .- - 
indicated at right (atter * .:’ ?’ ‘. 
0 0. 
Quinn et ai., ,19fj7). Neai Caoma;years 1967 arid 1972 had précipitatioh 
above 75,percentilelevel, but absolUte volum’es ranged from oniy 0.5 to 
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distributions indicate tbat -~arr&w&er’ kciîi-@ns haie &u& thiotlgb- 
out the Holocene (Devriez+ 1987; DeVries arid Wells, 1990). D&ia 
(1987) specified tbe criteria neeessaq to idem@ a prebistoric El Nibo 
event: a short-terrn catastropbic incution of Wz3rxn water alOrQ the YtS 
of Peru and Ecuador. Wbereas tbe sedimentary ecord of flooding cannot 
identify changes in water temperature, it does show catastrophic changes 
in tbe normally hypemrid conditions. Due to the erosive nature of the 
flood.plain, especially during extreme vents, it is unlikely that the flood- 
plain stratigrapby records every large El Niao event. The stratigraphy and 
dates hérein .must bé hsidered to indicate the minimum uumber of flwxï 
éventsoccurring withinagivenperhd. % 
BASIN CHARACTERHXICti 
Holocene overhank deposits from the Rio Casma, its northem triiu- 
tary tbe Rio Se&in, and a small coasd catcbment to ‘tbe south, the 
.Quebrada Rio Seco, were descrihed and sampled to develop a flood 
stratigrapby. T&e rivers, sinuous narrow oases crossing tbe coasta3 desert, 
drain. tbe arid Andean front ‘range. Tbe Rio Casma aud the Rio Seehin 
have a joint catchment size of 13800 ha and are characterixed by a 
50-400-m-wide braided sand and grave1 cbannel and a 1-2-km-wide 
sandy overbank flood plain. Within the study arw the slope of the Rio 
Casma varies from 0.5’ to O.gO. Tbe overbank flood plain is a broad, 
topograpbicaily irregular surf&e hounded by granitic and metamorpbic 
hedrock hills and local Sand dunes. Four sampls were collected in tbe 
Quebrada Rio Seco, a small arroyo just south of tbe Casma Valley. Al- 
thougb othen have assumed that fluvial erosion ‘in coastal Peru results 
from tectonic uplift (Moseley, 1983; Nials et ai., 1979; Sandweiss, 1986), 
the geomorpbology at Casma indicates that the landseape wss stable 
tbrougbout the Holocene (Wells, 1988). The lack’of Pleistocene marine 
terracesand tbe altitude of the ca. 6 ka shoreline (present mean sea level 
‘.i-1 m) preclude recent coastal uplik, Pleistocene playa deposits witb hori- 
‘aontal bedding preclude tectonic tilting. The flood-plain geomorpbology 
tberefore must result from climatic variahility rather than tectonic 
4 6. a 10 12 14 16 18 
latitude (“S) 
Figure 3. Annuàl precipitation as function of latitude for yeara which 
meet Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research (1963) classification ef 
El difio. Annual median precipitation is shown ter cqmparison 
(1~61~1986). Time seriet piatt+ in Figure 2 shows lèngth of record for 
indlvidual stations. .Precipitaticn durjng El Nlfio ysan ir grqatar than 
median annual’precipitation for all statiotis north of il%. preclpffstlcp 
at stations routh of 115 IP as Iikeiy te be befow normal aa abeve normal 
during El NIRo yeam. 
-. . . . 
&J~&f@&&&Y‘.BND &&ji‘IC~pHy 
Floodsediments ofthe 1982-1983 event were studied to characterize 
an-El Nifio deposit (Wells, 1987). Tbe 19824983 deposits were recog- 
nixed by the pristine preservation of surface textures, burial of live trees, 
and burial and reworking of’recent arbfacts. Field comparison of the 
surface geomorphology hefore and alter flooding sbowed tbat abont 30% 
of the fl&-plain surface was reworked uring tbe winter of 1983. Sedi- 
mentary structures indicate tbat depositional prccesses mnged from mi- 
grating hraid bars to sbeet floods and debris flows. 
Pre-1982 deposits of the overbank tlood plain are s&mentologicslly 
identical to 1982-1983 depcsits, indicating similar depositional prigins 
(Wells, 1987,1988); imiividual flood dep&s are typically finmg-upward, 
silty-sand IX& separated by mud-cracked surfaces, agricultural soifs, 
andior eolian sand sheets. Sediments bury archaeological sites and contain 
dettital artifacts and cbarcoal. ConventionaI nd atomic mass p@rometer 
radiocarbon dates, together with fïeld.relations, resulted in the st&igrapby 
presentod in Table 1, Apkndix 1, ahd Figure 4. Thè radiocarhon ‘dates 
:.. : ‘. 
TABLE 1. RADIOCARBON-DATED FL.OOD Sl-RNIGR4PHY 
Laboratorv CaUbrated 
Locality4 number#* E 
l?Cl-a SMU-1935 1459ZA.D. 
Commentst 
Apb3; 300-340 cm: detrital 
chsrcoal 
RCI-b SMU-1693 1463iZOA.D. Same strata as RC 1 -a. detrltal 
wood 









ETH-3919 100.6% modem 
ETH-3482 .1763 fi34 AD. 
m-3922 1950 270 A.D. 
ETH-3915 1270*130 B.Cz 
ETH-391s i336 titi0 AD. 





1760 ‘100 AD. 
126Of71 A.D. 
charcoal stratigraphie reversal 
Apba: 60 cm: charcog from btied 
agriculturai soi1 
Coxb2: 200 cm: de,trItal charcoal. 
Ab2 lOO-120cm: detrltal chsrcoal 
Apb 75 cmi charcoal from buriéd 
agricultural soi1 
50-80 cm: dctrltsl charcoal 
fc 75-80 cm: peat from flood plaln 
chànnel . 
fc 85-90 cm: peat from flood pIa& 
channel 
Apbl-Coxbl: 60-70 cm: detrital 
charcoal 
Coxb2: 80-90 cm: dctrital 
charcoal; inconslstency 
RCG-c ETH-3918 1770 ‘100 AD. Ab4 120 cm: detrital charcoal: 
RC? . &Y$-3483 
same strata as RCG-b: 
136.6% modem Apb2 20-60 cm: charcoal f?om 
kS2 I?I?I-‘3485 
btied agrlcultural soil 
1763 1134 A.D. Cox b2 130 cm: detrital charcoal 
RC8 kTlb3924 101.8% modem 165 cm: detritaI charcoak no 
:l :: agriculture in source area 
RC9 : SMU-1860 1892 f82 AD. 30 cm: detrital wood: no 
‘22, . 
RCIO-ê. S&I963 
agriculture In source area 
16 zt163 AD. CO& 340 cm: detritz$ charcoal 
RClO-b SMU-1918 128.1% modem Coxb: 4701~1: detrltalwood: 
RCllca SMU-1938 1789fll2AD. 
stratigraphIc reversa1 
AD~: 30-40 cm: charcoal.from 
bÛrled agricultural SOU 
RCIl-b SMU-1940 1325 i45iD. Abl-Cbl; 50-12@cm: detrital 
‘. 
Rs3 SMU-2002’ 1403 f72 AD. 
charcoal 
170-230 cm: detrltal charcoal 
RC12 SMU-1861 139.2%. modem Detrltal wood from surface which 
did not Bood In 1983 
REX-a ETH-3923 136.8% modem Coxbl: 250 cm: detrital charcoal: 
suspecied contamination 
RS4-b ETH-3486 1628 +130 A.@. CoxbP: 280 cm: detrital charcoal 
RCl3-a EXH-3920 1780flOO A.D. Ap O-20: cm: charcoal from 
RClJ-b ETH-3484’ 1715.il37 &D. 
abandoned agricultural surface 
Coxb2: 60 cm: detrltal charcoal 
RCl3-c ETH-3921 1740 A100 A.D. ApbS: 80 cm: charcoal from braled 
aprlcultural soi1 
QRSl-a SMU-1694 1734+83AD. Detrital wood with leaves and 
,.bark 2. 
QiiSl:b. SMU-1696. 1764.ti9 &D. .Detrital wood with IeaveS and 
bark: same-strata as QRSl-a -& 
gz$ 
‘SMIJ-1669 13763135 A.D: Detrital wood ‘s 
SMU-1692 1233 f61 B.C. Detrltal wood 
‘RC lccalities are from.Rlo Casma Valley: RS localitles arëfrom Rio Sechin 
VsJlq &d QRS IocsXtIes are from Quebrada Rio Seco. .‘, 
1 Lab pre6xeq indlcate laboratory where swple was mysed: SMU 
Indlcates Radiocarbon Laboritory, Southem Methodlst Univq-slty: ETIyI 
lndicates El’H/Acceleratoi Mass Spectrometer Facdityy. Zurich. Switzerland. 
tSoil horizon nomenclature accordlng to Birkeland (19841. 
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Figure 4. Schem& dia- 
gfam of stratigraphy of Rici 
Carma flood plain. Wioth 
of flood plain varies such 
that vertical exaggeration 
of this diagram is 1001200 
times horizontal scale. 
Numbera indicate individ- 
ual overbank flood sheets 
(sac Appandix 1). Oldest 
flood dcposits presen! at 
basa of youqgest part pf 
@xl plain (loweat.surlace) 
corrnlata tcmpornlly with 
dcposits on sutiacg of in- 
termediate flood plain. 
Channelr (fc) on all sur- 
faces .havt bnen active 
within past 50 yr. 
7 - : 
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have been ~~r&ted for 613C variations and Calibra&i ring the den- 
drochronologic time scale ,(Pearson, 1986). A total of 32 samples were 
submitted for radiocarbon analysis: 6 samples of charcoa.l from bu&d 
agticultuml soils, 8 detrital wood samples, 16 detrital charcoal samples, 
and 2 peat samples from an abandoned channel on the highest flood-plain 
surface. Charcoal from the surface of buried agricultural soi1 horizons 
(Apb horizons) yielded a date for the overlying flood sheec detrital wood 
and:charcoal yieided dates for the tlood sheet in which they are inciuded. 
One detrital wood and three detrital charwal samples yielded inappro- 
priate dates, as demonstrated by stratigraphie r versala. 
The flood-plain stratigraphy indicatti that a minimum of 18 flood 
events occurred uring the Hplocene. The radiocarbon dates +Iicstc that 
13 of these cvents occurred within the past 3.2 ka. Multiple r.adiocarbon 
dates were obtained for 5 of these 13 floods. No radiouubon dates are 
available for 2 of the 13 events. Flood sheets could not always be traced 
between distant exposures, but radiocarbon dates from samples collected 
at widely separate locations on the flood plain cluster around specific 
years, suggesting that large parts of the flood plain were active during a 
short time period. Appendix 1 groups the radiocarbon dates by these 
clusters. Contemporaneity of the chrsters was asses.& using F-tests and 
Chauvenet’s criteria and a weighted’mean was determined for each chuter 
(Long and Rippeteau, 1974). Clustering of dates from different parts of the 
flood plain and the coherence of dates from separate sampies colfected 
within the same sedimentary unit strongly suggest that radiocarbon dating 
is a valid way of determining ages of the fhxrd events. Whereas radiocar- 
bon dating mnnot indicate the exact year during which the fl&d occurred, 
the errer range of the dates indicates atime period during which the flood 
most likely occurred. The sedimentology of the deposits indîcates that the 
individuai deposits resulted from short, discrete overbank events. 
Flood dates for historic time periods were compared witti the record 
of El Niiio events compiled by Quinn et al. (1987). The errer range of the 
dates is large compared to the frequency of El Nigo events and it is 
therefore difficult to assign an exact year to the clusters. Only for events .l3 
and 14 (mean date of A.D. 1750 ir34) do the numbers of flood sheets 
correspond to the numbers of known verv strong El Nifio events within-the 
one sigma range. Superimposition of fl&d sh&ts requires that this date 
cluster epresents wo overbank Bood events. ‘Fhe flooding that resulted 
in this cluster probably cccurred during bath the 1728 and the 1791 
El Niiio events. 
Flood dates for prehistoric time periods were compared with the 
archaeological record. Event 10 (mean date of A.D. 1330 ~t35) is proba- 
bly tire event historically known as Nyamlap’s flood. Others have placed 
Nyamlap’s flood at either ca. A.D. 1100 (Nials et al., 1979; Modey, 
1983; Craig and Shimada, 1986) or ca. A.D. 1300 (Rowe, 1945; Kosok, 
1965; Pozorski, 1987), but no one bas previously used isotopic techniques 
to date the flood. Observations ofexposed stratigraphy in two welldated 
archaeological sites in the Casma basin indicate that they were floocled 
around 1200 B.C., a date that corresponds tothe two earliest radiocarhoa 
dates (Wells, 1988). 
Examination of the radiocarbon dates in Appendix 1 suggests hat 
there bas been an increase in frequency of flooding.during the past 3.2 ks. 
Fôur flood deposits date between A.D. 1325 and 1250 B.C., suggesting a 
minimum frequency of.one event every 630 yr, 9 events occurred after 
A.D. 1325, suggating a minimum frequency of one event every 75 yr. 
This apparent change in frequency of flooding is most likely due to the 
nature of the stratigraphie r cord rather than an actual change.in the 
frequency of flooding. Three distinct levels have been identifîed on the 
Holocene Rood plain (Fig. 4). >e highest surface (average height 7.5 m) 
records events 1 through 11 (sans events 8,s 10) and yields a frequency of
one event every 1350 yr (using the radiocarbon ages determined for the 
top three flood sheets); the inteimediate surface (average height 3.5 m) 
records events 8 through 14 and yields a frequency of one event every 115 
yi; tiie lowest surface (average height 2.0 m) includes ediments ofthe four 
most recent flood events and yields a maximum frequency of one evenr 
every 48 yr. The basal and undated stratigraphy of the highest flood-plain 
surface includes aminimum ofseven largefkxid events that occurred prior 
to A.D. 1450. The base of this section corresponds tothe Holocene stabili- 
zation of sea level that initiated back-filling of the river valley at ca. 7.5 ka 
(Wells, 1988). This sequence therefore further indicates an average itxur- 
rente inter-val of about once every 1000 yr for fiooding of this surface. 
The difference inthe height of the flood-plain surfaces indicates that a 
threshold water level must be reached before new deposition takes place 
on each progressively higher surface. The deposits preserved on the highcst 
flood plain result when thériver locahy rises above the level of the lower 
flood plain and spihs onto the higher surface. This most likely occurs at 
constrictions inthe river valley which cause a higher water surface to form 
loudly; When the flood peaks pass these valley constrictions overbairk 
flooding may occur. A sédiment-water slurry then flows across the broad 
tloor plain, quickly losing velocity and burying the surface with a sheet of 
sandy sediment. During these peak discharge vents much of the,lower 
Bood plain is eroded. Therefore the record of smaller events occurring 
between the largest events is missing. The preservation of soils and ar- 
chaeological structures on the highest flood plain suggests hat peak flow is 
rarely high, enough to Cause surface erosion here. IndividuaI sediment 
layers are therefore the result of the peak discharge during an exceptionally 
wet season. Flood-plain processes thereby serve as a gecimorphologic filter, 
sepamting the stratigraphie r cord of events with different peak flood 
magnitudes and resulting in the apparent change in frequency seen here. It 
is most likely that smaller events have occurred throughout the Holocene, 
but the sedimentary ecord of thme events bas largely beeneroded away. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
I have shown’a correlation-between El N%o events and Booding in 
coastal Peru and presented a chroubiogy of El Nifio-induced floods based 
on radiocarbon dating. U appeak that flooding is greatly enhanced with a 
frequency of ab&t 1 /fOOO yr during the past 7000 yr. Two scenarios cari 
be envisioned that would explain the frequency of the Iarg& tIoo+: 
(1) “mega-El Niao events” (Rollins et al., 1986) exist that cause major 
flood devastation i masta Peru and perhaps extreme climatic anomalies 
worldwide, or (2) once every 1000 yr the rainfall associated with the 
El Ni58 event is distributed such that exceptiona flsoding occurs 
near Casma. 
If the largest El Nifio events recorded at Casma are global&le 
events, they would have caused major societal impacts throuehovt coastal 
Peru. Th& events would result in burial of much of the agricultural rea 
in coastai Peru as well as any human development on the Bood plain. In 
comparing the radiocarbon ages of the flood events with the archaeologi- 
cal rtiord, it apmrs that the three of the dated events occurred at the 
times df transitions betwe& major archaeological periods: (1) event 6 
(1240 rt45 B.C.) ocçurred during the transition from the Initial Period t& 
the Early Horizon (ca. 900-1400 B.C.), when the Chavin culture spread its 
influence from the highlands into the coastal zone; (2) event 7 (A.D. 16 
rt163) occurred near the estimated transition from the Early Horizon to 
the Early Intermediate Period (a, 200-436) B.C.)-during this time a 
large coherent culture broke down and the ~asta1 zone became controlled 
by small political entities; (3) event 10 (A.D. 1330 ~t35) appearç to corre- 
spond with the catastrophic flood kuo~n ethnohistorically as NyamIap’s 
flood. This flood is helieved to have caused the brcakdown of the dynasty 
of Nyamlap and thc subsequent invasion of the region by the Chimu, who 
had a large power base centered to the south in the Moche Valley (Rbwe, 
1945; Ktik, 1965). Al1 of these societal changes either involved a polity 
outside of +e area of potential flood devastatiou (northem coastaI Peru) 
gaining political control over r&ious affect& by flooding! the brea dowu 
of a large political entity in the flcmded zone. The archaeologi LJI data 
therefore suggest that the flood events recorded here are large-scale disrns- 
ters that affected the entire northem coastal zone of Peru and, if repea@zd, 
may have global-scale climatic implications. 
APPENDIX 1. FLOOD EVENTS AND RADIOCARBON 




5 modem dates (sec Table r) 
Event 16 
RC2 A.D. 1950 i70 
Event 15 
RC9 A.D. 1892 *82 
Evene 13 and 14 
Chauvenet’s criterion (1816-1684) ail pass; 
weighted mean A.D. 1750 *34; 
F = 0.07 all potentially coeval 
RC&a A.D. 1760 il00 
RC& A.D. 1770 il00 
Ri-13-a A.D. 1780 il00 
RClS-b A.D. 1715 *137 
RCl3-c AD. 1740 i-100 
RC1 I-a A.D. 1789 il12 
QRSI-a A.D. 1734 +83 
QRSI-b A.D. 1704 *99 
RS2 A.D. 1763 rtl34 
RSl:b A.D. 1763 il34 
Event II 
Weighted mean A.D. 1459 il6; 
F = 1.52 dl1 potentially coeval 
RCl-b A.D. 1463 rt20 
RCI-a A.D. 1459 *27 
RS3 A.D. 1403 &72 
Event 10 
Weighted mean A.D. 1330 &35; 
F = 0.22 ail potentially coeval 
RC4 A.P. 1330 &CI , 
RC1 l-b A:D. 1325 +45 
Q=2 A.D. 1376 *135 
Events 8 ami 9 
No radiccarhon dates 
Event 7 
RClO-a A.D. 16 &163 
Event 6 
Weighted mean 1240 -155 B.C.; 
F = 0.11 ail potentially coeval 
QRS3 1233 561 i4.C. 
RC3 1270 1130 B.C. 
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Road from Casma to Rio Seco 
: ., ',, 1 
Most of.the traject from Casma to Rio Seco Will be done 
within a zone of i.ntensive eolian activity. Huge sand dunes of 
different types (barchans, longitudinal, and seif.) are exposed. 
This section of the Panamerican ‘Hwy: is therefore invaded by 
mobil sand causing difficulties for circulation of vehicles. 
55 45 STOP 2: Rio Sec0 flood 
Rio Seco, as indicated by its name, is one of the numerous 
dry valleys of the Peruvian koast (Fig. V-2). The small amount of 
rainwater .catched in its wwr watershed during the seasona 1 
summer rai ns, infiltrates SO’ its lower channel is normally dry. 
Only .when El Ni?io appears, the valley becomes flooded. The 
material. eroded in the highest parts 
coastal plain. 
is then deposited in the 
(1988) as 
These deposits have been characterized by L. Wells 
“p laya deposi ts” w We, present here her explanation of 
these sedimentary sequences. 
HOLOCENE .FLUVI#AL AND SHORELINE HISTORY fX3 A FUNCTION OF HUMfJN 
AND GEOLOGICAL F&CTORS IN MID NORTHERN PERU 
(Taken from: PhD dissertation by Lisa E..Wells, 1988). 
Playa Deposits 
Twenty meters of Pleistocene playasediments are exposed 1 
in the puebrada Rio Seco valley (Figure 27) . These sands ' , . 
and silts are comprised of two facies: 1) planar- and 
ri.pple-laminated sands overlain by silt beds with common 
contorted bedding and mrd curls, and 2) planar, and eolian 
cross bedded sands (Figure 28). These facies are 
interpreted as playa d'eposits, resulting from sporadic 
rainfall and flooding in a ponded basin (facies i), with : .li 
subseguent drying of the surface (mud curls) and burial by 
eolian deposits (facies 2). Over one-hundred mud-cracked 
silt hyers are preserved at .Webrada Rio Seco, recording . 
sporadic Plei'stocene rai,nfall in a hyperarid environment. 
There is no longer any evidence for the mechanism by 
which this drainage became irqpounded, and 1 suggest that a 
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large sand dune dam once blocked the kower end of the 
valley and pond& sediment within the valley during.a lower 
stand of sea level. The rapid erosio,n that would take place 
once the stream breached the dune, would destroy any 
evidence for the dam0 except for the ponded sediments . . -. 
'themselves. Similar deposits have been described' frOm - 
southern Utah by Graf (1987); the dune dam in &afss study 
WaS documente8 by the early settlers'in the region and has 
since eroded, There is a large dune field, Medanos Rio 
Seco, just northeast of Quebrada Rio Seco which may contain 
the last of the sand that once blocked this drainage, .At 
v.. 
present there +is no coastal source for the hypothesized 
, Quebrada Rio.Seco sand dune dam nor for the sand in.Medanos 
Rio Secs, The obvious source area for these dunes is a 
Cretaceous volcanic bedrock hi11 and no beaches are present 
._ . 
in this region today. Therefore it seems likely that the 
sand waa derived from now-submerged beaches exposed during 
a Pleistocene sea level low stand, A small fragment of 
-detrital woodp from the youngest playa sediments yielded an 
.age beyond radiocarbon dating potential (SMU-1487). If 
these interpretations are correct, it would seem that El 
Niiio-like events (episodic flood events in a hyperarid 
environment) were notrestricted to interglacial periods as 
.has been suggested by Quinn (1971). 
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l$each Deposits and Eolion Smd ’ 0 ----75& 
Quotsrnory Alluvial Fms end Eolien !&nd 
Quoternory Ploya DapQsits 
Cretoca’ous Ebdrock 
Figure 27. Map showfng the location of the P3aya deposits 
in the Quebrada Rio Seco valley, 
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75 20 STOP 3: Ponta h.6.i 
This is a brief stop (Fig. V-3) to look at marine and 
continental erosional landforms. The landscape is dominated by 
coastal hills of recpistant- igneous rocks which form a small bay 
facing to the southwest, The strandflat i.s sandy located at 
around i m asl. 1 and bounded by a modern sea cliff. Around the 
bay it is possible to observe remnants of an erosional platform 
which is gently dipping ta the SW. Due to its regularity, this 
platform looks like some landforms abraded by marine erosion. 
However, there are not other evidences for a marine origin 
(marine sediment or faunas) I but rather the fact that this zone 
belongs to the central Peruvian toast, which is considered ta 
have been subsident during the Quaternary. 
205 130 STOP 41 Ria Pativilca 
Bb jecti ve 
This stop is located in the right margàn of the Rio Pativil- 
ca valley. The main $irn is to give an’example of fluvial dynamics 
in the formation of a major alluvial fan. 
The Rfo Pativilca is one of.the longest rivers of the cen- 
tral Peruvian toast (Fig. V-4). Its watershed reach very high 
altitudes (nearly 5,006 m asl.), and in addition, it is fed by 
meltwater from major Andean glaciers. The lower Pativilca valley 
displays a huge delta-like fan of some.ten kilometers of side. _ 
, ! 
Observa &ions 
In this location, up to four Stages‘of river deposition may 
be recegni zed 9 Eairh of them being represented by one major allu- 
vial terrace. Here, we may clearly observe 4 terraces. A11 these 
deposits are composed of well rounded and well sorted gravels 
with a matrix of sand. I<nowing that the infill-and-erosion proc- 
esses in thic; area are not due to tectonic. uplif but rather ta 
variations of the river discharge, it remains the question of 
what were the climatic changes that produced this fluvial dykam- 
ics. 
Departure from Pativilca, drive to Lima (Fig. V-S, V-6, V-7) 
If time permits, we shall stop and comment .the Salinas de Huacho 
site, and Lomas de Lachay. 
415 210 Arriva1 ft3 Lima. 
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Fig.V.3.- 4th. day route. Stretch Culebras-Gramadal and 
location 
of' stop 3 (punta Muni). 
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Fig;V.4.- 4th. day route. Stretch Gramadal-Medio Mundo and loca- 
tion‘of stop 4 (ri0 Pativilca). 
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. . 
Fig.V.6.- 4th. day route. Stretch khancay-North. Lima. 

APPENDIX 
Clppendix 1 : Most common.mollusk species cited in the text. 
Prepared by A. Diaz. 
(Figures taken from Keen-; 1971 and Alamo & 
Valdivieso, 1987) 
Appendix 2 : Agricultura tradicional'en el desierto de Lambaye- 
que durante un ago aluvionico: Apuntes para recons- 
truir la paleotecnologia agrlcola de Morrope. 
Contribution by James Vreeland Jr. 
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hppendix 2 ($. Wreeland) 
AGRICULh3A TRADICIONAL EB EL DESIERTO DE LAMBAYEQUE DURANTE-UN 
ANO ALWJt2NLC.O: APUNTBS PARA RECONSTRUIR LA PALEOTECMOLOGTA 
ACWTCOLA DE MQRROPE 
James M. Vreeland, Jr. 
c/o Dept of Anthropoiogy 
University of Texas 
Austin, TX 7871.2 
Director 
Centra de Documentation y Promotion 
SICAN 
Apartado 596, Chiclayo, Peru 
RESUMEM 
&mo consecuencia de mas de 427 mm de lluvias torrenciales 
registradas en la estaci6n meteorologica de Lambayeque entre 
diciembse (3982) y 10s primeros dias de julio (19831, se origin6 
una saturaci& edafica de la superficie litoral del departamento 
de Lambayeque. Este cumulative proceso fué exacerbado por el 
excesivo incremento en 10s caudales de lus rios y quebradas, que 
a su vez provocaron inundaciones sin precedentes en las Breas 
pobladas y cultivadas. S&veros danos fueron registrados en la 
infraestructura y servicios de salud publica, educacion, agua 
potable y alcantarillado; energia eléctrica, via1 y proyectos 
especiales en ejecucion como Carhuaquero y Olmos, y 10s ya en 
servicio, coma el Proyecto Especial Tinajones. Los daRos 
materiales ascendieron a 5<3,078.3 millones de soles Caprox 500 
soles ,= iJS $ 1.001, casi 40% (23,488.51 millones de soles) 
corresponden a 10s dafios ocasionados en el sector de la principal 
actividad en el departamento, la agricultura, dividido entre los 
dafios de infraestructura de-riego y 'drenaje (8.,X00 millones de 
soles), y de produccibn de cultivas (15,388.51 millones de 
soles) - Aproximadamente 17,914 ha de cultiva fueron destruidas 
(18% del 6rea cultivada a nivel departamental), principalmente en 
algod6n comercial "del cerro" (4,830 ha), arroz (4,000 ha) y 
panllevar (4,100 ha). La p&rdida en production de cultivas 
industriales corresponde a un,as 36,247 tm, coma efecto de las 
inundaciones de 44,196 ha implementadas; y de cultivas 
alimenticios a unas 98,570 tm por inundaciones a aprox. 12,873 ha 
implementadas (22% del total). Un desempleo de casi el 20% de 
lois trabajàdores fue registrado en el sector agricola. 
Sin embargo, mientras que la production agricola se redujo 
drasticamente en las campos de cultiva permanente bajo un sistema 
de conduccibn tecnologica mayormente. occidentalizada, la 
praductividad de &reas sembradas en “temporales” por. campes.inos 
durante la &poca pluvial,' empleando una tecnologià mayormente 
prehispanica (en Morrope y Olmos, entre otras comunidades 
tradicionales), logro cosechas posit,ivas. en cultivas 
tradi.cionales ; sobre todo'. en panllevar, incluyendo mai.2 
amilkeo, zarandaja, camote, calabazap, lagenaria y sandia. Esta 
situation paradojica esta analizada eR términos de la capacidad 
. 
dife,rencial de respusstas de las dos tipos Q estrategias 
tecno%ogTcas fiente a un "desastre,natural"., en Ita,conduccion.. de 
la-agricultura en el desierto -nor-$peruano en un aiïo a$uvibnico. 
En base a encuestas, observaciones~. aéreas, entrevistas y 
estadisticas oficiales tomadas en el ambito rural lambayecano 
desde 1982 a 1985, se describe parte del ampl.io inventario-. de 
actividades Cultur&es para el manejo de recursos tradicionales 
en un area normalmente eriaza. Se deduce que dichos recursos para 
la agricultura en el desierto constituyen la base de un conjunto 
de tecnologias aprnpiadas, o "paleotecnologias", vigentes hasta 
la fecha. s.e recomienda un mayor estudio de la agricultura 
tradicîonal como alternativa para mejor un aprovechamiento 
agricola y desarrollo rural en la costa norte, y en el Perti en 
general. '. 
As a consequence of more than 4~27 mm of severe rainfall 
recorded in the Department of Lambayeque (Lambayeque 
meteorlogical station) during-the' per'iod from December (1982) 
through the first days of June (1983);. soils of' the flat, 
a.lf‘uvial plain were thoroughly saturated, a process exacerbated 
by the heavy discharge in rivers and streams which quickly broke 
their channels and flooded the adjacent fields and towns. Heavy 
damages .were caused to the infrastructure and services of public 
hea.Ith, education, potable watér, agricultural canais &nd dra-ins, 
electrict roads, special large-scale energy and irrigation 
projects under construction, such as Olmos and Caruaquero, and on 
those already in service, such as Tinajones. Material damages 
were calculated at over 59.078.3 million soles ( aprox "500 
Peruvian soles= US $ 1.001, 
the primary 
qf which some 40% were generated in 
agricultural sector. This includes 
irrigation and drainage infrastucture 
damage 
(8,100 million soles) ai: 
agricultural production I 15,388.51 million soles), Some 
ha 
17,9.14 
(18%) of a11 cultivated surface i,n the Department of 
Lambayeque were destroyed, mostly 
cotton, 
industrial crops (commercial 
4,830 ha and rice, 4,000 ha) as well as subsistence and 
food crops (4,100 ha). Losses 
reached an estimated 
in production of industrial- crops 
36,247 mt as a result 
total 44,196 ha planted, 
of flooding of. the 
subsistence and food crops 
while losses in production of 
reached some 98,570 mt on 12,873 ha 
(22 % @f total surface planted). Cljmatic perturbations are cited 
as the cause of some 20% ufiemploymené in the agricultural sector 
during 1983. 
On the other hand, while the agricultural production was 
reduced drastically in fields of industrial crops cultivated with 
largely western technologies, production on fields 
peasant farmers during and 
pianted ,by 
shortly after the rainfall 
flooding in.Morrope ' and adjacent 
and 
traditjonal communities where 
non-western agricultural practices still survive, harvests were 
generally positive, 
native corn, beans, 
especially those of traditional crops such as 
sweet potato, squash,' bottle gourd and 
watermellon. The present report is offered as an introduction to 
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this apparently paradoxicai situation which is. analyzed with 
regard to the differential capacity of response to cyclically 
occuring natural "disasters" by farmers usine, western and 
traditional technological production systems, operating side-by- 
sjde in a desert during severe pluvial agression. Based on long- 
term participant observation, aerial reconnaissance, interviewe, 
survey application and review of officia3 statistics recorded for 
the rural.portion of coastal 'Lambayeque from mid 1982 to 1985, a 
preliminary overview of the exist.ing repertory of 
paleotechnologies for desert farming is offered. The ong.oing 
study indicates that further research in archiva1 and 
archaeological sources would reveal valuable data with which ~to 
compare the present survival of part of the technological system 
that could serve as a point of departure for alternative 
strategies for rural development today on the north toast, and in 
Peru in general. 
El presente .trabajo es ofrecido como un reskmen. de un 
estudio preliminar del impacto del fenomeno del -Nifio sobre la 
agricultura en el Departamento d& Lambayeque, en el cual se 
presenta una reconstrucci6n micro-regional y temporal de las 
tecnologias tradicionales empleadas por 10s campesinos en el 
pueblo de Morrope, a manera de guia de visita (Mapa I)- En 
contraste a la presentacion de datos cuantitativos de 10s 
estudios meteorol&icos, biologicos y oceanogr&ficos, se 
presentara en este trabajo una informacicn cualitativa, basada en 
observaciones directas, entrevistas abiertas, entrevistas 
estructuradas, encuestas formales y fuentes historicas orales y 
escritas. El enfoque empleado es principalmente sobre el sector 
agrario, y en particular sobre el sistema de produccibn agraria 
de las comunidades campesinas, en combinaci6n con actividades 
artesanales,bajo condiciones dificil'es durant@ una época de la 
mas fu@rte "agresion , ambiental" ocurrida en la historia 
.lambayecana reciente. 
La actividad agricola 
fkmalmente d& empleo a 
del departamento de .Lambayeque 
29%, de la poblacion de unos 6X,0.00 
personas. Sin embargo la importanoia d'el sector es mucho mas 
dada que las Ci£ras oficiales no inclu$en 'el rol de 
agricultura "subsistencia. " 
1; 
tradicional o de 
567,000 ha (20% de la superficie total) 
Aproximadamente 
tienen favorables 
condiciones hldricas para la agricultura, pero solamente 
-ha. pertenecen a1 area agricola, 




de agua por riego de gravedad. 
Las otras 457,000 ha solamente pueden ser sembradascon 
fencmeno que rara vez ocurre en el norte del Perti. 
lluvias, 
La llanura costera est& -dividida 
riego, ZaEa, -Motupe-La 
en cuatro distritos de 
Leche , Qlmus 
Gltimo es a1 m&s grande, 
y Chancay-Lambayeque. Este 
con licencia de 
abarcando 86,063 ha 4 75%'del area total 
uso de agua, 
Tinajones, 
reguliada a través del reservorio 
con una capacidad m&xima de 317 millones m3. En 1980, 
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.~ .__.-- -. 
después de--. 11 ai=îos de funcionamiento del reservorio, 
aproximadamente 3.5%‘ de 10s suelos ya se presentaban 
,concentraciones nocives de sales, a pesar de la instalacion de; 
445.6 km de colectores y entubados para mejorar su drenaje: 
(Perisutti: 1984; ver mapa y cuadros). 
El Sub-Distrito de Riego Chancay-Lambayeque {la porcion de' 
la cuenca hidrsulica que se ubica en el departamento de 
Lambayeque) esta dividido en cinco sectores de riego, 10s cuales, 
a su vez est6n subdivididos en 9,702 un,idades agricolas (UA).. 
Treintitr&s de ellas (0.3%) son cooperativas que controlan 44,936 
ha (50.2%) de superficie con licencia de uso de agua. 
En base de los datos de tenencia de tierra correspondientes 
a1 Patr6n de Predios y Dotaciones de 1969 (ver cuadros), se 
desprende claramente que, a nivel de Sub-Distrito (denominado 
enseguida "Valle") Chancay-Lambayeque, predomina la actividad 
agsaria campesina, localfzada en 5423 UUAA (55.9%) de 3 ha o 
menos cada una, que cultivan 8166 ha (9.1%) del area total. La 
mayor concentration de production agraria campesina aparentemente 
esta distribuida en 10s sectores de riego de Reque y Cachinche, y 
especificamente en 10s sub-sectores de Monsefti y Morrope. 
TABLA P 
Pobltaci&n dc distrito de M&rrop par fecha censal y Tasa de 
s 
Poblacibn &wada Tasa de Cr~i&& Anual 
‘fi0 1876 1940 1961 1972 1981 1876-40 194041 1361-72 1972-81 
:Pob& 
cion 4,908 7,186 11,002 15,616 19,641 -XI.5 2.0 3.2 2.6 
Fuenter Peru, fiireccion de estadistica x878-1982 
La actividad agro-artesanal como una especialieaci6n socio- 
'eoonomica morropana, est& bien documentada durante el ûltimo 
sigle, aunque su origen bien puede ser mhs antiguo. El Cuadro VII 
presenta estadisticas artesanales WJf: corresponden a1 cens0 
national de 1.876. 
El Sub-Sector‘ de Riego de Morrope comprende 3,104 ha de 
tierra con licencia de uso de agua (aproximadamente 12 millones 
m3 pesuanum). Existen adem&s unas 5,000 ha de tierras excedentes 
(provistas de infraestructura de riego y bordes) y mas de 96,500. 
ha de tierra eriaza. Se estima 
agricijltores morropanos, 
que menos' de la mitad de las' 
0 sea 
estan empadronados 
1,700 de aproximadamente 3,500 
como usuarios de agua regulada del sistema 
Chancay-Lambayeque. La mayoria son agricultores no-empadronados 
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En eJ : presente trabajo 'se plaiitea. que,. -ha;::: sido . ..éstos 
agricultores; .aprovechando una c.omp&eja tecnologfa tradioional de .~ 
agricultura-del desierto con agua,de Jluviia ("temporales.?), y de 
un manejo sofisticado de recursos,hldricos eventuales,y. .super- 
abundantes, que lograron sembrar; una amplia Eirea 
durante la ,campaÏïa agricola 1982/3. La produccion 
dedecui;:;; 
sementeras no.salamente permitia el abastecimiento .de la.economia 
informai-y doméstica campesina, sino también arroj61excedentes en 
pan llevar, menestras, sandia y cultivas artesanales (logenaria y 
aJgod6n nativa) para el, mercado regional durante la se,gunda mitad 
del aiïo, poco después de 10s fuertes embates de la naturaleza 
nortek. 
Esta product~vid-d y comercializacion campesina' ha mantenido 
un balance de precios favorables a1 consumidor ciudadano, 
mientras la agricul,tura convencional, caracter&ada por la 
,producci6n.agroindustrial Y de monocultivos (mayormente arroti, 
caiïa de azucar, y aigodon comercial) experimento 'una..fuerte baja 
que perjudic6 la economia formal palpablemente. Antes de 
describir hrevemente la tecnologia de'produccion 'tradicional del 
agro morropano, se presentar& un breve resumen de 10s factores 
cli.m$ticos e hidricos,, y sus efeotos sobre la agricultura 
convencional en el departamento-de Lambayeque. 
CLJMA F. HIDROLOCIA 
i . 
I La ecologia de la Ilanura lambayecana agricola est& imayormente 
kropical" y 
considerada como "desierto desecado-premontado 
"desjerto.-super&rido-'premont'ado tropical" . (dd-PT, y 
ds-PY,,respectivamente; ONERN 19761. Estas zonas de vida natural 
estAn caracterizadas por temperaturas anuales relativamente altas 
18 a 25°C y promedios de precipitacion anual muy bajos (20-50 mm; 
ver ouadro IT). 
. 
El escenario edafico est& representado por suelo de 
variable, 
textura 
compact0 y aroilloso en J.as fireas de cudtivo 
permanente, y suelto y arenoso en las 
con cementaciones 
marginales de las' valles; 
salinas, cdlcicas 
material organico. 
y .gipsicas lyesol Y POCO 
El rel.ieve 
presenta, por 10 general, 
varia desde plano a ondulado y 
muy escasa y rala vegetacibn, compuesta 
mayormente por 10s arbustes xerofitos como el algarrobo (Prosopls 
s-1, zapote (Cappziris angulata), 
faiqw (Acacia mcracantha). 




persona1 del Sr. Milciades Casos, presidente. de 
de regantes . del Sub-Sector de Riego Mbrrope, 
.E3. principal afluyente del departamento.,les el Rio Chancay- 
que tiene una proyecci.iSn horizontal de guperficie de cuenca de 
2,330 km?, una altura promedio de 2511 m'.s.n.m. (Viparelli y 
Nap,oli 19831, cuyas descargas medias anuales en .los ultimes 16 
afios son LOS siguientes; ver cuadros III y IV: ., . 
.., : ' 
TABLA 2 
. 
DEZARGAS HEDTAS AWUbiLES: RIO CNANCAY 19674.983 
< 


































Fuente: Perisutti 1.984 
Nota.- Est&cion de Aforo Carhuaquero (320 m.s.n.m.) antesde 
1972 y Rata Rumi (283 m>s.n.m.) despues. 
Aunque la descarga de3 Rio Chancay-lambayeque en eL periodo 
1982-83 ha sido fuerte, la del afio 1974 era mayor, y la de 1970 
parecida. En cambio, las Iluvias costeÏïas, si han sido 
* relativamente excesivas en comparacion con 10s promedios anuales, 





PRECIPITACION '"NORMAL" Y WJRANTE EL PERIODO NOVPEMBRE 
SF,TLIMBRE 1983 EN CHICLAYO, EN MILPPII@TROS 
Jfio . Nov DiC Ene 
MESES 
Fe& . Mar 8br EfaY Jun JUl AF 
“NorRal”l.3 0.6 7.3 2.3 10.7 2.7 0.3 1.0 0.1 0.5 





Fuente : Ing. Alfonso Garcia Pefia, director de metereologia 
sinoptica, SENAMHI, junio, de 1984 
TABLA 4 
PRINCTPALES PRODUCTOS ALIMENTICIOS Y SU t'$L%A F'ORCENTU+L EP9 
PRECPO, DIJRANTE 1.A RPtX.ZA"PLWIAL, CHICLAYO, 1983 



















Fuenée: INP 1983: 20 
AGRICULTURA TRADI@TONAL EN MORROPE (2) 
La mayor proportion del area total del distrito de 
est.+ encima del 
Morrope ' 
alcance del actual sistema de riego, habiendo 
sido el area regada en épocas prehisp&nicas, sustanoialmente mas 
amplia que la‘ de ahora (ver Kosok 1965:169). Los tersenos altos 
(21 La siguiente section est& basada en 10s trabajos de 
investigacibn del Proyecto de Desarrollo Integral de 
Recursos Tradicionales del Algodon Nativo y la Artesania 
Textil en el Ambiente Rural Nortefio, bajo el auspicio del 
Instituto Yndigenista Tnteramericano, TNIPA, CONCYTEC, y la 
Universidad de Texas. * 
incluyen formaciones discontinuas de matorrajes Peguminosos 
naturales, "huacas", y otros monticules de formation cultural 
prehispanica, y una amplia planicie que se extiende hacia el 
norte y el sur de'la &bana irsigada. En esta area floreci un 
enorme "pa5tizal" n&tu*al con 10s efectos de las lluvias (ver 
fotos) que tambikn reverdecian el parque xerofitico o "pampas" 
morropanas, conformado mayormente de especies que se presentan en 
la siguiente tabla: 
TABLA 5 
PRIPJCIPALES -IDADES FLORISTICAS Y SUS ESPECIES PREDCMLNANTES _ 
EN LAS PAMPA$ DE IKIRROPE, IXJRANTE Y DESPUES DE I.AS J.LINTAS 
1983/84 \ 
Comunidad floristica Especies dominantes 
Vegetacion 1eÎïosa permanente Pr0sapi.s spp, algarrobo 
Capparis angtxlata, zapote 
Acacîa macracantha, faique 
Vegetacion herbkea eventual: Gramineas: 
Arsstida adseensionis, gràma 
sabp de zmrro 
Leguminosas: 
Haffmrswaegia sp., algarrohillo 
Tndîgsfsrâ mîcrocarpa., alfalfilla 
Amarantaceas: 
A%tesnanthera SP., paja blanca 
Borraginaceas: 
Calder5a paranychioides, manito 
‘de raton 
1 
Puent@: Identificaciones hechas por 10s 
Magda Chance, 
doctores Ramon Ferreyra y 
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+fediante un-programa de reconocimiento aéreo 61 -final,izar, Y 
directamente.despu&, de la época,pluGial, se ha podido:verificar 
las &$@âs.:.sembrjadas en forma-,de temporales, y sus. di.%tribuciones 
dentro de'las comunidades tradicionales del distrito."de 'Morrope 
13). .qe.precisb claramente que .fueron las Are?s aItas‘-donde se 
instalaron 6ultivos tempo+ales.extensivamente', :.aprovech/ndo' la 
hu,medad"d& las lluvias y el drenaje natural. Desde la garita de 
contrsl de .Morrope en la nueva ,autopista Lambayeque-Bayovar, 
hasta -el cruce' de Mocce en Lambayeque (una distancïa de 
apr,oximadamente 20 kmf, se veian 10s temporales ,en una cadena 
continua por el lado este Y en forma discontinua por el, lado 
oefjte de dicha carretera. Se .la 
superficie no irrigada entre 
estima que desde '25 a -35% de 
el nuevo camino a1 lado .oeste, el 
Rio Motupe por lado norte, y los.linderos de lus distritos de 
Tucume y Lambayeque por las lados este y sur, respectivamente, 
han sido cultivados de esta manera. ‘ i 
Fechar de Seuttm5.b 
P&as semanas d.espués de' iniciar las 
seguidas en enego 1983, 
lluvias fuertes y 
algunos campesinos morropanos .comenzaron 
a hacer instalaciones 
sembrgo empez& 
temporales,. .pero .,en general la época de 
a partir de abril. El reto del agricultor fué 
esperar hasts :qtie 'hubo suficiente humedad en el suelo' parêi 
garantizar la germinaciGn,y maduracion del cultiva, por un .lado, 
y no sembrar antes de culminar las lluvitis m6s fuertes por el 
otro, ya que podrian inundar o ahogar las plantas recién natiidas; 
cosa que ocurrio con las sembrios instalados antes de marzo. -r Aparentemente el campesino pudo calcular con cierta precision eI 
termina final de las lluvias pesadas (maya) para sembrar en forma 
extensiva a partirdel mes de abril, Y seguian sembrando en forma 
general hasta por 10 menps julio (4). ... 
Las primeras sementeras fueron instaladas encima de las 
lamas y ondulaciones' naturales relativamente 
extendidas hacia las partes 
altas, y ;.fueron 
bajas, donde se acumul el agua en 
charcos Y la'gunas. A medida- que éstas se sedaron, el 
aprovechb la hùmedad 
agricultor 
retenida en 1 os bordes de las areas 
humedecfdas. LOS ultimes pozos, charcos y lagunitas secaron a1 
fin de afio, Y algunas fueron sembredas recién en enero y febrero 
(31 El "Programa Espeoial Pro-Damnificados y Evâluacibn del 
Impacto del Fenomeno del Niiïo [1983) .%obre las Comunidades 
Rurales de Lambayeque"' fué iniciado el 21 de Junio en 
colaboracibn con el Comité Departame,ntai de Defensa Civil la 
Prefectura y la Corporaci6n Departamental 
Lambayeque, cuyo apoyo 
,de Desarrollo' de 
{Vreeland 1984). 
logistico es sinceramente agradecido 
L*as. tfltimas lluvias fuertes cayeron 
.I 
Parvenir" de Ol~os,. el dia 
en el caserio de "El 
de Morrope, 
10de juliio y, en "Monte Grande" 
,él 18'de Maya, 1983. 
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de 1984, cuando la humedad superficial se retrajo ha& 
aproximadamente.15 cm de profundidad. 
Debido a la.falta d~.rehabiJltaci6n-del.s~stema de riego,, y 
en particular el repartidor principal del sect.or de. Cachinkhe, 
(Valle Huevo), a1 cual pertenece Morrope, <la siembra en lps 
bordes de Pas lagunas y areas humedas mas 'extplnsas fod.avra 
representaba LI~EZ alternativa viable para _ agrlcultor 
tradicional a iniciar la campaEa agricola de.l983/84. En- el 
distrito de Olmos ubicado al extremo norte del departamento de 
Lambayeque, donde las Iluvias estacionales no son infrecuentes, 
10s campesinos aprovecharon la superficie humedecida ligeramente 
en febrero de 1984 para germinar semillas, Nyas raices 
alcanzaron el estrato del subsuelo humedo a 20 6 30 cm de 
profundidad, producido por las lluvias del aFio'anterior. 
Segun las encuestas desarrolladas y observaciones directas, 
se estima que par 10 menos .SO% (1,700) campesinus morropanos 
sembraron temporales durante el curso del aiF0 1983.. La mayoria de 
ellos.usaban partes de sus propios terrenos matriculados en el 
patron de predios y usos agricolas (con licencia de uso de agua 1 
y partes altas, zona normalmente campesina de M6rrope. Segun .las 
entrevistas, se calcula que el promedio de Csrea sembrada fué 2.5 
ha cada agricultor, arrojando un area cultivada en temporales 
alrededor‘de 4,250 ha totales. , 
Por 10 general, 10s agricugtores en 10s caserios m&s 
aledaÏïos de la capital distrital de Morrope y ubicados. .en 
terrenos m& altos, manifestaron mayor frecuencia de practicar la 
agricultura de temporal, 1legando hasta mas de. 90% de la 
poblaci6n censada en algunos asentamientos rurales, con alrededor 
de 50 a 100 familias. En varios casos registrados, los campesinos 
instalaron cultivas en Ea totalidad de su terreno con eP aguacero 
<de 1983, pero ,se veian obligados a bajar el area sembrada a1 
iniciar la campafia agricola'normal de 1983/84, debido a1 retraso 
en la rehabilitacion del sistema de riego regulado del Valle 
Chancay-Lambayeque. 
Los cultivas principales sembrados en temporales eran, en la 
mayoria de 10s casos, cultivas tradicionales; predominando las 
leguminosas como la zarandaja a chilens (DoTichos SP.), frijol. de 
Palo' <"Cajanus SP,), y "checo" o "mate" (Lagenasia sp); !'choclo" 
0 mais '{Zea mays), sandia (CitraZlss sp.1, sorgo escobero 
(Sorghum SP.), y sapa110 [Cucurbita SP.). En Lambayeque no se registraron casos de sembrio de algodon comercial (variedad 
cerro", "del Gossypium h~rsutum)' en. temporal, cas0 que ocurrib a 
menudo.en Piura (variedad "pima", 
de febrero, 1983, por 10 
G?cw~;ygiun barbadense) . . A partir 
menos mil 
sembrado por campesinos y 
has de algod6n "pima" fué 
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aprovechando esta. tecnofogia, especialmente &n Y el.. ta.blazo de 
Paika ys:la P&mpa.de Jibito o 'PCun", entre el Rio .._ Gj$%r&'. y:,. el 
camïno .Piura-Paita, que también fu& sembrado con los,aguaceros de 
1924 (ver.Vida .Agricola 1939: tapa; (5). ; . . : _ 
.Pxpductividad estimada '. 
: 
Sin un. seguimiento riguroso de .las 'parcelas -instaladas, 
seria imposible determinar, .con.' precision el .volumen ;de ':'las 
cosechas obtenidas. Sin embargo se-ofrece (ver '.Tabla '6') ,un 
~blculo aproximado en base a visitas regulares a Morrope durant@ 
y despub de la &pooa pluvial'. Entre 10s principales cultivas 
tradicionales sembrados en temporales, la zarandaja; mate y 
sandia fueron '10s mBs productives, miéntras que el maiz; zapallo, 
.frijol d& palo, y sorgo escobero 'resultaron menos productives. 
Usando una parcela de cinco hectareas con sembrio mixto,‘ ke'sacan 
10s siguientes', promedios de. rendimiento,“bajo él s‘istema :de 
cultiva tradiçional del'.campesino morropano: 
,, ,:. I 
TABLA 6 
REMDIMIEMTO ESTIMADO EM UNA PARCELA CAMPESIMA SEMBRADA ES4 
TEMPORAL, DE CINCO HA. EN CULTIVO ASOCIADO; MORROPE 1983 
, 
'... ,- : 
cultiva rendiq+ento estimado/ ha 
zarmdaja (con cinco cosechas 5.5 m 
rate Icosechg continua) io,o@frutos 10.0 m 
sadia 5,Ooii~frutos 25.0 m 
paiz adlkeo 1.1 
otros cuftivos Ifrijoi de palo, 5.0 m 
zapallo, sorgo p?ecobaro etc) 
Total estirado . 46.6 m '. 
Otro beneficio no calculable que resulta, del cultiva' en 
temporal consistia en el 
animales dombticos, 
aprovechkmiento de. rastrojo para ‘.bX 
que también podian alimentarse de 10s vastos 
. 
(5) El temporaiero 
lambayecano, 




algodon dentro de sus parcelas 
Introdujo el cultiva de algod6n "pima" hasta la parte 
baja de la cuenca del rio Cascajal de 
Lambayeque. Alli. se detecto en enero de 
Olmos, frontera oon 
vez , 1984, por - la presencia del gusano rosado de la India (Pecti~~~~~~ 
gossygiella saunders) en 
Lambayeque (Chicoma 
10s 'algodoneros comerciales de 
pima, el 
1984). Plagado el sembrio 
gusano rosado pas6 a 
de algodon 
10s algodones lambayecanos, 
primeramente a la variedad "del cerro" 
nativa 
y luego a la variedad 
"del .pajs" (Gossypium barbadensck). 
.!'pastos'naturalesP' de'los m&rgenes del valle, y las superficies 
ligeramèrite aftas. :. _' 
B'PaSt08 rlatura%eB~p 
Para el pasteo de ganado cabrfo, muiar* vacuno,. y para. aves 
de corral, 10s "pastos" naturales proveian una enorme biomasa 
poco ekplotada en arc-as carecientes de oomunidad,es campeeinas. La 
vegetacion l&osa y herbacea mas aprovechada por el campesino .y 
ganadero tradicional est& resumida en la Tabla 7., 
En Olmos', donde -las lluvias temporales E-mpezaroq en 
di.&iembre de 1982, la capa herbkea permanecio verde hasta 
setiembre, y volvi0 a reverdecer con las lluvias que.caysron en 
- enero y febrero de 1984. Entre todos 10s antiguos pobladores de 
‘Olmos y Morrope; se coincfdia &n que lus "pastos naturales" .que 
brotaron en 1953 eran mucho más altos y.vigorosos ,que 10s de 
épocas pluviales anteriores, incluyendo el afio 1925. 
Veg+@h Event& (‘“pastos naturales”) pro.ducida por Ilas lluvia% temporales, y 10s principales 
animales dom6sticss que la carniai; reïacih tomada en d caseïio morropano de PanaI& 
Hanta 
cabra res cerdo 
zapote Capparis aq-ulata 
junco 
b ichayo Capparis ovalifolia 
paja blanca Altmpthera.sp. 
rabo de ZO~O A&ida adscevzionis 
pajonal (LGraminea?) ‘. . 
Pv Pesa Demodizm sp: (?) 
‘yuca de monte Apodanthera,sp. 
yuca de caballo Proboscidea q. 
jabonciBo LqjTa oppe7qdata 
ZorraviIIa 


















Identificaciones hechas por el Dr 
Historla Natural..r'Javier Prado", L;ima parnon Ferreyra, Museo de 
X 
‘X .’ X 
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53tSTEMA A~RX$XX,A TRADICIQNAL I ,,’ .,: 
.Segun.un campesino morropano de 82 afios, que ha sido tW:iEP 
a por 10 -nos c$nco diferentes.epocaS plUVialeS excepcionales en 
la agricultura del‘ desierto, f*El afio (1983) se ha podido sembrar 
donde uno queria, pero faltaban con-que ha.carlo {p.e-, Semilla Y 
mano de obraI.. Lo que sembré, todavia est6 dando, hasta,' cuatro 
recojoSde. Zarandaja". Ctros agricultores sostienen que ."el 
aguacero-no es igual que el riego: D6 menos, pero cas-i. ~todos. 10s 
cultivas pueden producir. -Mucho caJienta la tierra y.no. tienen 
fuerza las' plantas. Necesitan ague de riego para que.refresque la 
tierra'l. '_ : 
Sln ‘duda alguna, el efecto de la ,humedad y temperaturas 
%ltas? dur-an-te la primera mitad del aEo, como indican 10s 
campesinos,, cobraron sus éfectoS en la agricultura tradicional., y 
sobre todo en 10s temporales. .La densidad del cultiva era 
im~arejo, debido a las superficies no planas que sembraron, y a 
la retenciôn relativa de humedad en f;reaS de m&s conoentracion de 
material arcilloso. El calor destroz4 la viabilidad de la 
semilla, y retraz6 la floracion y fructificaci6n de 10s sembrios. 
Plagas y enfermedades abundaban como en ningtin afio; las ratas 
COmian la cosecha y las langostas dejaron despravistas de hqjas y 
frutos alkunas plantas cultivadas. . . 
c 
En la siguiente Secci& se presentar8 un breve resumen de 
10s efectos negativos (y positivos .en algunos casos),: de las 
perturbaciones c.li&ticas en la agricuitura Se 
1imitarCt la discusibn a efectos 
tradicional. 
botanicos, edaficos y 
entomologicos, Y se terminarb con una consideracion de la pesta y 
artesania tradicional. 
Gesmina~ikk, flomcibn y fructificaclbn 
La temperatura relativamente alta (Tabla 3) 
.primera mitad del aiïo aparentemente fue' uno'de 
durante la 
10s factores 
principales en la p&Pdida de viabilidad de semilla, tanto en la 
agricultura tradicional como en la convencional. Las semillas del 
mais y algod6n (native y variedades cometiciales) cran afectadas 
sustancialmente, mientras la ssmilla de la zaranGaja y mate 
menos. La lluvia parece haler retardado la' floracion en varias 
plantas; como el frijol, la sandia, y' el algodon. Pero la 
. fructification de algodon nativo y.varios frutales' tradicion&leS 
(P-e. la ciruela Y el mango) alcanza cifras extraordinarias (6). 
Sin embargo, las fuertes precipitaciones (especialmente en' ,Batan 
Grande; Motupe y.ùlmos), abatieron las flores' del algarrobo, 
(6) -Las plantas de algodbn nativb {Gossypium barbadense) en 
parcelas de observation de 10s CTPA II y III alcanzaron ,hasta 
2,500 brganos fruteros cada una, con rendimientos encima de 
2.5 kg de fibra en rama por,planta. . 
- 161. 
tant0 como el -limon y maracuya, causando SeYerOS efectos 
econbmicos (Tabla 4). * . 
Efectos edaficos- : 
La deposicion y redistsibucion del materi& aluvionico por 
las masas de agua transportadas por 10s rios (Tabla 21, acequias 
y surcos ocurri.6 sobre grandes superficies del terreno cultiva;:: 
de Morrope y otras campiRas lambayecanas. Las particulas 
finas de arci1l.a fueron, Sogicamente, transportadas mas lejos,, Y 
llegando hasta el caserio de Monte Grande, entre el pueblo ,de 
Morrope y el Mar. Se constato que algunas superficies agricolas 
recibian hasta 50 cm de sedimentos que, en voz Mochica se conoce 
como "yukum". coma 10s suel.os de Mbrrope por 10 general' son 
relativamente sueltos, y libres de sales, la agregacion de 
material -arcilloso y organics wr efecto de 10s desbordes, 
contribuia a la formaci& de mejores texturas, ademas . de 
disminuir su porosidad. Los agricultores coincidieron en aseverar 
que 10s terrenos con "yukum" presentaban mejores caracteristicas 
para 90s temporales, debido a su ..capacidad mayas de retener 
humedad del suelo. 
Por otra parte, las particulas mas pesadas (arena y cascajo> 
colmaron casi todos 10s canales de regadio, que a1 comenzar la 
Camp%&a agrlcola de 1983/84 quedaron mayormente fuera de uso. 
Ademas Las superficies agricolas quedaran mas caltas mientras C&IE5 
$OS lechos de 10s rios erosjonaron, dejando en varios casos, ' 
fuertes desnivelss que requerian la construction de nuevos trazos 
de canales hacia aguas arriba. AdemBs, las infiltraciones de 
grandes masas de agua en las pampas hacia el norte de Morrope 
afectaron la explotacion de 
actividad minera del distrito. 
minerales (sa1 Y Y-01, principal 
La apari.cion de fuertes ataques de insectes, enfermedades, 
parAs$tos y otras plagas en la poblacicn de flora y fauna, se ha 
registrado en especies tanto cultivadas como silvestres. Segbn un 
campesino de Olmos, "todas las plantas necesitan sus remedios en 
1983; hubo mucha plaga", 
El principal cultiva tradicîonal afectado era Ea zarandaja, 
atacada fuertemente por el gusano Epinotia aporema, especialmente 
en la primera de sus tres cosechas, bajando en incidencia a 
medida que ~21 clima se normlaizaba. En algunos casos m6s que la 
mitad de la primera cosecha de frijol bianual fué,destruido por 
el cfecto de hacer galerias en la,vaina, durante 10s meses de 
julio y' agosto. En 'esta fecha apareca también la devastora 
l.angosta Schjstocerca sp- que se desarrollo mayormente en 10s 
distritos de Cafiaris en.la Sierra, y Motupe en la costa, llegando 
,hasta 30s caserfos de PuplCin y Trapiche en Mrjrrope. Fué detectado 
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hasta Guadalupe, Pacasmayo en el sur (71: El mate, sandia y 
algodon de ambos tipos'aparentemente no fueron afectados. 
Entre las plantas arbore-s de valor'economico, el-ataque -de 
otros gusanos ha sido muy SeuercJ t especialmente en el iapote', 
cuya hoja fué perforada y enrrollada para encubrir la pupa de un 
IepidQtero, probablemente Lasparecia sp- La flor del .algarrobo 
fu& destruida hasta tres veces por el efecto de la 1luvia.y lin 
gusano que la comia. El esbelto algarrobo fué casi.sofocci'do:. por 
el jabonillo ILuffa operculata), una liana Silvestre que.llegc-. a 
cubrir totalmente partes del extenso algarrobal de Batan. Grande', 
pero, a su vez fué atacado por un "chinche de monte" (orden 
Hemiptera) y luego dos variedades de langosta 181. 
L En las gargantas de las vàlles de La Leche, Chancay y Zafia, 
donde las lluvias vespertinas y nocturnas eran casi continuas;-la 
poblacion caprina fue debilitada par la ausenc‘ia de suficiente 
forraje natural, y luego decimada por una serie de parbsitos. 
ç 
En el cultiva del algodonero, las inundticiones combinadas 
con severos ataques de picudo ' (Anthonomjs SP.), arrebiatado 
(Dysdercus peruvianus) gusanos de hoja y bellota destruyeron .la 
mayor-parte de la fructificacibn de las variedades comercial.es 
("del Cerro'l en Lambayeque y "pima" en Piura). En cambio, a1 
comportamiento del algodonero nativo ("del pais"), durante -la 
&poca pluvial manifesta menos desarrollo de plagas y enfermedades 
en general., logrando una production alta de productos a1 
finalizar el aso, a pesar de la presencia de picudo y arrebiatado 
(Guadro V). La floracicn y fructification del algodonci,llo 
(Gsssypium rajmondii) en las Vegas de las quebradas normalmente 
relativamente secas de Huertas 
alcanzb niveles excepcionales 
(Chilete) y Santa Ana (Cascas) 
entre 
(Ferreyra, Simpson., 
julio y agosto de 1983 
Chance y' Vreeland 1984;.Simpson, Vreeland y 
Ferreyra 1985). En generaf, el 
el afgodbn nativo fué la 
efecto clim&tico mds dafiino,~ para 
acumulacion de humedad en las 
por medio de las precipitaciones y 
,bellotas 
neblinas, que causaron 
formacion de hongos y deterioraci6n de la fibra en mota. 
la 
Adem&s, ap2reci.o par .primera vez el gusano rosado de la 
India (Pectinofora gossypiel a Saunders) en Piura a1 comienzo de 
abril, destrozando casi 100%. de la cosecha algodonera en ese 
(7) Las identificaciones 
Ing. 
entomolbgicas fueron 
Félix Chicoma Pasco, 
aportadas por E-1 
noticia en el Perti de 
CIPA II (Chiclayo). La primera 
las lluvias 
la langosta fué registrada después de 
torrenciales de 1578, en un escrito de 1580. 
Tarnbien se menciona la presencia de gusenos de varios coIores 
y ratas (Rostworoski 19831, fenomeno que se repite después de 
las lluvias de 1983 en la misma region. i. 
(81 Los datos referentes a Guadalupe. se debeil a1 Sr. 
Vera, 
Alberto 
y 10s de Batbn Grande al. Xng. Jo& $aeda 
10s dos fueron testigos astutos de 
Montenegro, 
10 s sucesos ambientales de 
sus respectives pueblos. I 
ï 
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Departamento. En enero de 1984 fuio detectado en temporales de 
algodon "pima" y "del Cerro" en la cuenca del Rio Cascajal, entre 
Sechura y Olmos, donde comenztt a irradiarse hacia l&S areas 
algodoneras de Lambayeque. Aparecio en la zona de cultiva de 
algodon “tanguis” en la costa central en julio de 1984 19) - 
Otras plagas e insectes dafiinos incluian el grillo, que se 
acumulaba,en cantidades hasta dos y tres kilos di.arios en las 
casas batangrandinas. Hubo "plagas" de sapos y ratas, que comian 
las semillas del algodonero, destrozando su fibra, y hacjan daces 
en el maiz. Las abejas se ahogaron en sus colmenas. 
Algarrobal 
La combinacion de la difusion de semillas de algarrobo -, 
transportadas par ganado vacuno y caprino, y 10s aguaceros 
produjo una extensa germination de plantitas que colonizaron 
areas muy grandes de terreno limpio en 10s margenes de 10s 
valles. Sin embargo, las Areas riberefias y bajas eran jnundadas, 
destrozando .los pequefios algarrobos. Los arbustos maduros 
frecuentemente fueron tumbados, cuando el suelo saturado se 
aflojo. Las intensas lluvias y relampagos hacian caer sus flores 
en varias oportunidades. 
Lagunas 
E3. escurrimiento de agua superfjcial por 10s desbordes de 
10s rios trajo, ademas de semillas de plantas silvestres de us0 
medicinal y alimenticio, desde las partes ,altas de 10s valles, _ 
como llantén, caihua china, tabaco cimarron, escoba y pino, sin6 
tambihn una rica fauna variada. Las Iagunas formadas en las 
partes bajas y pantanosas, se llenaron con patos silvestres, 
gavilanes, "ti.I-tiles" y otras especies de avifauna lacustre. 
En 10s rios y acequias se colocaba una'especie de trampa de 
enea llamada "nasa" para capturar 
var9edades m&s abundantes figuraban 
peces y camarones:Entre las 
el cachuelo, bagre, life, 
lisa, mojarra y camason. Varios agricultores morropanos empleaban 
sus atarrayas 0, "tamilas" para la pesta en agua dulce. Segfin 
elles, 10s Pifes abundaban en las lagunas donde se formaban 
pequefias cavidades juntas a las raices de 90s arbustos nativos. 
El precio de3 camarbn, crustaceo cuyo costo en épocas normalees 
estaba alrededor de S/. 5,000 el kilo, cayo hasta S/. 300 en 
julio de 1983. 
(9) El mecanismo difusor del gusano rosado de la fndja hacia el. 
sur del pais, est& vinculado estrechamente con pr6cticas 
culturales Ctransporte y comercio en general), y no Par 
plantas hospederas como se presumia. Hasta l.& fecha no se, ha 
detectado el .gfJsano .rosadc en aLgod>n native a1 sur de la 
provincla de Lambayeque- 
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Lospescadores dèl caserio, morropano de Dos Palos fueron 
obligados a .dejar su oficio, debid0.a 'la ausencia de .peces. -que 
normalmente sacan de la orilla del-mar. Se dedicaban a pescar en 
lagunas y pantan que'cubrlan- una porci4n considerable,de SU 
comunidad.'A medïda que el agua se.'secaba, tambien..ge djdicaban:a 
la agrlcultur3 temporal, cultivando zarandaja, ma&, 
iapal,lo o‘tiate. : '_ 
::frijol. de 
Palo, 
Artesanla : : 
_. I 
LZIS perttirbaciones climbticas afectaron la producci4n 
artesanal, que el campeeincl. practica a menud.6 .con la agricultura, 
pescay ganaderia tradicional. Cuando 10s aguaceros paralizaban 
la gesca del mar, el past&eo y agricultura de riego, muchos 
campesinos y sus familiares comenzaron a aumentar la inversion de 
mano de obra en la producci4n de artesanias comunes en SUS 
pueblos y caserios, como se indica a continuacjbn. 
TABLA 8 
RELACION DE LOS PRJNClP&LFS CEti’tROS ARTESAMALES’Y SUS PR’ODUCTOS 
‘FM LAW3AYEQUE DURAWTti LA EPOCA PLUVIAL 
1Ocalidad artesania'pri.ncipaJ. 
. :.. 
Eten [pueblo)' tejeduria de. sombreros de .paja reparacibn de 
San Jose (ca-l&a) redes de pesta; tejido de mantas de aXéod4n. 
nativo . 
Monsefb,{puebZo) articulas de paja, enea, hilos y made&" 
Olmos Ccampiiïa) palo de escoba; tejidos de algod4n.n&t.iv,o 
Arbolsol y Cartagena confecci4n y pintura de mates 
(caserios: M4rrope) 
M4rrope (campifïa) tejidos de algod4n nativo y de hile come?cial 
Dos Palos (caserio) reparacion de chinchorros, "kafanes" y redes 
de pescar 
Varias Productores artesanales morropanos llegaron hasta el 
mercado popular de Catacaos -(Bajo Piura), incluyendo mates 
pintados, tejidos de algodbn y ceramica dom&siica, hasta que 10s 
desbordes del rio Cziscajal cortaron la carretera. Segun 
informantes locales, las morropanas llegaron hasta eJ. cruce de la 
carretera Bay.auar-M4rrope (unos 60 _ km) a pi&, donde 
comercializaban sus productos con &mpradores del Bajo Piura. 1.a 
productividad artesanal' camenzô :, a bajar cuando las .mat.erias 
primas escaseaban, por ejempl.o, la paja "toquilla" para 3 os 
sombreros. y el algodôn nativo P:ara las tejidos. La escasez de 
algod4n comercial, o hilos.sintétjcos. 
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En las ramadas levantadas encima de "huacas" y monticules en 
sus tempcwales, 10s campesinos confeccionaban IOE mates, 
extrayendo su "cuta" 0 semïlla y carne.interior< para..dejarles 
secar a1 aire, donde adquirian'su tipico color amarillento .antes- 
de ser pintados, en slus diversas formas llamadas "checo", **lapa",. 
"faykuka", "was" "chikula",. "poto", "cajudito", etc. '. 
Las lluvias causaron problemas graves en la production de 
ceramica tradicional quemada con leEa, tallos y hojas que 
permanecian humedas. Los hornos, unos pozos de tres a cinco 
metros de diametro, y alrededor de 75 cm. de profundidad, se 
llenaron de agua. Segtin 10s alfareros morropanos "si se quemaba, 
uno se perdia el trahajo. Se hizo frjo el horno el agfiacero". La 
humedad del sue10 también interrumpia el "vareado," de la fibra de 
algod6n que normalmente las artesanas golpean convaras sobre 
arena limpia y seca "de médano", proceso previo a1 .hilado mochica 
(Vreeland 1983b). _. 
CONCLUSIONES 
En conclusion, las actividades agricolas tradicionales en 
comunidades mayormente campesinas como Morrope y Olmos en el 
desierto lambayecano arrojaron un balance favorable de production 
agro-artesanal durante la campaiïa agricola,de 1982/83. En primer 
lugar satisfacian las necesidades de la economia doméstica 
familiar, logrando en la mayoria de 10s casos, una condition de 
autosuficiencia. En segundo lugar, la-.agricul.tura en temporales, 
en asociacibn con actividades artesanales, la pesta eventual en 
10s rjos, acequias, y lagunas permit5b la producci&n de 
excedentes en alimentos (aarandaja, sandia, frijol de palo, 
zapallo?; en la pesta de especies nativaa de agua dulce; el us0 
de "pastos" naturales para forraje de animales domésticos; y en 
la artesanla (production de-mates, 'tejidos y sombreros, etc). 
Tomando solamente la producci6n promedio de zarandaja y maiz 
amilaceo en base a las 4250 ha sembradas en temporales morropanos 
en 1983, el campesino bien podia haber cubierto' una parte 
sustancial de las pérdidas en el rubro de productos alimenticios 
de pan llevar y menestrae; indicadas en el Cuadro 3, a nivel 
departamental. Los excedentes de camar6n llegaron hasta Trujillo 
y Lima, mientras las diwersas formas de) mates tradicionales 
fueron vendidos por una docena de artesanos.en Rajo Piura durante 
10s me$es de junio y julio de 1983. , 4 L 
La venta comercial de eXcedenteE .de la praducci6n 
artesanal de comunidades campesinas c8mo Morrope, contribuyo 
agro- 
aun 
de otra mariera beneficiosa para ,la economia tradicional. 
Aprovechando -las masas excedentes de agua no regulada, vertida 
por e7 rlo La Leche y Motupe en 1984, mas de 500 agricultores 
morroganos sembraron alrededor de 2000 ha de arroz en 
"clandestina", 
forma 
careciendo de planes de cultiva y riego {PCR) de 
la Regibn Agraria TII, por -ser cultiva no.autorizado en el sub- 
sector de riego Morrope. Algunos de elles lograron instalar rnh-4 
. 
de-10 ha cada uno, sin crédito de la banca naoional u otras 
fuentes comercial+. Usatido‘ "çre:dito social" en f CJrma .de 
*qp,restamos" de 'mano de obra,entre familias relai~ion-das,.--.P-r 
parentesco, y las utilidades acumuladas durante la época pluvial., 
y después, les fueron posible invertir casi 'un millbn de-. Soles 
p0.r hect&rea.para Ja conducci6n no autorizada del arros. gsto fu@ 
logrado después de' un +=io que dejo a 10s .agrjoultores 
convsnoionales y cooperativas arroseras con su m&s- grande de+a 
en la historia reciente, y después de' dos. a5os,.rela,tivamente 
secos (1980-82). Estas actividades tradicionales de. produocien 
C#il capital "social" y "agro-artesanal" I mereee mayor 
investigacion'como un modëlo empresarial del pequefio agricultor 
para el desarrollo del ag'ro nortefio. 
La 'agricultura convencional engendra monocultjvos,. 
endeudamiento international, controles estatales de 
comercializacion y subsidio de precios, Y el deterioro de 10s 
campos de cultiva wr la falta de tecnologia apropiada: El 
agricultor convencional solo puede cultivar c.on créditos 
comerciales, y demanba exoneràcibn de pagos cuando la cosecha 
est& afectada fuertemente por causas naturales. La agricultura 
tradicional es diversificada y .flexible., busca la autonomia en su 
conduccion, y fomenta un mode10 empresariaJ en base a la unidad 
de trabajo familiar. Abastece en primer 'término la demanda 
interna (subsistencia), lueg* la colocaci6n de 
excedentes en mercados regiona.les (ver Chayanov: 19741.. 
productos 
_. 
En contrast&, -la agricultura convencional solo .busca la 
diversîficacion de sus cuftivos cuando el recurso hidrico es 
$imitado (ver I)EPTI 1983: 9)- La agricultura tradicional siempre 
es'diversïficada, para reslstir las fluctuaciones entre extremos 
de sequia y humedad en periodos interanuales. En general, las 
unidades agricolas (UA) .'pequefîas'prqducen m&s pur héct6rea y a 
menas costo monetario que Jati unidades agricolas. grandes. Rn 
otras palabras, la economia pùède,' co-existir, prosperar y 
contribuir en forma basica a.l& sociedad nortefia aun dentro de la 
economia forma1 (of Lehman 1983:14) . . 
Si la agricultura tradicional est& adaptada a la 
del medio ambiente, 
agresi'on 
tiene que demostr&r su .capacidad de, ser 
productiva no solamente en a5os "normaJ.es", sina también ,en afios 
catastroficos, como 10 fue 1983. Si las visitudes del cJima por 
si mismo es la mejor enseEanza, 
humedos debe formar parte 
Juego la.periodificaci& de afios 
del proceso de acumulacion de 
conocimientos hjstbricos de 10s desastres naturales. La 
agricultura tradicional obviamente es 
evoluoion en Za costa norte, 
producto de siglos de 
desde la aparicibn de las cultivas 
principales hace casi cuatro milenios (Pickersgill y Heiser: 
1978). 
Se cancluye esta descripcibn preljminar de la agricultura 
tradicional durante un afio aluvionico con un resumen de probables 
y comprobados afios pluviales anormales en Jos departamentos de La 
Libertad, Lambayeque.y Piura (Cuadro VI). El periodo de probables 
ocurrencias de fenomenos ,.d& NiEo comienza c& datos 
arqueoMgicos, gue aUn falta precisar, pero sin duda alguna,'.el' 
hecho de lluvias y descargas superabundantes no es un fenomeno 
reciente. 
Es precisamente este factor‘ dè repeticjh de afios 
"desastrosos" que condîciona la tecnologià tradicio.nal para la 
agricultura del desierto. .La construction, y ,'reciente 
reconstruction, de las instalaciones de infraestructura de riego, 
vial,- urbana, salud, et(7;. , comprueba que en la memoria del 
planificador convencional, el pasado tiene pooa importancia. El 
logro del agro-artesano norte5o demuestra que no todos h&n 
olvidado su pasado, vinculado con una apreciacion cultural del 
fenfimeno del - Niiïo en el presente y podrian forjar una buena 
perspectiva agraria del porvenir. 
_' 
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COS.TA. TOTAL ( I9? I ) 700,000 694,900 5130 
LA LIBERTAD 96,000 96,000 .? . 
LAMBAY EOUE 124,000 124,000 0 
- PIURA 123,000 I 2 7,000 5,000 i 
COSTA NORTE TOTAL. 352,000 347,000 5 000 
r 
% TOTAL COSTA 51 51 99.6 
% .TOTAL PERU y 33 0.3 
ESCURRIMIENTO SU’PERFICIAL MEiJIQ ANUAL 
FERU (TOTAL -1 i 65 I 000 m3f5cg. ma % ’ 
VERTlENTE, PACIFICO 2 1,000 mW5eg. 1.7 % 
COSTA NORTE 2 138 ma/seg. 0.2 % 
(13 RIOS, CHAO - CHIRA) 
NOTA : RIOS OUIROZ, CHANCAY, LAMDAYEOUE, CHICAMA 
Y PIURA = 20-29 mwieg. 
- 80 % ESCURRIMIENTO OCURRE ENTRE ME§ES ENERO Y ADRIL 
- 80 % ESCURRIMIENO SE PIERDE EN EL MAR 0 DESIERTO ’ 
RIO PIURA ‘= o-3,000 m3hg. [ASRIL) 
3 LLUVIA PIURA = 4,3‘-653.0 mm ( ABRIL) 
(VAR~AC~ON MAXIMA MES ARRIL) 
POBLACION 1,981 
. . 
PERu (TOTAL) - IS’OOO ,000 
COSTA NORTE (Cl~500 m.8.n.m) - 2'0'00,000 
‘30 COSTA PERU 17 % 
% COSTA (SIN LIMA) 30 % 
IRRIGACION Y SAL’1NlZAC1O.N 
A) IRRIGACION 11961) PIURA 7 LAMDAY EQUE7CHICAMA7 LA LECHE 7 HUARA7 
JEQUETEPEOUE CH113 A 
l3)SALlNIZACION(l96l) LAMBAYEQUE7CA LECHE7PlURA>CHlRA>FlSCO7 
TAME!O7CA~ETE7JEOlJETEPEOUE. 
ENSALITRADAS POR MAL DRENAJE: 150,000 h&. (18% COSTA TOTAL) 







Fuente: CEDEP, Diagnostico Técnica - Econckico .de la Actividad Agropecuar ia 
del Valle ds Chancay - Lomboyeque 1984 
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l 109 90 44 31 
1980. .l5 35 .62 78 38 26, 14 ” II 7 62 94 95 537 






‘METEOROLOG ICA DE TEMPERATURAS 
MESES DE 1978 - 1983 EN- EL VALLE DE CHANCAY 
POR 
Fuente 1 SENAMHI: Estacion Experimental de Lambayeque, y CEDEP l?iagnostico 
! la Actlvidad Agropecuaria .del Valle de Chancay - Lambayaqoe 1984 
Te’cnico - Ecbnomtco de : 





Fuente 1 Censos Nationales y Gelavaud, las regiones costellas del Peru Septentrional, 1,984. 
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CENS0 NACIONAE 1876 : “PROFESIONES” . 
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